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Abstract

Despite the plausible necessity of topological protection for realizing scalable quantum computers, the conceptual under-
pinnings of topological quantum logic gates had arguably remained shaky, both regarding their physical realization as well as
their information-theoretic nature.

Building on recent results on defect branes in string/M-theory [SS22-Def] and on their holographically dual anyonic
defects in condensed matter theory [SS22-Ord], here we explain (as announced in [SS22-TQC]) how the specification of
realistic topological quantum gates, operating by anyon defect braiding in topologically ordered quantum materials, has a
surprisingly slick formulation in parameterized point-set topology, which is so fundamental that it lends itself to certification
in modern homotopically typed programming languages, such as cubical Agda.

We propose that this remarkable confluence of concepts may jointly kickstart the development of topological quantum
programming proper as well as of real-world application of homotopy type theory, both of which have arguably been falling
behind their high expectations; in any case, it provides a powerful paradigm for simulating and verifying topological quantum
computing architectures with high-level certification languages aware of the actual physical principles of realistic topological
quantum hardware.

In companion articles [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS] (announced in [Sc22b]), we explain how further passage to “dependent
linear” homotopy types naturally extends this scheme to a full-blown quantum programming/certification language in which
our topological quantum gates may be compiled to verified quantum circuits, complete with quantum measurement gates and
classical control.

In Memoriam of Yuri Manin
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unknowing of their close relationship.
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1 Introduction
The need for topology in quantum computation. While the hopes connected with the idea of quantum computation (Lit.
2.1) are hard to overstate, experts are well-aware (Lit. 2.5) that practically useful quantum computation beyond the presently
existing NISQ machines (Lit. 2.3) will require the development of profound stabilization mechanisms to protect quantum
data against decoherence. This might be achievable at the software level by implementing enough redundancy within existing
quantum hardware paradigms (“quantum error correction”) but more likely it will (in addition) require error protection right
at the hardware level, utilizing quantum materials whose quantum states are stabilized by fundamental physical principles
broadly known as topological (Lit. 2.12), specifically by topological order appearing in topological phases of quantum
materials (Lit. 2.7).

The open problem of topological quantum gates. Inevitable as the path of topological quantum computing (Lit. 2.4) may
thus be in the long run, its theoretical underpinnings had arguably remained shaky (cf. [Va21][SS22-Ord, p. 2], Lit. 2.9),
despite considerable interest and in contrast to the impression one may glean from a cursory perusal of the literature. This
might have in part contributed to the apparent failure of the only attempt to date at implementing topologically protected qbits
in the laboratory (Lit. 2.8). Generally, the original and still most promising idea of topological quantum logic gates operating
on topologically ordered ground states (Lit. 2.7) by adiabatic (Lit. 2.6) braiding (Lit. 2.20) of anyonic (Lit. 2.17) defect
worldlines had shifted out of the community’s focus: Experimentalists have been focusing on topological states which, even
if detected, would be intrinsically immobile and hence un-braidable (Lit. 2.8); while theorists have been exploring anyonic
braiding in a generality remote from considerations of physical realizability (cf. Lit. 2.9 and p. 4).

A solution gleaned from high energy physics... But in a recent re-analysis of defects in topological quantum materials
[SS22-Ord] (Lit. 2.7) – following analogous (“dual”) considerations for stable defect branes in string/M-theory [SS22-Def]
(Lit. 2.11) – we found a detailed realistic model for adiabatic anyon braiding, showing how the established classification of
topological phases of matter (Lit. 2.7) by topological K-theory (Lit. 2.16) extends to describe topologically ordered ground
states supporting braid group statistics (Lit. 2.17). This description of anyon braiding turns out to flow naturally from just
fundamental constructions in parameterized homotopy theory (discussed §4), revealing a deeper purely homotopy-theoretic
nature (Lit. 2.12) of topological quantum gates than has been appreciated before.

...lending itself to certified quantum programming. This formulation of topological quantum gates in parameterized ho-
motopy theory is noteworthy also in view of a remarkable modern development in certified (“typed”) programming language
theory (Lit. 2.26): where strict adherence to the principle of assigning types to all data, in particular also to certificates of
identification of pairs of other data, leads to these types behaving just as the homotopy types of parameterized homotopy
theory. In effect, the fundamental certification language now called homotopy type theory (“HoTT”, Lit. 2.27) serves at once
as a general-purpose programming language as well as a proof language for constructions in parameterized homotopy theory.

Claim and broad Outline. In summary, this suggests that homotopy-typed programming languages (Lit. 2.27, exposition
in §5.1) naturally serve for encoding (simulating) and formally verifying realistic topological quantum logic gates (Lit. 2.4),
providing a natural theoretical basis for simulation and certification of realistic topological quantum computing platforms.
We had briefly announced this result in [SS22-TQC]; here we introduce and explain in detail:

in §4 the relevant parameterized point-set topology as understood from traditional algebraic topology literature (Lit. 2.12);
in §5 the relevant dependent homotopy type theory, as operational in the programming language Agda (Lit. 2.28);
in §6 the construction of the homotopy data structure (Def. 6.7) which encodes topological quantum gates: Theorem 6.8.

More technical outline. Before concluding, here to outline our construction/claim in a little more technical detail:
Our starting point is the following two facts which are separately “well-known” to their respective experts, but whose

striking conjunction does not seem to have been appreciated before:
(1) [SS22-Def, §5]: Plausible future topological quantum computation hardware realizes (only) those anyon braid quan-

tum gates (Lit. 2.20) which act on quantum states by monodromy braid representations (Lit. 2.21) of Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov (KZ) connections (Lit. 2.24) on “ŝu2k-conformal blocks” from conformal field theory. At level k = 2
these include the popular Majorana/Ising anyons, and for k = 3 the universal “Fibonacci anyons” (Lit. 2.19).
The point is that anyon braiding is often broadly hypothesized (cf. [Va21]) to be described by any braid group represen-
tation or any unitary braided fusion category. However, plausible physical realizations are expected to be much more
specifically given by modular tensor categories of affine su2- representations, these being quantum states in Chern-
Simons theory hence correlators in (chiral) current algebra (i.e: WZW) conformal field theory (Lit. 2.24).

(2) [SS22-Def, §2]: A technical result known as the “hypergeometric integral construction” (Lit. 2.25) of KZ-solutions
serves to show that just these ŝu2k-monodromy braid representations have a natural construction in algebraic topology
(Lit. 2.12), where they are given by the monodromy of canonical Gauss-Manin connections (Lit. 2.23) on fiberwise
twisted cohomology groups (Lit. 2.15) of configurations spaces of points in the plane (Lit. 2.18).
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This is striking, because the first item above, when taken at face value, invokes a fairly long and intricate sequence of
constructions from conformal field theory and representation theory of affine Lie algebras, while the second item invokes only
the most basic concepts of algebraic topology. It is via this translation from conformal quantum field theory to plain algebraic
topology (discussed in §4) that topological quantum gates can be fully grasped by a homotopically typed programming
language (as discussed in §5). More in detail, the structure of our construction and proof is indicated in the following flow
diagram:

Lit. 2.20
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The novel results are Thm. 4.13 and Thm. 6.8 ; the rest is infrastructure (locally well-known to respective experts)
connecting these to a novel global picture of anyonic quantum braid gates formalized in HoTT.

Conclusion. As a result, what we offer here is a previously missing understanding of topological quantum gates which is:
(i) naturally rooted in the modern foundations of homotopical mathematics,

(ii) fully aware of the physical principles underlying topological quantum materials, and
(iii) natively implementable in state-of-the-art programming certification languages such as Agda.
The first two points mean that the construction is amenable to pure mathematical analysis while at the same time reflecting
the actual physics in question; and the third point makes this accessible to actual programming languages for verification and
simulation.

Example application: Certified topological quantum compilation. Once topological quantum hardware becomes avail-
able, and generally when simulating topological quantum circuits, the key step (e.g. [ZW20]) in implementing any quantum
algorithm is its compilation to a circuit (Fig. QC) consisting of those logic gates that the topological hardware actually offers.

While the Solovay-Kitaev Theorem [Ki97][So00] guarantees, under mild assumptions, that such quantum circuits exist for
any prescribed accuracy (see [DN06][Br14]), it still requires work to find optimal circuits under given operational constraints
(e.g. [BHZS05][HZBS07][HBS09][KBS14][JS21, §IV]). Our result provides a certification language (Lit. 2.26) that reflects
the analytic detail of the topological quantum compilation, achieving the combination of:
(1) modern exact real computer analysis (cf. Lit. 2.29 & pp. 72) for certifying that one unitary operator approximates another;
(2) novel topological language constructs for certifying that/if such operators arise from physical anyon braiding (Thm. 6.8).

This may open the door to full formal verification of quantum compilation of realistic topological quantum gates based on
their actual physical operation principles; a task arguably constitutive for quantum computation in the long run (cf. Lit. 2.5).
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Outlook. Here we are just scratching the surface of the following topics on which type theory might now be brought to bear:
• The su2-monodromy which we encode as a homotopy type in Def. 6.7, Thm. 6.8 is equivalently (one chiral half of) the

quantum propagator of su2-Chern-Simons theory (cf. [CR97][Ga00, §5]) on a cylinder with “Wilson line” insertions.
• As a type constructor, Def. 6.7 clearly works beyond the specific choice of twisting (57): that choice is needed only to

identify its categorical semantics as the familiar KZ-monodromy on conformal blocks. But more general twistings may
still have recognizable semantics. For instance, in [SS22-Def, Rem. 2.22] we provided evidence that for fractional levels
κ 7! κ/q we obtain the conformal blocks of logarithmic CFTs expected for some anyonic quantum states.

• The braids (Lit. 2.20) embodied by Def. 6.7 are a special case of embedded framed cobordism. Indeed, the way we found
the construction presented here is (following [SS22-Conf][CSS21]) as a special case of (twisted) cohomology of Cohomo-
topy moduli spaces, the latter encoding embedded framed cobordism by Pontrjagin’s theorem (cf. [SS21-MF][SS20-Tad]).

Last but not least, a couple of interesting extensions of homotopy type theory (Lit. 2.27) seamlessly lend themselves to
handling these and further aspects of topological quantum programming — we aim to discuss these elsewhere:
– Linear HoTT and Universal Quantum Programming. A natural extension of homotopy types by (dependent) linear

– namely: quantum – types exists ([Ri22], anticipated in [Sc14a]) providing a universal quantum programming language
(see [Sc22b]) reflecting the linearity of quantum types (such as the no-cloning property) together with the quantum mea-
surement process and classical control mechanisms.
In fact, beyond ordinary quantum types, this knows about dependent higher homotopical linear types, namely about
parameterized spectra, such as those consisting of the parameterized Eilenberg-MacLane types (Lit. 2.14) used here.
This means that essentially the same homotopy data structure of Def. 6.7 but constructed as a linear homotopy type,
integrates topological quantum gates into a full-blown quantum circuit language with quantum measurement gates and
classical control; this is discussed in companion articles [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS].

– Cohesive HoTT and Solid State Physics of Topological Quantum Gates. The analysis of [SS22-Ord] concludes (Lit.
2.17) that realistic topological quantum gates implemented in topologically ordered quantum materials are described by the
holonomy of Gauss-Manin (GM) connections (Lit. 2.23), not just on twisted ordinary cohomology (as discussed here), but
on Twisted & Equivariant & Differential (TED) topological K-cohomology (Lit. 2.16), which refines the KZ-monodromy
through a comparison map called the secondary Chern character. This predicts physical corrections to the traditional
expectation of monodromy braiding gates operating by the holonomy of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) connection:
namely, that braid gate operations in the co-kernel of the secondary TED-Chern character are not actually realizable by
adiabatic braiding of defects in real topological quantum materials, while new K-theoretic braiding operations appear in
the kernel.
The differential and equivariant structure required to resolve these corrections from solid state physics is naturally incor-
porated into homotopy theory by the consideration of cohesive (following the terminology of [La94][La07]) systems of
modal operators ([SSS12, §3][Sc13][SS20-Orb][SS21-Bun]) in a way that again lends itself to implementation in type
theory, then called cohesive homotopy type theory ([ScSh14][Sc15][We17][Sh18][My21][My22][MR23]).
These linear and cohesive refinements of homotopy type theory should naturally combine to a cohesive linear homotopy

type theory (the corresponding semantics is discussed in [Sc13, §4.1.2][BNV16][GS19]), which we suggest to be the ultimate
platform for certification of classically controlled quantum programming with realistic topological quantum gates: 1

Certified topological quantum gates
by adiabatic anyonic defect braiding

Homotopy
Type Theory

Certified quantum circuits
with full classical control

Linear Homotopy
Type Theory

Cohesive Homotopy
Type Theory

Physical effects of symm-
etry-protected topologically
ordered quantum materials

Cohesive Linear Homotopy
Type Theory

Certified quantum programming of
classically controlled quantum circuits

compiled from topological quantum gates
in physically realistic quantum materials

to be discussed elsewhere

discussed in §6

discussed in [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS] following [SS22-Ord]

1Intriguingly, cohesive linear homotopy theory is also the semantic context in which to naturally make formal sense of the key ingredients of high energy
physics, specifically of string/M-theory (cf. [Sc14b][SS20-Orb, p. 6]). This is in line with a deep relationship between strongly coupled quantum systems
(such as anyonic topological order) and string/M-theory, cf. [SS22-Ord, Rem. 2.8][Sa23][Sc23].
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2 Background and perspective
Since we are connecting areas of physics, mathematics, and computer science that have not been in close contact before, we
provide here a kind of index for various technical terms, with brief explanations and pointers to the literature. The reader may
or may not want to peruse this section linearly, and can certainly skip ahead to come back here only as the need arises.

Literature 2.1 (Quantum computation). The general idea of quantum computation was originally articulated by Yuri Manin
[Ma80][Ma00], Paul Benioff [Be80] and Richard Feynman [Fe82], brought into shape by David Deutsch [De89], shown to
be potentially of dramatic practical relevance by Peter Shor and others [Sh94][Si97]... if quantum error correction could be
brought under control (Lit. 2.5), which was shown by Peter Shor and others [Sh95] to be at least a theoretical possibility.

Textbook accounts of the general principles of quantum computation and quantum information theory include: [NC10]
[RP11][BCR18][BEZ20]. Impressions of the state of the field may be found in [Pr22] and in the discussion of NISQ machines
(Lit. 2.3); elementary exposition leading up to the following discussion may be found in [Sc22a].

Here we are concerned with the low hardware-level formulation of computation, where elementary instructions (“logic
gate names”) are mapped to transformations on a state space (such as on the registers of a computing machine), and where
programs consist of paths of such instructions (“logic circuits”) executed as iterated such state transformations — we expand
on this in §3. From this very basic perspective, the one key aspect of quantum computation to take note of is just that:

Where an operation on a classical state space is a map of finite sets (of states), the analogous quantum operation is an
invertible (Lit. 2.2) linear map of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces. (In Thms. 4.13, 6.8 these vector spaces arise in
the form of complex cohomology groups, Lit. 2.15.)

Classical computation Quantum computation

finite set
of states

{0,1}D

finite set
of states

{0,1}D

t1 t2

computation

instruction path

finite dim.
vector space

of states

C2D

finite dim.
vector space

of states

C2D

t1 t2

computation
(complex linear map)

instruction path

Table D. Where a classical digital computation
(program) is a function (a map) between finite
sets (of bits), a corresponding quantum compu-
tation is (in particular) a linear map between
finite-dimensional complex vector spaces.
Compare the discussion in §3.

This complex linearity of quantum computation processes is to a large extent the source of their richness, since:
(1.) there is now a continuum (an un-countable multitude) of possible states, hence of data (see Lit. 2.29) where a classical

digital computer sees only a finite set,
(2.) the complex coefficients allow this multitude to interact usefully via constructive/destructive interference (in all-important

contrast to the case of classical analog and/or probabilistic computing).
In particular, the verification/certification (Lit. 2.26) of a quantum computational process (such as a proof that a given

set of quantum gates compiles to a prescribed linear map, to within specified accuracy, cf. p. 3) is in general a problem in
constructive analysis/exact complex computer arithmetic (Lit. 2.29).

Other key aspects of quantum computation, such as unitarity of these linear maps (i.e., their preservation of Hilbert space
structure and hence of the probabilistic interpretation of quantum physics) on the one hand, and non-unitary state collapse
(under quantum measurement) on the other, play a tangential role in the present article but will be brought out fully in the
companion articles [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS].

Literature 2.2 (Reversible computing). The conceptual development of quantum computation leads to a re-evaluation of
basic principles of computing. For instance, at the fundamental microscopic level, all physical processes — and hence also all
computational processes — are reversible. Executing non-reversible classical logic gates (such as AND : Bit2! Bit) means
for a computer to discard information into — hence to interact with — an arbitrarily complex environment: this is known as
Landauer’s principle [Be03]. Trivial as this may superficially seem, it is exactly such environmental interactions that have
to be shielded from a microscopic system in order to realize a coherent quantum computation process (Lit. 2.5) — which is
then reversible as predicted by quantum mechanics according to unitary Schrödinger evolution. This way, quantum circuits
(excluding quantum measurement gates, which we disregard here but turn to in the companion articles[SS23-QM][SS23-EoS])
are a form of reversible computation (e.g. [Ki97, §2.2][NC10, §1.4.1, 3.2.5][Am+20, §9]).

Curiously, exactly this fundamental reversibility of computation is natively reflected — under the formulation (in §3) of
low-level computation as “path-lifting” — by homotopy-typed programming languages (Lit. 2.27), where it corresponds to
the invertibility (78) of “parameter paths” in the guise of identification certificates (71) and thus to the denotational semantics
of homotopy type theory in spaces/∞-groupoids reviewed in §5.1.
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Literature 2.3 (NISQ computers). Currently existing quantum computers (such as those based on “superconducting qbits”,
see e.g. [CW08][HWFZ20]) serve as proof-of-principle of the idea of quantum computation (Lit. 2.1) but offer puny com-
putational resources, as they are (very) noisy and (at best) of intermediate scale: “NISQ machines” [Pr18][LB20]. What
is currently missing are noise-protection mechanisms that would allow to scale up the size and coherence time of quantum
memory. The foremost such protection mechanism arguably (Lit. 2.5) is topological protection (Lit. 2.4).

Literature 2.4 (Topological quantum computation). The idea of topological quantum computation — specifically (we give
an exposition in §3) of topological quantum logic gates operating by adiabatic (Lit. 2.6) braiding (Lit. 2.18) of worldlines of
anyonic defects (Lit. 2.17) in topological quantum materials (Lit. 2.7) controlled by Chern-Simons/WZW theory (Lit. 2.24)
— is attributed to [Ki03][Fr98][FKLW03][FLW02b] (see also [KL04]), further expanded on in [NSSFD08] (analogous dis-
cussion for discrete gauge groups, i.e. Dijkgraaf-Witten theory, is in [OP99][Mo03][Mo04]). Reviews include [BP08][RW18]
and textbook accounts include [Wa10][Pa12][SL13][St20][Si21].

Interestingly, the key principle of topological quantum computation and also in more generality (as discussed in §3) was
already clearly articulated in [ZR99] under the name “Holonomic Quantum Computation”.

Beware that traditional literature tends to discuss the issue in the abstract, disregarding (cf. [Va21]) the question of physical
realization of anyonic defect braiding in actual materials, even theoretically (Lit. 2.9). A (previously) popular experimental
setup via “Majorana zero modes” now seems dubious (Lit. 2.8). On the other hand, the braiding of band node defects in the
momentum space (Lit. 2.7) of topological semimetals may be promising (Lit. 2.10).

Literature 2.5 (Need for topological quantum protection). While the idea of topological quantum computation (Lit. 2.4)
may at times be presented as just one of several interesting alternative approaches to quantum computation, there are good
arguments that any practically useful, hence scalable, quantum computing architecture, beyond the currently available NISQ
machines (Lit. 2.3), must be topologically protected by necessity:

[Sau17]: “small [NISQ] machines are unlikely to uncover truly macroscopic quantum phenomena, which have
no classical analogs. This will likely require a scalable approach to quantum computation [...] based on [...]
topological quantum computation (TQC) [...] The central idea of TQC is to encode qubits into states of topological
phases of matter. Qubits encoded in such states are expected to be topologically protected, or robust, against the
’prying eyes’ of the environment, which are believed to be the bane of conventional quantum computation.”

[DS22a]: “The qubit systems we have today are a tremendous scientific achievement, but they take us no closer
to having a quantum computer that can solve a problem that anybody cares about. [...] What is missing is the
breakthrough [...] bypassing quantum error correction by using far-more-stable qubits, in an approach called
topological quantum computing.”

Literature 2.6 (Adiabatic nature of topological quantum gates). The operation on degenerate quantum ground states by
braiding (Lit. 2.18) of anyonic (Lit. 2.17) defect worldlines (Lit. 2.4) is an instance of unitary transformations given by the
Quantum Adiabatic Theorem (e.g. [Ne80][ASY87][RO12][BDF20]). That topological quantum computation is, in this sense,
an instance of “adiabatic quantum computation” [FGGS00][AvDKLLR07] is at times hard to discern from the literature.
This is on the one hand because the term tends to be used by default for (non-topological) quantum annealing processes
[GH20]; and on the other hand, because the experimental focus on detecting “Majorana zero modes” (Lit. 2.8) entirely stuck
at endpoints of nanowires seems to have led to disregard for the eventual need for braiding, altogether.

References that do make explicit the adiabatic nature of topological quantum gate processes include (besides [ZR99]):
[CFP02, p. 2][FKLW03, pp. 7][NSSFD08, p. 6] [CGD11][RO12, p. 1][Pa12, p. 50, 52][CLBFN15][MCMC19][St20, p.
321].

We amplify this because adiabatic transformations in quantum physics are an instance of path lifting (Lit. 2.30) —
namely of classical parameter paths to (linear) maps between quantum state spaces depending on (namely: fibered over)
these classical parameters (19). Concretely: Quantum adiabatic transformations are the parallel transport (Lit. 2.22) of a
corresponding connection (a flat connection for “topological” processes, Lit. 2.22) on the quantum state bundle [Si83][WZ84]
(review in [Be89][Va18][St20, §2]) whose holonomy/monodromy is known as Berry phases [Be84].

Curiously, this phenomenon of adiabatic quantum transformations via path lifting is natively captured by homotopically-
typed languages (Lit. 2.27), see §3.

Literature 2.7 (Topological quantum materials). A topological phase of matter (textbook accounts include [Va18][St20,
§II]) is a ground state of a crystalline material in which the vector bundle of occupied Bloch states (of electrons/positrons in
the fixed atomic lattice) over the Brillouin torus (the lattice momentum space, cf. Lit. 2.10) is topologically non-trivial, in that
it has a nontrivial class in (twisted, equivariant) topological K-theory (Lit. 2.16). A ground state is said to exhibit topological
order [We91][St20, §6.2] if it is degenerate and its adiabatic (Lit. 2.6) dependency on the position of defects constitutes a
braid group representation (Lit. 2.21). Review with comprehensive pointers to the literature is in [SS22-Ord].
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Literature 2.8 (Majorana zero modes?). In recent years a lot of attention towards potentially realizing topological quantum
computation (Lit. 2.4) has been focused on the proposal that topological quantum states might be realized in the form of “Ma-
jorana zero modes” [Ki01] localized at the endpoints of super/semi-conducting nanowires; see reviews in [Ma22][DS22b].
However, a series of prominent claims of experimental detection of such modes have now been retracted or called into ques-
tion (see e.g. [DSP21]). Even if such modes could be detected, they would, by design, be immobile and hence impossible as a
platform for topological braid quantum gates (Lit. 2.4) in the original sense based on adiabatic braiding movements (Lit. 2.6).
While it has been argued that some kind of effective braiding of immobile “Majorana zero modes” could be emulated by other
means, it seems implausible (certainly unproven) that this could be true in a sense which would still enjoy the topological
protection property of actual adiabatic braiding (Lit. 2.6), thus defeating the point.

Therefore, it seems to us that even if Majorana zero modes localized in nanowires were real, they would be unlikely to
support the original and established notion of topological quantum gates (Lit. 2.4) with which we are concerned here. A
more promising experimental realization of actual topological quantum gates may be given by braiding of band nodes in
momentum space (Lit. 2.10)

Literature 2.9 (Mathematical specification of anyons). While the basic idea of anyons (Lit. 2.17) may seem clear, it is not
just their experimental realization that has been elusive (cf. Lit. 2.8), but arguably already their theoretical derivation and
determination within mathematical physics had been sketchy (cf. [Va21]). Much of the mathematical/theoretical solid state
physics literature takes it for granted that the answer to “What is an anyon species?” (cf. Lit. 2.19) is: “Any unitary braid
group representations!”, hence: Any unitary R-matrix! (e.g. [KL04], cf. Lit. 2.21); or more recently and such as to account
for different anyon species (Lit. 2.19): “Any unitary braided fusion category!” (going back to [Ki06, §8, §E][NSSFD08, pp.
28][Wa10, §6.3] and repeated, usually without attribution, in numerous reviews, e.g. [RW18, §2.4.1][Ro22, §2.2]).

The basic idea, at least for defect anyons, is that their classical parameter space is the configuration space of points (Lit.
2.18) in an effectively 2-dimensional quantum material (or in its dual Brillouin torus, Lit. 2.10) so that the Berry phase
transformation under adiabatic movement of the anyon positions (Lit. 2.6) on the material’s topologically ordered ground
state (Lit. 2.7) constitutes a braid representation (Lit. 2.21).

While this sounds plausible, the only detailed derivation (as far as we are aware) from first physics principles is our
recent argument in [SS22-Ord, §3.3]; and the result there is something more specific and also slightly modified: Anyonic
wavefunctions are given by certain K-theoretic (Lit. 2.16) corrections (cf. p. 4) to, specifically, the ŝu2k-monodromy braiding
rules (su2-anyons, cf. [SS22-Ord, Rem. 3.12]). More concretely — and this is what matters for the present discussion —
anyon braiding is given by the holonomy of the su2-KZ connection (Lit. 2.24) arising as the Gauss-Manin connections (Lit.
2.23) on bundles of twisted generalized cohomology groups (Lit. 2.15) over configuration spaces of points (Lit. 2.18). While
this cohomological derivation of anyons overlaps — up to some corrections and specifications — with the traditional postulate
of braided fusion categories (see [SS22-Ord, Rem. 3.12]), it has the striking distinction that it directly lends itself (via the
translation in §4) to certification in homotopically typed programming languages (as such discussed in §6).

Literature 2.10 (Braiding of band nodes in momentum space). A moment of reflection reveals that the notion of topolog-
ical braid quantum gates (Lit. 2.4) relies only on properties of the abstract configuration space of the quantum material (its
ground states, Lit. 2.7), not on the tacit assumption that this is identified with physical space (“position space”). In particular,
all arguments usually made for would-be anyonic defects (Lit. 2.17) in position space immediately apply to the material’s
momentum space (the Brillouin torus, Lit. 2.7) if suitable topological defects are present there. While this possibility has
received attention only very recently ([SS22-Ord, Rem. 3.9]), momentum-space defects in topological quantum materials are
well-known, well-established, and well-studied: These are band nodes in topological semi-metals (i.e., Dirac/Weyl points).
Moreover, their controlled movement and potential braiding (Lit. 2.20) by (adiabatic, Lit. 2.6) manipulation of external pa-
rameters has been established in a variety of (meta-)materials and seems a rather generic property. References are collected
in [SS22-Ord, Rem. 3.9].

Literature 2.11 (Holographic models for strongly correlated quantum systems). Not just the physics of topologically
ordered phases of matter (Lit. 2.4), but generally that of any strongly interacting quantum system falls outside (e.g. [Str13])
most of traditionally available “perturbative” analytic methods. The popular claim that quantum field theory is the most
precise physical theory ever conceived tacitly refers to one special case where available perturbative methods happen to
work well, namely in quantum electrodynamics (QED). But already quantum chromodynamics (QCD) at room temperature –
which is meant to describe nothing less than (the nuclei of) ordinary matter – is so strongly coupled that there is currently no
coherent theory for it (just a zoo of partial models and computer lattice simulations). Finding the non-perturbative completion
of QCD which would explain in detail how “constituent quarks” are “confined” within hadronic bound states such as atomic
nuclei, is an open “Millennium Problem” (for good accounts see [RS20][Ro21][DRS22][Ro22]).

One promising approach to this problem is to focus on the dynamics of the “flux tubes” which are thought to connect,
and thereby strongly bind, any quark to another. Subtle quantum effects make these flux tubes behave [Po98][Po99][Po02]
like “strings” propagating in a higher dimensional spacetime with only their endpoints (the quarks) constrained to the actual
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spacetime hypersurface, which now appears as a (3+ 1)-dimensional hypersuface (called a “brane”) embedded in a higher
dimensional “bulk” spacetime. This formulation has come to be known as “holographic QCD” (reviewed in [Er15][RZ16, §4])
a variant of the more famous but less realistic AdS/CFT correspondence (reviewed in [AGM00]). The analogous description
of strongly coupled condensed matter systems as intersecting brane models in string theory is known as holographic quantum
matter (or variant names) [ZLSS15][HLS18]. Here the role of the nuclear force is played by the “Berry connection” (Lit. 2.6)
and that of quarks by fermionic quasi-particles; see the dictionary in [SS22-Def, Table 1].

While the full non-perturbative completion of this string theoretic-picture of strongly-coupled quantum theory also still
remains to be formulated (working title: “M-theory” [Du99]), in this case, there is a tight web of hints and consistency checks
available (due to insights that came to be known as “the second superstring revolution” [Schw96]). It is by exploring such
hints (in [SS22-Def], following [SS22-Conf]) that the model for topological quantum gates discussed here was discovered in
[SS22-Ord]. While none of this string-theoretic background is needed (nor assumed) for the present article, it may help to put
the constructions into their broader perspective.

Literature 2.12 (Topology and Homotopy theory). Strictly speaking, topology is the study of general spaces — “topological
spaces”, such as Euclidean space of any dimension, but also mapping spaces (e.g. [AGP02, §1]), configuration spaces (Lit.
2.18), parameter spaces, etc. — up to continuous deformations (homeomorphisms); while homotopy theory is the study of
such spaces up to the coarser notion of (weak) homotopy equivalences (which is about continuous deformations of continuous
maps between spaces): homotopy types. However, the term topological is often used for what more precisely would be
called homotopical, so that the terminological distinction is blurred (cf. [Mill19, p. vii]). This is notably the case for
“topological quantum computation” (Lit. 2.4) which is really concerned with quantum gates parameterized by homotopy
classes of continuous (hence: topological) computation paths, where the invariance under deformations (namely: under
homotopy) reflects the robustness of the computation against noise, cf. Fig. H in §3.

This way, the qualifiers “topological” in “topological quantum computation” and “homotopy” in “homotopy type theory”
are actually synonymous!
On the other hand, one distinguishes further between:

• point-set topology – which is topology/homotopy theory of the familiar notion of spaces consisting of sets of points
equipped with topological cohesion;

• algebraic topology – which studies topological spaces through the homological algebra of their (co)homology groups
(Lit. 2.15); and it is the tendency of these to only depend on the underlying homotopy types which makes this de facto be
a subject of homotopy theory);

• abstract homotopy theory – which is concerned with models for homotopy types beyond topological spaces – notably
simplicial sets, cf. around (107) below – and with variants, such as local, equivariant, stable, etc. homotopy types.

• parameterized versions of all of these, where all spaces and hence all constructions on these are allowed to vary over
some parameter space.
Textbook introductions to basic point-set topology include [Ja84][Mu13] and introductions to the algebraic topology and

homotopy theory based on these topological foundations include [Sp66][Ja84][Ro88][Br93][Ha02][AGP02][tD08][Str11]
[Ar11]. (For early history of the subject see [Hi88].) The parameterized point-set topology/homotopy theory which we need
in §4 is laid out in [MS06], following [Bo70][BB78]. Abstract homotopy theory (going back to [Br65][Qu67][Br73][Ad74]) is
reviewed for instance in [KP97][Ri14][Ri20], and concise summaries of facts needed in our context are given in [FSS20-Cha,
§A][SS21-Bun, §3.1]).

For standard technical reasons, we assume all topological spaces in the following to be (a) compactly generated (cf.
[SS21-Bun, (1.2)]) and (b) of the homotopy type of a CW-complex.

Literature 2.13 (Homotopy groups). The basic homotopical invariants of topological spaces X (Lit. 2.11) are their homotopy
groups πn(X) (e.g., [AGP02, §3]). Foremost among these is the fundamental group π1(X) of a connected space, which is the
group of deformation classes of closed loops in the space, based at any fixed point (e.g. [AGP02, §2.5]). Similarly, the higher
homotopy groups πn(X) of a connected space are deformation classes of based maps from the n-sphere Sn into X – these are
all abelian for n ≥ 2.

Finally, for not necessarily connected spaces X we have their set of path-connected components, denoted π0(X). For
instance, the connected components of a mapping space Map(Y, X) are the homotopy classes of maps Y ! X .

Literature 2.14 (Eilenberg-MacLane spaces). For any abelian group A and n ∈ N≥1 there exists a connected topological
space unique up to homotopy equivalence (Lit 2.12) – called an Eilenberg-MacLane (EM) space (e.g. [AGP02, §6]) and
equivalently denoted K(A,n) or BnA – whose homotopy groups (Lit. 2.13) are concentrated on A in degree n:

πn′
(
BnA

)
≃
{

A if n′ = n ,
∗ otherwise .
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If n = 1 then BG exists also for non-abelian groups G, known as the classifying space for G-principal bundles.
For abelian groups A, their nth EM-space is naturally equivalent to the based loop space of the (n+1)st

BnA ≃ ΩBn+1A

which makes them constitute a spectrum HA, the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for A.
Finally, given a group G (possibly non-abelian) acting by homomorphisms on the abelian group A, we have a correspond-

ing parameterization of EM-spaces over the classifying space of G:

BnA BnA�G

BG

Literature 2.15 (Cohomology). The ordinary cohomology groups Hn(X ;A) of a topological space (Lit. 2.12) are tradition-
ally introduced in terms of cochains, but the equivalent reformulation central for our purpose is (e.g. [AGP02, §7.1, Cor.
12.1.20] cf. [FSS20-Cha, Ex. 2.2]) as homotopy classes of maps into an Eilenberg-MacLane space (Lit. 2.13):

Hn(X ;A) = π0
(
Map(X , BnA)

)
.

If n = 1 and G a possibly non-abelian group, then

H1(X ;G) = π0
(
Map(X , BG)

)
is called the first non-abelian cohomology of X . This is the evident special case of generalized non-abelian cohomology (cf.
[FSS20-Cha, §2.1]) where for any space A we take the cohomology of X with coefficients in A to be

A (X) :≡ π0
(
Map(X , A )

)
. (1)

For example, if A = Sn then this yields the cohomology theory known as Cohomotopy.
Often this is considered for the special case when A is part of a sequence

{
En
}

n∈N of pointed spaces where each is
equipped with a weak homotopy equivalence to the based loop space of the next one (a spectrum of spaces). In this case

En(X) = π0
(
Map

(
X , En

))
is the Whitehead generalized cohomology of X with coefficients in E.

For example, if E0 = FredK is the space of Fredholm operators on a separably infinite-dimensional K-Hilbert space, then

KU−n(X) = π0

(
Map

(
X , Ω

nFredC
))

, KO−n(X) = π0

(
Map

(
X , Ω

nFredR
))

is the topological K-cohomology of X (cf. Lit. 2.16)

More generally, if the coefficient space A is acted on by a group G (which we shall assume to be discrete for ease of
exposition), then one may form the A -fiber bundle over the classifying space BG which is associated to the universal G-
principal bundle EG (also known as the Borel construction or homotopy quotient of A by G). Accordingly generalizing the
definition (1) of cohomology to the “slice over BG” generalized cohomology to twisted cohomology (see [FSS20-Cha, §2.2])

twisted
cohomology
A τ(X) :≡ π0

(
Map

(
X , A �G

)
BG

)
=



universal
local coefficient

bundle
A �G

X BGτ

twist

cocycle

/
hmtp

=



local coefficient
bundle

E A �G

X X BG

(pb)cocycle

τ

twist

/
hmtp

If A = BnC is an n-fold delooping of (the discrete abelian group underly-
ing) the ring of complex numbers and G ≡ (C×)♭ denotes the (discrete!)
group of units with its canonical multiplication action on C, then the local
coefficient bundle E on the right is, for n = 0, just a flat line bundle L (Lit.
2.22) or rather its underlying horizontal covering space (Lit. 2.30).

Local system
flat complex line bundle

L C�C×

X BC×
classifying space of

discrete group of complex units

(pb)

τ
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For general n it is the local coefficient bundle for twisted ordinary complex cohomology with

Hn(X ; L ) = Hn+τ
(
X ; C

)
≃ π0

(
Map

(
X , BnC�C×)

BC×

)
. (2)

This is the reason why flat vector bundles are often referred to simply as “local systems” (namely: of coefficients for twisted
ordinary cohomology), see Lit. 2.22. Discussion of the corresponding twisted cohomology goes back to [De70, §2, 6], a
textbook account is [Vo03II, §5.1.1].

In the form of “cohomology of a local system” L on the left of (2) twisted cohomology is used abundantly in the
discussion of the hypergeometric integral construction (Lit. 2.25).

Literature 2.16 (K-Theory classification of topological phases). At (very) low temperatures, the electrons in a “weakly
correlated” crystalline material will incrementally fill up the lowest available 1-electron ground states in the Coulomb back-
ground of the atomic nuclei which constitute the crystal lattice (e.g. [Va18, §2]). As the wave vectors/momenta of the
electrons range through the Brillouin torus of available lattice momenta (e.g. [FM12, p. 52]), these valence states form a
complex vector bundle (18) over the Brillouin torus. If this vector bundle is “topologically non-trivial”, one says that the
crystalline material is in a topological phase of matter (Lit. 2.7).

In more detail, the full relativistic computation of the electron states shows that their ground state bundle forms a class
in the topological K-cohomology (Lit. 2.15) of the Brillouin torus, constituted by the electron valence bundle and a possible
admixture of positronic ground states ([SS22-Ord, Fact 2.3], following a famous original suggestion due to [Ki09]). Moreover,
if the dynamics of the electrons respects crystalline symmetries, then so does their valence bundle which is then classified by
the corresponding equivariant K-theory of the Brillouin torus [FM12]. More generally, if the electron dynamics respects also
some internal symmetries and/or is subject to Berry phases, their ground states are classified in TED K-theory [SS22-Ord,
§2.3, 3.1].

However, if the electrons in the material are strongly correlated (strongly interacting, cf. Lit. 2.11) then their ground states
must be represented more properly by joint n-electron states — for larger n the larger the interaction. By the Pauli exclusion
principle (which prevents n-electron states to be non-trivial if any pair of their momenta coincides) these form a vector bundle
over the configuration space of n distinct points (Lit. 2.18) in the Brillouin torus. Accordingly, it is generally the TED
K-cohomology of these n-configuration spaces which classifies such topologically ordered (strongly correlated) topological
phases [SS22-Ord, §3.2].

Literature 2.17 (Anyons). It is tradition (a comprehevsive list of literature on this and the following aspects is provided
in [SS22-Ord, §3.3]) to motivate the concept of anyons as hypothetical particle species which are conceptually in between
the firmly established bosons – whose joint quantum state picks up no transformation under their pair exchange –, and the
firmly established fermions – whose joint quantum state picks up a sign −1 = exp(iπ) ∈ U(1) under pair exchange: For
anyons one imagines any given phase exp(φ i) ∈ U(1) under pair exchange, whence the name. Under mild assumptions this
makes non-trivial sense (only) for quantum particles of codimension 2, hence notably for pointlike (quasi-)particle excitations
in effectively 2-dimensional materials (e.g. in atomic mono-layer crystals similar to graphene). In a superficially evident
generalization of this notion, one speaks of non-abelian anyons if the exchange phases are more general unitary operators in
some unitary group U(n) acting on a higher dimensional Hilbert space of their joint quantum states.

For a recent impression of the review literature on anyon physics, see for instance [MMN23].

However, despite the popularity of this motivation, it misleads about the crucial fact that such anyonic phase factors are
supposed to depend on dynamical braid paths (Lit. 2.20) traversed by anyons around each other (thus constituting a braid
representation, Lit. 2.21), while the boson/fermion phases are kinematical properties of their wavefunctions enforced even if
no effective motion takes place. Indeed, close inspection of more concrete anyon models discussed in the theoretical physics
literature reveals first of all two crucially different incarnations of anyons (cf. [SS22-Ord, Table 5]), neither of which quite
fits the naive popular motivation:

On the one hand, abelian anyons are thought to be modeled by fermion-like quasi-particles which couple via a so-called
“fictitious gauge field” such that their quantum propagation picks up Aharonov-Bohm phases with respect to each other.
On the other hand, non-abelian anyons are thought to be modeled as defects in topologically ordered quantum materials
whose adiabatic movement (Lit. 2.6) by classical parameter evolution makes them pick up Berry phases. At the same time, a
microscopic understanding of how such non-abelian anyons would appear in realistic materials had arguably remained elusive
(cf. Lit. 2.8).

We believe that the first satisfactory theoretical model for anyons — one which (a) unifies these two notions as well as (b)
properly embeds their theory into that of the ambient topological phases of matter (Lit. 2.7) which are expected to host them
— is the one laid out in [SS22-Ord, §3.3], where the reader may also find extensive referencing of the traditional literature on
the matter. The upshot of the anyon model in [SS22-Ord, §3.3] is that:
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(1) anyonic quantum ground states are classes in TED K-theory (Lit. 2.16) of configuration spaces of points (Lit. 2.18) in
the punctured Brillouin torus of the given quantum material — approximated by their TED Chern-character which is
a class in ordinary TED cohomology;

(2) the anyonic phase factors are the holonomies of the Gauss-Manin connection (Lit. 2.23) on the resulting bundles of
TED (K-)cohomology groups over the configuration spaces of punctures in the Brillouin torus.

The main result of [SS22-Def] is that this prescription — in the approximation of ordinary TED cohomology as opposed to
the full TED K-theory — actually reproduces much of the expected description of anyon braiding, and hence derives it from
first principles. The lift to full TED K-theory then predicts subtle “torsion” corrections to this traditional picture (cf. p. 4).

Literature 2.18 (Configuration spaces of (defect-)points). The parameters whose motion controls topological quantum
computation gate operation (Lit. 2.4) by adiabatic (Lit. 2.6) braiding (Lit. 2.20) are configurations of defects (Lit. 2.17) in
a quantum material (Lit. 2.7), often tacitly assumed to be spatial positions but possibly instead being critical momenta given
by points in “momentum space” (Lit. 2.10). Specifically, for such defects to potentially be of anyonic nature they need to
have co-dimension = 2 in the ambient quantum material, which for the case of point-like defects means that the quantum
material must be an effectively 2-dimensional crystal consisting of a single or a very small number of atomic layers (such as
now familiar from graphene). This is the case we are focusing on here.

Key is the assumption that these defects remain separated from each other, hence that the defect points have distinct
positions (possibly meaning: distinct positions in momentum space, hence distinct wave vectors!). In physical reality, it may
be possible to force defects to merge, but for the materials of interest this should correspond to an effectively discontinuous
change of the system’s ground state, which we disregard by the same rationale by which we disregard, say, the process of
destructing the crystal structure altogether: while physically possible, this takes us out of the regime of quantum materials
whose description is of interest here.

In conclusion then, the relevant parameters of defect positions for topological quantum gates move in a space of configu-
rations of distinct points in a surface. For actual 2-dimensional crystals, this surface is a (Brillouin-)torus, but for simplicity
here we will disregard the global topology of tori, which means that we consider configurations of points in the plane R2,
often regarded as the complex plane C in this context.

Figure D – Configuration of (defect-)points in the plane.
In laboratory realization the plane represents an atomic mono-layer (at most a small multi-
layer) of a crystalline quantum material (Lit. 2.7), or its Fourier-dual space of wave-
vectors (of excitations in the crystal); and the points represent anyonic defects (Lit. 2.17)
in this structure (such as band nodes of a 2d semi-metal, Lit. 2.10).
Mathematically, the whole configuration is itself one point in the configuration space of
points (3) in the plane (cf. Lit. 2.19). Jointly moving the defect-positions means to move
along a curve in this configuration space (Lit. 2.20), hence to move the points jointly
along a “braid” (Lit. 2.20).

(Brillouin-)plane
(defect-)points

Such parameter-spaces of configurations of points in the plane have long been studied in pure mathematics [FaN62];
a textbook account is [FH01], gentle introduction includes [Will20][Wils18], more details may be found in [Co09], and
brief review in our context is in [SS22-Conf]. Much of their mathematical interest lies in the fact (5) that these spaces are
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces (Lit. 2.14) of braid groups [FaN62][FoN62] (Lit. 2.20).

Concretely, the configuration space of N+1 ordered points (carrying labels 1,2, ...,N+1, cf. Lit. 2.19) in the plane R2 is
the complement in the product space (R2)N+1, i.e. in the space of possibly coincident poisitions of N +1 points, away from
the subspace where any pair of them coincides:

configuration space
of ordered points

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +1}

(
R2) :≡

space of unconstrained
positions of ordered points(
(R2)×·· ·× (R2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

N +1 factors

)minus

\
subspace where any pair of points coincide{
z1, · · · ,zN+1 ∈ R2

∣∣∣ ∃
I ,̸=J

zI = zJ

}
(3)

The symmetric group Sym(N+1) evidently acts on such an ordered configuration space by permuting the order of the labels;
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and the quotient of this action is the un-ordered configuration space

configuration space
of un-ordered points

ConfN+1(R2) :≡

configuration space
of ordered points

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +1}

(R2)

modulo

/
permutations

Sym(N +1) . (4)

These configuration spaces (3) (4) canonically inherit the structure of topological spaces (Lit. 2.12 – in fact of smooth
manifolds) and the statement is ([FaN62, p. 118][FoN62, §2], review in [Wils18, §2.2][Will20, pp. 9]) that the underlying
homotopy type (Lit. 2.12) is the delooping (the first Eilenberg-MacLane space, Lit. 2.14) of the (pure) braid group (Lit. 2.20):

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +1}

(R2) ≃
whe

BPBr(N +1) , i.e.: πk

(
Conf

{1, · · · ,N +1}
(R2)

)
=

PBr(N +1) if k = 1

∗ otherwise

ConfN+1(R2) ≃
whe

BBr(N +1) .

(5)

Here the non-trivial statement is that the higher homotopy groups πk≥2 are all trivial: That the configuration space is connected
(π0 = ∗) is fairly evident; and the (pure) baid group may be understood as being defined (7) to be the remaining nontrivial
fundamental group π1.

Somewhat less widely studied (away from the subject of hypergeometric KZ-solutions, Lit. 2.25) but key for our analysis
is the fact that these ordered configuration spaces are naturally fibered over each other, locally trivially, by maps that forget
the last point in a configuration (due to [FaN62, Thm. 3], reviewed as [Bir75, Thm. 1.2], exposition in [Wils18, §2.1]):

Conf
{1, · · · ,N+2}

(R2)
(
z1, · · · ,zN , zN+1, zN+2

)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N+1}

(R1)
(
z1, · · · ,zN , zN+1

)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(R1)
(
z1, · · · ,zN ,

)
.

prN+2
N+1

7!

prN+1
N

7!

(6)

On homotopy types this gives the fibration of delooped braid groups (206) which drives the anyon braiding in the final
construction (225).

Literature 2.19 (Anyon species). The mathematical literature on configuration spaces (Lit 2.18) tends to consider by default
the un-ordered configuration space (4) and the corresponding general braid group (Lit. 2.20). But physically realistic defects
(Figure D) tend to appear in different “species”, hence carrying different labels, and are hence described by the ordered
configuration space (3) and by the corresponding pure braid group (7).

In terms of braid representations (Lit. 2.21) this distinction is brought out by the shift of focus in the relevant physics
literature to braided tensor/fusion categories (see references in [SS22-Ord, Rem. 3.12]), which is one way of encoding that
each strand of a braid carries a label (here: of an object in the category).

Specifically for the realistic monodromy braid representations arising as the holonomy/transport of KZ-connections
on su2-conformal blocks (Lit. 2.24) the possible anyon species are indexed by weights (in CFT: “highest weights”, see
[SS22-Def, pp. 8]), namely by natural numbers w ∈ {0,1, · · · ,k} ranging from the trivial case 0 (corresponding to: no defect)
up to a fixed “level” k = κ −2 ∈ N which controls the resulting braiding phases, see (53) below.

For example (see e.g. [JS21][GHL22] and further references listed in [SS22-Def, §5.2]):
• the popular notion of Majorana anyons (alternatively: Ising anyons) correspond to k = 2 (κ = 4) and their species of

weights 0,1,2 are traditionally denoted “1”, “σ” and “ψ”, respectively.
• the first class of anyons whose braid gates are universal for quantum computation are the “Fibonacci anyons” corresponding

to k = 3 (κ = 5)2.
• Beyond that, are “parafermions” and a whole hierarchy of anyon su2 classes at higher levels k ≥ 3 which do not (yet) carry

their own names, but which would all be universal for topological quantum computation (see [KMM23]).

2In comparing to the physics literature, specifically on Fibonacci anyons, beware that for anyons at odd level it is customary to list only the species of
even weight.
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Literature 2.20 (Braiding). Recall (see, e.g., [Mi72]) that by a group one means
a group of operations, on some object, which are associatively composable and
invertible (cf. pp. 54). By a braid group (due to [Ar25], monographs include
[FoN62][Bir75], exposition in [Will20]) one means the group of joint continuous
movements of a fixed number N + 1 of non-coincident points in the plane, from
any fixed configuration back to that fixed configuration. The “worldlines” traced
out by such points in space-time under such an operation look like a braid with
N +1 strands, whence the name.
As with actual braids, here it is understood that two such operations are identified
if they differ only by continuous deformations of the “strands” without breaking
or intersecting these, hence by an isotopy in the ambient R3.

1 2 3 4 5 6

3 4 6 2 1 5 = perm(b)

—
-b

ra
id

in
g

b
−
!

A quick way of saying this with precision (we consider a more explicit description in a moment) is to observe that a braid
group is thus the fundamental group π1 (Lit. 2.13) of a configuration space of points in the plane (Lit. 2.18). Here it makes
a key difference whether one considers the points in a configuration as ordered (labeled by numbers 1, · · · ,N + 1) in which
case one speaks of the pure braid group, or as indistinguishable (albeit in any case with distinct positions!) in which case one
speaks of the braid group proper: After traveling along a general braid b the order of the given points may come out permuted
by a permutation perm(b), and the braid is pure precisely if this permutation is trivial:

pure
braid group

PBr(N +1)

braid group

Br(N +1)

permutation group
(“symmmetric group”)

Sym(N +1)

π1

(
Conf

{1, · · · ,N +1}
(R2)

configuration space
of ordered points

in the plane

)
π1

(
ConfN+1(R2)
configuration space
of un-ordered points

in the plane

)
π1

(
ConfN+1(R∞)
configuration space
of un-ordered points

in higher dim Eucl. space

):≡

fibe(perm)

:≡
perm

≃

forget
ordering

forget
positions

(7)

Since these configuration spaces have no other non-trivial homotopy groups (5), the vertical identifications mean equiva-
lently that the homotopy type of these configuration spaces constitute deloopings or classifying spaes or Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces in degree 1 (Lit. 2.14) for the braid groups; in particular:

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +1}

(R1) ≃
whe

BPBr(N +1) ≃
whe

K
(
PBr(N +1), 1

)
. (8)

A more explicit way to describe the braid group Br(N +1) is to observe, first, that any braid may, clearly, be obtained as
a composition of those elementary braids which do nothing but pass a pair of neighbouring points past each other:

ith
generating

braid
bi :≡

 · · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 N +1

 and its
inverse
braid

b−1
i :≡

 · · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 N +1

 (9)

While any braid may be obtained as a composition of just these generators, not every pair of such compositions yield
distinct braids. For example, if a pair of such elementary braids acts on disjoint strands, then the order in which they are
applied does not matter up to the pertinent continuous deformation of braids:

 · · · · · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 j−1 j j+1 j+2 N+1

· · · · · · · · ·

 =


· · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 j−1 j j+1 j+2 N+1

 (10)

On the other hand, when consecutive triples of elementary braids do act on the same strands, then an evident continuous
deformation relates them as follows:
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· · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 i+3 N+1


=


· · · · · ·

1 i−1 i i+1 i+2 i+3 N+1


(11)

A classical theorem due to Artin [Ar25, §3] (cf. [FoN62, §7]) says that these are the only relations between these
generators, in that the braid group is presented by these generators and relations, in the general sense of group presentations
(e.g. [MKS66][Jo90], cf. pp. 65): 3

braid group

Br(N +1) ≃ FreeGrp
( Artin generators (9)

{e, b1, · · · , , bn}
)/ Artin braid relations (10) (11)(

bi ·b j = b j ·bi if i+1 < j
bi ·bi+1 ·bi = bi+1 ·bi ·bi+1

)
(12)

Analogously for the pure braid group (7), it is fairly evident that any pure braid can be obtained by composing “weaves”
in which one strand lassoes exactly one other strand:

(i, j)th
generating
pure braid

bi j :≡

 · · · · · · · · ·

i j

 =

 · · · · · · · · ·

i j

 (13)

For example, consecutive application of such generators for fixed i and decreasing j yields pure braids of the following form:



· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·



=



· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·



=



· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·



(14)

As before in (12), these pure braid generators (13) constitute a finite presentation, now of the pure braid group (we show
the optimized set of pure braid relations due to [Le10, Thm. 1.1, Rem. 3.1]):

pure
braid group

PBr(N +1) ≃ FreeGrp
(
{e}⊔

pure braid generators (13)

{bi j}1≤i< j≤N+1
)/ pure braid relations [Le10, Thm. 1.1] bi j ·brs = brs ·bi j if r < s < i < j or i < r < s < j

b ji ·bir ·br j = bir ·br j ·b ji = br j ·b ji ·bir if r < i < j
brs ·

(
b jr ·b ji ·b js

)
=
(
b jr ·b ji ·b js

)
·brs if r < i < s < j

 (15)

And as before in (10), the first of these relations (15) simply say that the order of applying pure braid generators is
irrelevant if these act on disjoint intervals of strands:

3In (12) we include the neutral element in the set of generators just in order to stick with the convention used in (179) below, where it is most natural to
regard the free group-construction as an operation on pointed sets.
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· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

i j k l



=

 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

i j k l



(16)

The further relations in the presentation (15) of the pure braid group concern cases where pure braid generators do
“overlap”, specifically with the products (14) of other generators:

 · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i j



=



· · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i j



 · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·

r i j



=



· · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·

r i j


 · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·

r i j



=



· · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·

r i j





· · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i j


=

 · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i j




· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i s j



=

 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

r i s j



(17)

Notice that all these pure braid relations are commutator relations [Le10, Rem. 3.10], saying that one pure braid generator
commutes with a product of pure braid generators, such as those in (14). This implies that group homomorphisms out of a
pure braid group into an abelian group are given by assigning any of the abelian group elements to the pure Artin generators
(13) (used in Lem. 6.5 below).

Literature 2.21 (Unitary braid representations). A unitary braid re-presentation (review in [Ab15]) is a linear representa-
tion of a (pure) braid group (Lit. 2.20) by unitary operators (on any Hilbert space), hence is a group homomorphism of the
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form

ρ :
braid group

Br(N +1)
homomorphism

−−−−−−−−−−−−−!

unitary group

U(k) , or just ρ :

pure
braid group

PBr(N +1)
homomorphism

−−−−−−−−−−−−−!

unitary group

U(k) .

In the context of topological quantum computation (Lit. 2.4) one imagines that ρ(b) is the unitary transformation on the
ground state of an effectively 2-dimensional topological quantum material (Lit. 2.7) which is induced by adiabatially (Lit.
2.6) moving N +1 anyonic (Lit. 2.17) defect points (Lit. 2.18) along the given braid b (Lit. 2.20).

Some authors (e.g. [KL04]) consider representations of the non-pure braid group (7) in the special case that k = (N+1)d,
with each strand contributing a d-dimensional tensor factor to the full Hilbert space (so that the first Artin braid relation (10)
is satisfied), in which case the representation condition for the remaining second Artin braid relation (11) is famous as the
Yang-Baxter equation (e.g. [YG91][Ab15, §5]), much studied in pure algebra.

Similarly, if the strands (anyons) carry labels (different anyon species, Lit. 2.19) so that one is looking at representations
of the pure braid group then many authors consider the corresponding algebraic structure of braided fusion categories, going
back to [Ki06, §8, §E][NSSFD08, pp. 28][Wa10, §6.3] and repeated in numerous reviews, e.g. [RW18, §2.4.1][Ro22, §2.2].

However, braiding transformations thought to be physically realizable in quantum materials arise more specifically as
monodromy representations, being the holonomy/transport of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection on bundles of confor-
mal blocks (e.g. [TH01][Ab15, §4][GHL22]), see Lit. 2.24 and see Figure A.

Literature 2.22 (Flat vector bundles, Local systems, Holonomy and Monodromy). For better or worse, the following
terms in pure mathematics are more or less equivalent to each other, their choice of usage depending more on the subject
context and author’s background than on the underlying phenomenon as such, which is a reflection of the importance of the
latter:

• flat vector bundles
• local systems (of coefficients)
• holonomy (of flat parallel transport)
• monodromy

To start with, a (topological, Lit. 2.12) vector bundle is a locally trivial fibration
of vector spaces, namely is a continuous map of topological spaces pH : H ! X
such that over an open cover {Ui ⊂ X}i∈I , ⊔

i∈I
Ui =: U ↠ X it looks like a trivial

fibration prU : U ×H0!U of some “typical fiber” vector space H0, and such that

the induced transition functions over the cover intersections U ×X U
pr1
⇒
pr2

U are
continuous and fiberwise linear.

U ×
typica

l

fiber

H0

vector
bundle
H

U
open cover

P
base space

prU (pb) pH (18)

In our application to quantum physics in §3 the base space P is a space of classical parameters and the fiber Hp of pH

over p is (or rather: underlies) a Hilbert space of quantum states of a quantum system with these external parameters.
Now, a flat connection “on” this vector bundle (namely: connecting its fibers to each other) is a rule for how to lift paths

(Lit. 2.30) from the base space P to the total space H , for every choice of lift of their starting point, such that (1.) these lifts
depend only on the homotopy-class of the path (for fixed endpoints) and (2.) respect the concatenation of paths and (3.) lift
constant paths to constant paths. Or rather: Such lifting is called the parallel transport of a flat connection, that connection
itself being understood as the prescription for lifting “infinitesimal paths” (tangent vectors to paths) which one may make
sense of when the topological vector bundle is equipped with differentiable structure.

This parallel transport along closed paths (representing elements in the fundamental group of the base P, Lit. 2.13) is
called the monodromy of the flat connection (constituting a linear representation of the fundamental group on the fibers over
the base point); and this monodromy equivalently characterizes the flat connection over each connected component of P
([De70, §I.1], cf. e.g. [Di04, Prop. 2.5.1]).

Hence a flat connection on a vector bundle H ↠ P locally stratifies H into horizontal subspaces, making it a covering
space H δ ↠ P (Lit. 2.30). Finally (but here we do not further need this): the sheaf of local sections of this covering space
H δ is then a locally constant sheaf of vector spaces and as such known as a local system (terminology going back to [St43],
textbook accounts include [Vo03I, §9.2.1][Di04, §2.5]). This terminology is short for local system of coefficients, referring to
the use of such flat vector bundles as coefficients for twisted cohomology (Lit. 2.15).

Literature 2.23 (Gauss-Manin connections). In the parameterized perspective on algebraic topology (Lit. 2.12), one is
naturally led to consider fiberwise (co)homology groups (Lit. 2.15) over a parameter space. Under suitable conditions, the
resulting bundles of (co)homology groups over that base space carry a canonical flat connection (Lit. 2.22), meaning that
there is a canonical way of identifying (co)homology elements along small paths of parameter values.
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This notion of Gauss-Manin connections in a context of algebraic geometry is due to [Ma58] 4; see also [Gro66][Ka68]
[KO68][Gri70]. In §4 we are concerned with the case of twisted cohomology (Lit. 2.15) on topological fiber bundles,
following [EFK98, §7.5][Vo03I, Def. 9.13][Ko02, §1.5, 2.1], where the hyergeometric integral construction (Lit. 2.25)
shows that a special case of Gauss-Manin connections are Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connections.

Literature 2.24 (Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connections on conformal blocks). The Hilbert spaces of topologically ordered
ground states of effectively 2-dimensional topological quantum materials (Lit. 2.7) in dependence on the position of anyonic
defects (Lit. 2.18) are thought (Lit. 2.4) to be the spaces of states of a Chern-Simons field theory, or rather their “chiral half”,
called the spaces of “conformal blocks” of a WZW (aka affine current algebra) conformal field theory (see [FMS97, §C]). A
derivation of this (previously unproven, cf. [Va21]) assumption from first principles is argued in [SS22-Ord, §3].

As the parameters (the defect configurations) vary, these spaces of conformal blocks form a bundle over the configuration
space of points (Lit. 2.18) which carries a canonical flat connection (Lit. 2.22) known as the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
connection, [FMS97, §15.3.2][Ko02, §1.5, 2.1][Ab15, §4], cf. Ex. 4.14.

The monodromy (Lit. 2.22) of this KZ-connection constitutes a unitary representation of the fundamental group of the
configuration space of points, hence a braid group representation (Lit. 2.21), thought to reflect the operation of topological
quantum gates (Lit. 2.4) by anyon braiding (Lit. 2.9). Here we consider all this via its hypergeometric integral representation
(Lit. 2.25).

Literature 2.25 (Hypergeometric integral construction of conformal blocks [SS22-Def, Prop. 2.15, 2.17]). What is
known as the hypergeometric integral construction in conformal field theory is, in the end, an equivalence between

(1) the bundle of conformal blocks with its KZ-connection (Lit 2.24)
(2) the bundle of suitably twisted cohomology groups (Lit. 2.15) of configuration spaces (Lit. 2.18) of N +• points

equipped with their Gauss-Manin connection (Lit. 2.23, Ex. 4.14).
The idea originally emerged from the work of several authors in conformal field theory, an early reference is [DJMM90];

more accessible exposition is given in [EFK98, §4, §7]. The proof that for suitable parameters (53) the resulting KZ-
connection is exactly that on su2-conformal blocks is due to [FSV94].5

That this proof is rather technical (but we tried to bring out the key result concisely in [SS22-Def, §2]) witnesses the
complexity inherited from the traditional notion of ŝu2k-conformal blocks and only serves to highlight how remarkable it is
that the hypergeometric integral construction reveals them as being equivalent to a purely cohomological construction. It
is this remarkable fact which allows us, in the next step, to further identify bundles of conformal blocks with a remarakbly
simple homotopy data structure (in Theorem 6.8 below).

Literature 2.26 (Software verification, data typing and their mathematical semantics). A profound confluence of com-
puter science and pure mathematics occurs [ML82] with the consideration of certified software (e.g. [Ch07]), where the
formal verification of the correct implementation of any program (such as by prescribed bounds on numerical rounding er-
rors, cf. Lit. 2.29) happens to coincide with rigorous (and constructive) proof of a corresponding mathematical theorem –
and vice versa. (Technically, this works due to the Curry-Howard correspondence, see around (92) below.) Such verifica-
tion/proof languages (like Agda, Lit. 2.28) are (dependently) typed in that strictly every piece of data they handle has assigned
a precise type which provides the strict specification that data has to meet in order to qualify as input or output of that type
([ML82][Th91][St93][Lu94][Gu95][Co11][Ha16]).

The abstract theory of such data typing is known as (dependent-)type theory and the modern flavor relevant here is
often called Martin-Löf type theory in honor of [ML71][ML75][ML84], for more elaboration and introduction see also
[Ho97][UFP13].

Once this typing principle is adhered to, the distinction vanishes between writing a program and verifying its correctness.
Moreover, such a properly typed functional program may equivalently be understood as a mathematical object, namely as
a mathematical function (60) from the “space” of data of its input type to that of its output type — called its denotational
semantics (a seminal idea due to [Sc70][ScSt71], for exposition see [SK95, §9]) and more specifically, for dependent type
theories: its categorical semantics in locally Cartesian closed categories (67) [See84][Ho97, §3] (locally Cartesian closed
model categories for homotopy types) reviewed e.g. in [Ja98][Sh12], or more generally categories with families [Dy96],
comprehension categories [Ja93], or natural models [Aw13]. When the univalence axiom (105) is included then this cate-
gorical semantics takes place (106) in categories of “higher geometric spaces” (aka: ∞-stacks) called model toposes [Re10]
(∞-toposes [Lu09], see around (107) below), a statement that was first conjectured in [Aw12] and fully proven in [Sh19],
exposition is in [Ri22].

4Yuri Manin hence pioneered both the notion of quantum computation (Lit. 2.1) as well as the notion of Gauss-Manin connections (Lit 2.23 – Gauss’
name appears here just as a general tribute to a historical mathematician). Our result shows that these two seemingly unrelated ideas are in fact closely
related.

5Beware that these authors equivalently speak in terms of the complexification sl(2,C) of the real Lie algebra su2.
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This tight interrelation between the theories of verified computation of types and of mathematical spaces has been adver-
tised as the Computational Trilogy (59), references are provided in [SS22-TQC, p. 4]. It is via this “Rosetta stone” of the
Computational Trilogy, generalized to homotopy typing (Lit. 2.27), that we translate the algebraic topology of topological
quantum gates (in §4) into their homotopy type theory (in §5).

Literature 2.27 (Homotopically typed programming). An operation on data so fundamental and commonplace that it
is easily taken for granted is the identification of one piece of data with another. If the two pieces of data have a simple
type — say, they are both numbers — than to identify them means to verify that they are equal. But for data of a more
complicated type — say, representing a mathematical structure such as a vector space — then to identify them means to
give an isomorphism or equivalence between them. But taking the idea of program verification by data typing (Lit. 2.26)
seriously leads to consideration also of certificates of identification between pieces of data of any given type which thus must
themselves be data of “identification type” [ML75, §1.7], see around (71) below. In the case of simple types, these certificates
may just witness the fact that two pieces of data are equal; but for types of structures, a certificate of identification would be
the data of an isomorphism (Lit. 5.1).

Trivial as this may superficially seem, something profound emerges with such “thoroughly typed” programming languages
(the technical term is: intensional type theories, see [St93, p. 4, 13][Ho95, p. 16], but compare the comment below (105)), in
that now given a pair of such identification certificates the same logic applies to themselves and leads to the consideration of
identifications-of-identifications (first amplified in [HS98]), and so on to higher identifications, ad infinitum.

Remarkably, the “denotational semantics” (Lit. 2.26) of types equipped with such towers of identification types, hence the
corresponding pure mathematics, is ([AW09][Aw12], exposition in [Sh12][Ri22]) just that of abstract homotopy theory (Lit.
2.12) where identification types are interpreted (73) as path spaces and higher-order identifications correspond to higher-order
homotopies (78). One also expresses this state of affairs, somewhat vaguely, by saying that HoTT has semantics in homotopy
theory, and conversely that HoTT is a syntax for homotopy theory – we review this dictionary in §5.1 below.

Ever since this has been understood, the traditional (“intuitionistic Martin-Löf”-)type theory of [ML75][NPS90] has
essentially come to be known as homotopy type theory (HoTT) when it satisfies the univalence or type extensionality principle:
an identification between two types is equivalently an equivalence between them6 (105). The univalence principle enforces
that identification of types coincides with operational equivalence (exposition in [Ac11]).

The standard textbook account for “informal” (human-readable) HoTT is [UFP13], exposition may be found in [BLL13],
gentle introduction in [Ri18][Ri23] (the former more extensive); and see §5.1 below. These approaches must add the univa-
lence principle to an existing type theory as an axiom, and for this reason cannot be used as programming language. Cubical
type theory [CCHM15] adds new primitive rules to type theory in order to give a computational content to the univalence
principle. Available software that runs homotopically typed programs includes Cubical Agda (Lit. 2.28), which implements
cubical type theory and therefore has computational univalence, and Coq7 (which takes univalence as an axiom(105)).

Literature 2.28 (The programming/certification language Agda). The homotopically typed (Lit. 2.27) language Agda8

is due to [No09], its “cubical” enhancement with computational univalence (105) is due to [VMA19]. For introductions to
dependent type theory (Lit. 2.26) in Agda see [St16] and for introduction to homotopy type theory (Lit. 2.27) in Agda see
[Es19]. Existing libraries of Agda-code relevant for our discussion include: [1lab][UniMath].

Literature 2.29 (Exact real computer arithmetic). One key application of software certification (Lit. 2.26) is to algorithms
dealing with exact real computer arithmetic ([Vui88][YD95][PE97]), i.e. with operations involving or requiring arbitrary
high numerical precision. The basic strategy is to represent a real number by an algorithm which for any prescribed bound
on precision produces a rational number that is guaranteed to approximate the intended real number to within that specified
bound (cf. Rem. 6.2 below). While traditional floating-point arithmetic on computers is notoriously prone to rounding errors
and hard to verify, exact real computer arithmetic provides algorithms that provably satisfy prescribed accuracy bounds. The
underlying mathematics of exact real computer arithmetic is that of constructive analysis [Bish67][BB85][Br99] (which has
been fully developed already decades ago, then mainly motivated on philosophical grounds, as an alternative to classical
analysis), and naturally implemented in typed programming languages (e.g. [O’C07][GNSW07]) such as in Agda (Lit. 2.28):
[Mu22][Lu15], cf. pp. 72.

While the application of real analysis to the simulation of classical systems in physics and engineering needs no further
emphasis, the simulation of quantum computational systems involves real analysis yet more fundamentally, in that the vector
spaces (Hilbert spaces) of quantum states involve arbitrary-precision data even where the corresponding classical state spaces
form a finite set (cf. Table D). Specifically, in quantum computation (Lit. 2.1) the analog of a classical computation on a

6 The univalence principle is widely attributed to [Vo10], but the idea (under a different name) is actually due to [HS98, §5.4], there however formulated
with respect to a subtly incorrect type of equivalences (as later shown in [UFP13, Thm. 4.1.3]). The new contribution of [Vo10, p. 8, 10] was a good
definition of the types (103) of (“weak”) equivalences between types.

7 Coq landing page: coq.inria.fr
8Agda landing page: wiki.portal.chalmers.se/agda
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finite set of bits is a (unitary) linear operator on a finite-dimensional complex vector space (such as spaces of conformal
blocks in the case of anyons, Lit. 2.17), whose certification, as such, already involves arbitrary precision arithmetic — see the
discussion below in §6.

In fact, the core issue of quantum computation, namely, the compilation of a set of prescribed quantum logic gates to a
quantum circuit which evaluates to a prescribed unitary operator is one that must be understood in the sense of exact real
arithmetic (constructive analysis) as to be verified for any finite bound on precision (cf. p. 3).

Literature 2.30 (Path lifting and fiber transport). The archetypical phenomenon which leads over from “point-set topol-
ogy” to genuine homotopy theory (Lit. 2.12) is the classification of covering spaces by the “transport” operation induced on
their fibers via “path lifting” (e.g. [tD08, §3][Mø11]).
The fundamental theorem of covering spaces (e.g. [tD08,
Thm. 3.3.2][Mø11, 7.8]) shows that covering spaces are
equivalently classified by this transport action of the fun-
damental group π1(P) (Lit. 2.13) of their base spaces P
given by such lifting of closed paths in the base space.
A major class of examples of this situation arises from
vector bundles X ↠ P equipped with flat connections
(“local systems”, Lit. 2.22): The flat connection locally
stratifies H into “horizontal subspaces” making it a cov-
ering space H δ ↠ P. The corresponding path lifting is
the “parallel transport” induced by the flat connection.
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(More generally, one calls a map p : X ! B of topological spaces a Serre fibration if for every Euclidean family of
continuous paths in the “base space” B and for every lift of the corresponding family of starting points through p to X , there
is also a compatible lift of the entire family of paths to X . If one thinks of these lifted paths as lines along which their starting
points “flow” to their endpoints, then such lifts again serve to “functorially transport” the fibers of p along paths in B (e.g.
[tD08, §5.6]) in a homotopy-correct way.

Noticing here that every (discrete) group G arises as the fundamental group of some topological space, and specifically of
its Eilenberg-MacLane spaces BG = K(G,1) (Lit. 2.14), this means in our context that all systems of reversible logic gates
(Lit. 2.2) acting on the same space of (memory-)states is equivalently embodied as the transport operation induced by path
lifting in some covering space! This perspective we expand on in §3.

Curiously, such path lifting/fiber transport is a native language construct (74) in homotopy-typed programming languages
(Lit. 2.27) such as Agda (Lit. 2.28). This remarkable fact drives our discussion in §5 and §6 below, as highlighted now in §3.
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3 Topological quantum gates...
While the broad idea of topological quantum logic gates is now 25 years old and classical (Lit. 2.4), its conceptual fine-print
has arguably remained somewhat elusive all along, both regarding their physical realization (cf. Lit. 2.8) as well as their
information-theoretic nature (Lit. 2.9). In this section, we provide a quick modernized review and explanation of the basic
idea of topological quantum gates, informed by their cohomological realization ([SS22-Ord], Lit. 2.16) and such as to bring
out their secret nature [SS22-TQC] as a fundamental construction in parameterized point-set topology (which is developed
below in §4) and in homotopy type theory (developed below in §5):

The driving theme of our discussion is the observation/claim that:

Fundamental (quantum) computing processes are
lifts of classical parameter paths, i.e. the programs,
to (linear) maps of state spaces, i.e. the (quantum) gates.

{0} H quantum state bundle

[0,1] P parameter space

initial lift = input data

parameter path = program

state path lift = execution

(19)

This may sound simple, but we claim it is profound (similar statements are in [ZR99][NDGD06][DN08][LW17]): Namely,
it means that natural certification languages for low hardware-level (quantum) computation ought to natively know about path
lifting (Lit. 2.30). This is unheard-of in traditional programming languages — but it is the hallmark (74) of homotopically-
typed languages! (Lit. 2.27) Moreover, under such identification of low-level computation with path-lifting, homotopically-
typed languages natively reflect the crucial reversibility (76) of fundamental quantum computational processes (Lit. 2.2).

The idea of quantum circuits. For example, a quantum circuit (Lit. 2.1) is de facto the compilation of a sequence of
basic linear operators Up (the “gates”) following a sequence of computing instructions p. Choosing different classical paths
of instructions yields different quantum algorithms in a controlled way, and this dependency of the quantum transport on
classical instruction paths is what it means for quantum computations to be programmable (the circuit model of quantum
computation [De89], e.g. [NC10, §II.4]).

Quantum circuit: linear operator composed from quantum logic gates

H H
⊗ ⊗
H H
⊗ ⊗
H H
⊗ ⊗
H H
⊗ ⊗
H H

Hilbert space of
input

quantum states

Hilbert space of
output

quantum states

H 1




H 2

Up12

Up23

a gate

Up34

Up45

Up56

p12 p23 p34

Path of consecutive quantum logic gate names: the program

p45 p56

Figure QC. A quantum logic cir-
cuit acting on a compound of quan-
tum systems (each shown as a solid
line), compiled by composing a
sequence of quantum logic gates
(shown as boxes).
Such quantum circuits are natu-
rally understood as compound func-
tions on linear types, we expand
on this in the companion articles
[SS23-QM][SS23-EoS]. Here we
focus on the internal operation of
single (topological quantum) gates.

However, in real laboratory implementations of quantum computers, the idealization of discretized instruction steps is
necessarily approximated by actual physical processes which, however abrupt they may appear, are fundamentally continuous.
This means that all real quantum computational processes depend on continuous paths in a classical parameter space.

For example, for many quantum computing architectures, such as for the original spin resonance principle (see, e.g.,
[Co00][Eq22]) as well as for the contemporary superconducting qbits (e.g., [CW08][HWFZ20]) it is the case that to operate a
quantum gate means to send an electromagnetic pulse of a finite duration through the system (see, e.g., [GIB12] and [MFL22],
respectively): Therefore, the hardware-level instructions of such quantum computers are continuous parameter paths in the
configuration space of the ambient electromagnetic field, quite of the following schematic form:

p12 p23 p34

Path of consecutive quantum logic gates: the program

Continuous path of hardware-level instructions: Gate pulse protocol

p45 p56

Figure P. The execution of a quantum algorithm on
common types of NISQ machines (Lit. 2.3), like the
currently popular superconducting qbit architectures,
corresponds to subjecting the system to a gate pulse
protocol of radio/microwave modulation (schemati-
cally shown on the left) hence to driving it along a
continuous path in the configuration space of exter-
nal parameters (here: the electromagnetic cavity field
amplitude).

This is to amplify that all quantum-computation is fundamentally an evolution of quantum states controlled by continuous
classical parameter paths. Now the case of topological quantum computation corresponds to the special case where these
continuous parameter paths are (1.) adiabatic and their effect on the system states is (2.) homotopy-invariant:
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The idea of adiabatic quantum transport. A traditional computing process of the form indicated in Figure P exchanges
energy between the quantum system and its control environment. In fact, common NISQ architectures (Lit. 2.3) are designed
to encode qbit states as energy eigenstates of anharmonic quantum oscillators, so that passing between their energy levels
(the notorious quantum jumps) is what it means to execute computations on these systems in the first place. At the same
time, these energetic interaction channels with their environment is what makes these NISQ machines suffer from noise and
decoherence.

In contrast, a topological quantum process (Lit. 2.4) is, first of all, to take place entirely on the (topologically ordered)
ground states of a topological quantum material (Lit. 2.7), hence on their lowest energy states, without absorbing any energy
from the environment: The notorious energy gap which measures the fidelity of topological phases of matter (Lit. 2.7),
separating their topological ground states from their ordinary excited states, is the room within which the control environment
may shed energy without disturbing the coherent quantum phase.

This state of affairs is neatly captured by one of the classical theorems of mathematical quantum mechanics: The Quantum
Adiabatic Theorem (Lit. 2.6) says (as nicely brought out for quantum computation already in [ZR99]) that in the asymptotic
limit of sufficiently gentle (= “adiabatic”) movement of external classical parameters, the induced quantum system’s evolution
asymptotically preserves gapped energy eigen-states, hence in particular preserves gapped ground states, and hence acts on
the Hilbert space H of gapped ground states by unitary operators Up that vary continuously with the parameter path p.

Figure T. Schematically shown on the
left is the “adiabatic” (Lit. 2.6) trans-
port of quantum states along linear
maps depending on continuous paths in
a classical parameter space.
The diagram on the right indicates our
description of such situations by (lin-
ear) homotopy type families depending
on a base homotopy type, as explained
in §5 below (see (74) and (106) be-
low, noticing that we relegate discus-
sion of linearity of quantum types to
[SS23-QM][SS23-EoS]).

H 1
Hilbert space of

quantum states at
parameter value p1

H 2 H 3
Hilbert space of

quantum states at
parameter value p3

⊂ H L̂inType

p1
external
classical

parameters
at time t1

p2 p3
external
classical

parameters
at time t3

∈ P
parameter

space

LinType
universe of
linear types

Up12 adiabatic transport of states Up23
7! lift

fibration of
dependent linear types

(pb)
univalentfibration oflinear types

p12 path in parameter space p23

U
adiabatic

quantum gates

The idea of quantum annealing. For example, a widely-known implementation of the above Quantum Adiabatic Theorem in
quantum computation is the paradigm of “quantum annealing” [KN98][FGGS00] (review in [RSDC22]). Here one considers a
single-parameter path linearly interpolating between two given Hamiltonians, H0,H1 on a fixed Hilbert space H :≡H 1 =H 2:
If one can arrange for both Hamiltonians to have unique gapped ground
states and for the ground state of the first Hamiltonian to be preparable,
while that of the second Hamiltonian is unknown but identifiable with
the answer to a given computational problem, then the corresponding
adiabatic quantum transport effectively computes that answer.

H H
(t = 0) (t = 1)

P exp
(

1
ih̄ ((1−t)H0+tH1)

)

Due to its restriction to finding a unique ground state, quantum annealing as such is not a universally programmable form
of computation: It is guaranteed to discover the ground state of H1 and does nothing else. However, in this restrictivity
annealing does foreshadow a key aspect of topological quantum computation in degenerate form (cf. Lit. 2.6): Since the
ground state of H1 is unique, the annealing process does not actually depend on the exact parameter path chosen to arrive
there, it is robust against perturbations of the computational path (cf. [CFP02, p. 2]).

The idea of topological quantum computation. Generally, the profound practical problem with implementing the theoret-
ically straightforward idea of programmable quantum processes (Lit. 2.1) is that real quantum machines are not in idealized
isolation but are coupled to their environment, which necessarily acts like a “thermal bath”: Inevitable noise in the environ-
ment causes perturbations that tend to de-cohere the machine’s quantum state and thus tend to destroy its intended quantum
computation (cf. Lit. 2.5).

Concretely, parameter paths realizable in real laboratories are noisy (cf. Lit. 2.3), hence are drawn randomly from an
ensemble of small perturbations of the intended path. The result of transporting a pure quantum state along such a noisy
ensemble is in general a decohered mixture of pure states which may no longer support the quantum interference effects on
which quantum algorithms crucially rely; unless, that is, one could somehow guarantee that the quantum transport depending
on these paths is actually independent of their small perturbations, really depending only on the global properties of these
paths.

This is the idea of topological quantum computation (Lit. 2.4): to ensure that the quantum adiabatic process depends only
on the topological homotopy classes (Lit. 2.12, 2.13) of the parameter paths (relative to their endpoints).
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H 1 H 2

p1 p2

Up12

Up′12

7! lift

operationally equal
quantum gates

p12

p′12

homotopy of
parameter paths

Figure H. An adiabatic quantum transport
(Fig. T) is topological (or rather: homotopi-
cal, cf. Lit. 2.12) if it depends on the param-
eter path between fixed endpoints only up to
small continuous deformations, namely up to
homotopy (indicated on the left).
When this is the case, then quantum transport
depends robustly on “global” properties of pa-
rameter paths, such as their winding number
(cf. Lit. 2.13) around “holes” in parameter
space (schematically indicated on the right)
and hence constitutes a form of topological
quantum computation (Lit. 2.4).

H 1 H 2

p1 p2

Up12

Up′12

7! lift

robustly distinct
quantum gates

p12

p′12

hole

The topological quantum computer scientist is thus led to search for topological quantum materials which are dependent
on classical parameter spaces that have a rich structure of “holes” in them, namely with a rich fundamental group (Lit. 2.13).

The idea of anyon braid grates. There could be several possible choices for such topological quantum systems (cf. [ZR99]),
but the original proposal by Kitaev (Lit. 2.1) may be the most promising and has come to often be treated as synonymous with
topological quantum computation as such. Here one imagines that a quantum material’s gapped and topologically ordered
ground state (Lit. 2.7) depends topologically on tuples (z1, · · · ,zn) of pairwise distinct positions of defect points (“anyons”,
Lit. 2.17) which are effectively constrained to move inside a surface Σ (such as for a crystalline material consisting of a few
monolayers of atoms).

For example, much attention has been focused on the idea that such defects might be realized by quantum vortices in
the surfaces of quantum fluids, such as certain Bose-Einstein condensates (e.g. [MPSS19]). The defect parameters could
also be more abstract, such as being the critical “nodal” values (not of positions but) of momenta of electrons in topological
semimetals (Lit. 2.10). Such nodal momentum values typically vary with fairly easily controllable external parameters such
as external strain exerted on the material’s crystal structure.

In any case, in such a situation the classical parameter space P is effectively the configuration space of points (Lit. 2.18)
in the surface Σ

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(
Σ
)
=
{
(z1, · · · ,zN) ∈ Σ

∣∣∣ ∀
I ̸=J

zI ̸= zJ

}
.

A path in such a space is an n-tuple of “worldlines” of defects which may move around each other but never coincide (at any
given instant of time), thus forming the appearance of a “braid” of n strands in 3d space (Lit. 2.20).

This implies that even if Σ is taken to be topologically trivial (e.g. Σ could be the disk through the equator of a Bose-
Einstein condensate) there are still plenty of distinct homotopy classes of paths in Conf

{1, · · · ,N}
(Σ), corresponding to all those braids

which cannot be untied. If a quantum material can be found whose degenerate ground states are transported topologically but
non-trivially along such braidings of defect points, then this would realize topological quantum computation by anyon braid
gates in the original sense of Freedman and Kitaev (Lit. 2.4).

Figure A. If the classical parameter space of a dependent quantum
system (Figure T) is a configuration space (Lit. 2.18) of (anyonic)
defect points (Lit. 2.17) in a plane, then a parameter path is a braid
(Lit. 2.20).
If the (degenerate) ground state of a topological quantum system
depends topologically on the defect poisitions (Lit. 2.7), then their
adiabatic transport along such braid paths realizes quantum gates
that form a linear representation of the braid group.
In the technologically viable situation of su2-anyons, this is the mon-
odromy representation of the canonical flat KZ-connection on the
bundle of conformal block over configuration (Lit. 2.24).

H 1

anyon braid quantum gate

H 2

path in config. space of defect points

H

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(Σ)

The idea of certified braid gate types. But none of this intricate internal structure of topological braid quantum gates is
visible to existing quantum programming languages; and any traditional implementation of this information (via conformal
quantum field theory methods) would be formidable to construct and then inefficient to use. Yet, detailed verification (Lit.
2.26) of the operation and compilation of these braid gates will arguably be crucial for practical scalable quantum computation
(Lit. 2.5), and will serve for topological quantum simulation already now.

Our claim here is that this problem finds an elegant solution by regarding it through the novel lens of homotopically-typed
programming languages (Lit. 2.27), where the construction of types certifying braid quantum gate operation magically turns
out to be essentially a native language construct (Thm. 6.8 below). This we explain now.
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4 ...via parameterized point-set topology
Here we show that the construction of Gauss-Manin connections (Lit. 2.23) on bundles of fiberwise cohomology groups (Lit.
2.15) has an elementary description in the context of parameterized homotopy theory (Lit. 2.12): this is the content of Thm.
4.9 for the untwisted case and Thm. 4.13 in the broader twisted case.

This re-formulation is so elementary (in the technical sense) that it becomes effectively a tautology when formulated in
the corresponding formal language of homotopy type theory (which we turn to in §5): The covering space which exhibits the
flat Gauss-Manin connection is simply the fiberwise 0-truncation of the fiberwise mapping space (the internal hom-object in
the slice) into the corresponding classifying space. This applies at once in the generality of twisted generalized and/or non-
abelian cohomology theories, such as twisted K-theory and twisted Cohomotopy. Applied to twisted complex cohomology
groups of configuration spaces of points in the plane, it yields the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ) connection on bundles of
ŝu2k-conformal blocks (Lit. 2.24), and thus the monodromy braid representation characteristic of su2-anyons (Lit. 2.20).

Here we use (just the most basic aspects of) parameterized “point-set” homotopy theory (as laid out in [MS06], going
back to [Bo70]) in order to show that Gauss-Manin connections in (twisted) generalized cohomology groups on fibers of
bundles are exhibited by the fiberwise 0th Postnikov stage (127) of the fiberwise mapping space (fiberwise space of sections)
into the given classifying space (classifying fibration).

With the relevant notions and results from parameterized point-set homotopy theory in hand, the proof is straightforward,
so we use the occasion to briefly introduce and review basics of parameterized topology as we go along, in order to make the
proof reasonably self-contained also for a general mathematical audience.

The construction in itself of the Gauss-Manin connection on fiberwise twisted cohomology groups of locally trivial fiber
bundles may be understood without the abstract machinery invoked here; a sketch of such a more low-brow argument is what
[EFK98, §7.5] offers. However, it is our abstract re-formulation that provides an elegant handle on Gauss-Manin connections
in the language of homotopy type theory, which is discussed in §5 below.

Below we make repeated use of the pasting law (in one direction): In any category with pullbacks, the pullback along a
composite morphism is the pasting of the pullbacks along the two factors (e.g. [AHS90, Prop. 11.10], see also [GPP21, Prop.
8]):

( f2 ◦ f1)
∗X X

B′′ B

(pb) pX

f1◦ f2

≃
f ∗2
(

f ∗1 X
)

f ∗1 X X

B′′ B′ B

(pb) (pb)

f2 f1

(20)

4.1 For ordinary & generalized cohomology
Given a sufficiently nice fibration pX : X! B, the ordinary complex cohomology groups Hn(Xb) :≡ Hn(Xb;C) of its fibers
Xb for b ∈ B, form a bundle of abelian groups over B equipped with a flat connection, known as the Gauss-Manin connection
(Lit. 4.13). This means that a Gauss-Manin connection provides a rule for coherently transporting cohomology classes of
spaces Xb as these spaces vary with a parameter b ∈ B. Moreover, the flatness of the connection means that the induced
transport of cohomology classes depends on parameter paths γ : [0,1]! B only via their homotopy classes [γ] relative to
their endpoints. If B is connected, this means equivalently that the Gauss-Manin connection is a homomorphism from the
fundamental group of B to the automorphism group of Hn(Xb• ;A) at any fixed b•.

Fiberwise cohomology

Hn(Xb2)Category
of sets Set X

Classifying space

K(n,C)
Hn(Xb1) Hn(Xb3)

{b2}Fundamental
path groupoid Pth(B) B

{b1} {b3} ∗

∼

pX
Fiber

bundle

τ

Global cocycle
∼

∼

pBG
[γ23 ]

Gauss-Manin
connection

pB

[γ 12]

[γ23 ◦γ12]

(21)

In fact, this applies also to twisted cohomology groups, in which case the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection becomes a
special case. We come back to this in a moment (§4.2).
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Traditionally, Gauss-Manin connections are constructed algebraically. Here we work entirely homotopy-theoretically
and instead make use of the fact that twisted ordinary cohomology of a topological space of CW-type is representable (eg.
[FSS20-Cha, §1]), in that for n ∈ N there exists a topological space K(n,C) (the nth Eilenberg-MacLane space) such that
cohomology is identified with the connected components of the mapping space into it:

Hn(Xb) ≃ π0Map
(
Xb, K(C,n)

)
. (22)

In fact, also generalized cohomology theories are represented by respective classifying spaces (26), and the following con-
struction of their Gaus-Manin connection works uniformly for all these cases by considering the (fiberwise) mapping spaces
into these classifying spaces:

Mapping spaces. For mapping spaces to work well we may assume without practical restriction that we work in the category

kTopSpc ↪−! TopSpc (23)

of compactly generated spaces (“k-spaces”, see [SS21-Bun, Nota. 1.0.15] for pointers). Here, for Xb ∈ kTopSpc, we have an
adjunction of the following form (the cartesian tensor/hom-adjunction, e.g. [Bo94II, §7.1, §7.2][Br93, §VII.2]):

kTopSpc kTopSpc ,
X×(−)

Map(X,−)

⊥ (24)

meaning that there is an exponential law for k-topological spaces, namely a natural bijection of maps of the following form:

kTopSpc(X×Y, Z) kTopSpc
(
X, Map(Y, Z)

)
(
X ×Y

(x,y) 7! f (x,y)
−−−−−−−! Z

)
7!

(
X

x 7!(y 7! f (x,y))
−−−−−−−−−!Map

(
Y, Z

))
.

∼

(25)

Incidentally, in formal category theory, it is tradition to denote such adjointness relations by displaying generic pairs of
adjunct maps separated by a horizontal line:

X ×Y
f

−−−! Z
X −−!

f̃
Map(Y, Z) .

This in turn alludes to an old tradition in formal logic of denotig natural deduction-steps this way [Ge34] (see [Ge69]): Here
we may read this as saying that “Given a map f : X ×Y ! Z we may deduce a map f̃ : X!Map(Y, Z), and vice versa”. This
is more than an analogy, it is the first glimpse of the syntaxt-semantics relation between (algebraic) topology and (dependent)
type theory, which we invoke in §5.1, see around (66).

Generalized cohomology. The following construction of the Gauss-Manin connection over fiber bundles relies only on the
existence of a classifying space as in (22), but not on its concrete nature. This means that the construction applies also to
“generalized cohomology theories” (cf. [FSS20-Cha, §1]).

• If, for instance, E•(−) is a Whitehead-generalized cohomology theory, such as topological K-theory, elliptic cohomol-
ogy or cobordism cohomology, then there exists a spectrum of classifying spaces

{
En
}

n∈N such that

En(Xb) ≃ π0Map(Xb, En) .

• Regarded the other way around, for any topological space A ∈ kTopSpc we may regard

A 0(Xb) := π0Map(Xb, A ) (26)

as non-abelian generalized cohomology with coefficients in A.
• For example, if A = BG is the classifying space of a discrete or compact Lie group G, then

(BG)0(Xb) ≡ H1(Xb;G)

is, equivalently, the traditional non-abelian cohomology in degree 1 with coefficients in G, which classifies G-principal
bundles.

• Or if A = Sn ⊂ Rn+1 is the topological n-sphere, then

(Sn)0(Xb) ≃ π
n(Xb)

is unstable Cohomotopy.
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The fiberwise mapping space. The key fact now is that in parameterized homotopy theory (e.g. [CJ98][BM21][MS06]) the
mapping space construction (24) generalizes to slices if the base space B is (compactly generated and) Hausdorff, which we
assume from now on:

B ∈ kHausSpc ↪−! kTopSpc . (27)

Here the slice category kTopSpc/B is the category whose objects (X, pX) are k-topological space X equipped with a continuous
map pX : X−! B and whose morphisms (X, pX)−! (Y, pY) are compatible maps X−! Y, hence:

kTopSpc/B
(
(X, pX), (Y, pY)

)
= kTopSpc

(
X, Y

)
×

kTopSpc(X,B)
{pX} kTopSpc

(
X, Y

)

{pX} kTopSpc
(
X, B

)
.

(pb) pY◦(−) (28)

If we understand X as an object in the slice category kTopSpc/B over B via pX (21) and if we denote by p∗BA the trivial
fiber bundle over B with fiber A regarded in the slice category, then their fiberwise mapping space is a topological space
which is itself fibered over B, such that the fibers of the fiberwise mapping space are the ordinary mapping spaces (24) on the
fibers (cf. Prop. 4.4 below):

Ordinary mapping space on fiber

Map
(
Xb, A

) Fiberwise mapping space (itself a topological space over B)

Map
(
(X, pX), p∗BA

)
.

∗ B
Parameter space

(pb)

b

(29)

The right choice of topology on the total fiberwise mapping space is subtle9 and the result that such a topology exists (see
[MS06, §1.3.7-§1.3.9], following [BB78, Thm. 3.5]) may be regarded as the engine which powers our slick re-construction
of Gauss-Manin connections from the point of view of point-set topology. Here the right topology is that which ensures the
sliced analog of the adjunction (24):

kTopSpc/B kTopSpc/B ,
(X,pX)×(−)

Map((X,pX),−)

⊥ (30)

hence, equivalently, the exponential law in the slice [BB78, Thm. 3.5][MS06, (1.3.9)]: a natural bijection of the form

kTopSpc/B

( Fiberwise product space

(X, pX)× (Y, pY),(Z, pZ)
)

≃ kTopSpc/B

(
(X, pX),

Fiberwise mapping space

Map
(
(Y, pY), (Z, pZ)

))
, (31)

where now the product on the right is that in the slice, hence is the fiber product of k-topological spaces:

(X, pX)× (Y, pY) ≃
(
X×B Y, pX ◦prX = pY ◦prY

)
.

Of course, the unit for this product is the identity map on the base space:

(X, pX)× (B, idB) ≃ (X, pX) . (32)

This exponential law in slices implies a wealth of useful structure:

Proposition 4.1 (Base change adjoint triple). For any map between base spaces f : B−! B′ (27), there is a “base change”
adjoint triple

kTopSpc/B kTopSpc/B′ ,

f!

f ∗

f∗

⊥

⊥
(33)

where f ∗ denotes the pullback operation (formed in kTopSpc), its left adjoint f! is given by postcomposition with f , and the
right adjoint f∗ is given by the following pullback construction:

f∗(X, pX) Map
(
(B, f ), (X, f ◦ pX)

)
(B′, idB′) Map

(
(B, f ), (B, f )

)
.

(pb)

ĩd

(34)

9[MS06, p. 15]: “The point-set topology of parametrized spaces is surprisingly subtle. Parametrized mapping spaces are especially delicate.”
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Proof. For the left adjoint ( f! ⊣ f ∗) the required hom-isomorphism is immediate from the universal property of the pullback:

X
f ∗Y Y

B B′ .

(pb) py

f

For the right adjoint, the required hom-isomorphism is obtained as the following sequence of natural isomorphisms:

kTopSpc/B′
(
(U, pU), f∗(X, pX)

)
≃ kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU), Map

(
(B, f ), (X, f ◦ pX)

)
×

Map
(
(B, f ),(B, f )

){ĩd}
)

by (34)

≃ kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU), Map

(
(B, f ), (X, f ◦ pX)

))
×

Map
(
(U,pU),Map

(
(B, f ),(B, f )

)){ĩd} by (28)

≃ kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU)× (B, f ), (X, f ◦ pX)

)
×

kTopSpc/B′

(
(U,pU)×(B, f ),(B, f )

){ĩd} by (31)

≃
(

kTopSpc( f ∗U, X) ×
kTopSpc( f ∗U,B′)

∗
)

×(
kTopSpc( f ∗U,B) ×

kTopSpc( f∗U,B′)
∗
){ĩd} by (28)

≃ Map
(

f ∗U, X
)

×
Map( f ∗U,B)

∗ by (35)

≃ kTopSpc/B′
(

f ∗(U, pU), (X, pX)
)

by (28) .

Here the penultimate step is observing that the fiber products (limits) may be interchanged: Instead of computing the hori-
zontal fiber product of the vertical fiber product in the following diagram, we may first compute the horizontal fiber products
(shown on the right, again by (28)):

kTopSpc/B′
(

f ∗U, X
)

kTopSpc/B′
(

f ∗U, B
)

∗ kTopSpc/B
(

f ∗ (U, pU), (X, pX)
)

kTopSpc/B′
(

f ∗U, B′) kTopSpc/B′
(

f ∗U, B′) ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

pX◦(−)

f◦pX◦(−) f◦(−)

id
(35)

Therefore the evident remaining vertical fiber product is as claimed.

Example 4.2 (Space of sections). When B′ = ∗ in (33), the right base change (34) constructs spaces of sections:

ΓXb(−) ≃ (pXb)∗ : kTopSpc/Xb
−−−! kTopSpc . (36)

Generally, one may understand the right base change as forming fiberwise spaces of sections.

Proposition 4.3 (Cartesian Frobenius reciprocity). For f : B−! B′ a map of base spaces (27), we have a natural isomor-
phism

f!
(
(X, pX)× f ∗(Y, pY)

)
≃
(

f!(X, pX)
)
× (Y, pY) , (37)

where ( f! ⊣ f ∗) is the left base change adjunction (33).

Proof. This follows by the pasting law (20), which here says that the following pullback squares in kTopSpc agree:

X×B f ∗Y f ∗Y Y

X B B′

(pb) (pb) pY

pX f

≃
X×B′ Y Y

X B′.

(pb)

f ◦ pX
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In generalization of (29), we have:

Proposition 4.4 (Base change is closed functor). The pullback (base change) of a fiberwise mapping space along any
continuous map of base spaces (27) f : B′ −! B is the fiberwise mapping space of the pullbacks of the arguments:

f ∗Map
(
(X, pX), (Y, pY)

)
≃ Map

(
f ∗(X, pX), f ∗(Y, pY)

)
. (38)

Proof. Apply the Yoneda Lemma over kTopSpcop
/B to the following sequence of natural isomorphisms:

kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU), f ∗Map

(
(X, pX), (Y, pY)

))
≃ kTopSpc/B

(
f!(U, pU), Map

(
(X, pX), (Y, pY)

))
by (33)

≃ kTopSpc/B

((
( f!(U, pU)

)
× (X, pX), (Y, pY)

)
by (31)

≃ kTopSpc/B

(
f!
(
(U, pU)× f ∗(X, pX)

)
, (Y, pY)

)
by (37)

≃ kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU)× f ∗(X, pX), f ∗(Y, pY)

)
by (33)

≃ kTopSpc/B′

(
(U, pU), Map

(
f ∗(X, pX), f ∗(Y, pY)

))
by (31) .

For the case at hand, this has the following consequence:

Proposition 4.5 (Fiberwise mapping space out of fiber bundle is fiber bundle). Let (X, pX) ∈ kTopSpc/B be a fiber bundle
with local trivialization

φ : U −↠
opn

B , such that φ
∗(X, pX) ≃ p∗UX0 ≡ U×X0 . (39)

Then the fiberwise mapping space out of (X , pX ) into any A ∈ kTopSpc is a fiber bundle that locally trivializes over the same
open cover: φ

∗Map
(
(X, pX), p∗BA

)
≃ p∗UMap

(
X0, A

)
. (40)

Proof.
φ ∗Map

(
(X, pX), p∗BA

)
≃ Map

(
φ ∗(X, pX), φ ∗p∗BA

)
by (38)

≃ Map
(

p∗UX0, p∗UA
)

by (39)

≃ p∗UMap
(
X0, A

)
by (38).

Fiberwise homotopy theory. Moreover, the topology on the fiberwise mapping space (29) is also “homotopy correct” in that
its map to the base B is an h-fibration as soon as pX is an h-fibration (by [Bo70, §6.1], see also [MS06, Prop. 1.3.11]), which
is the case for B a metrizable space and pX a fiber bundle. This implies that the fibers of the fiberwise mapping space are in
fact homotopy fibers, and that forming path ∞-groupoids (singular simplicial complexes, cf. [SS21-Bun, Pro. 3.3.43]),

kTopSpc ∆Set
|−|

Pth
⊥

respects this property:

PthMap
(
Xb, A

)
PthMap

(
(X, pX), p∗BA

)
.

∗ Pth(B)

(pb) ∈KanFib

b

(41)

Lemma 4.6 (Fiberwise truncation is preserved by base change). For any map of simplicial sets f : B′ −! B, the operation
of base change (pullack) f ∗ of Kan fibrations preserves fiberwise Postnikov truncation (127):

f ∗ ◦π0/B ≃ π0/B′ ◦ f ∗ .

Proof. It is useful to understand this as a special case of a general phenomenon of 0-truncation in slice homotopy theories
[Lu09, §5.5.6]. Every morphism p : X −! S factors uniquely through π0/S(E) as a “0-connected” map followed by a “0-
truncated map”, and both these classes are preserved by homotopy pullback ([Lu09, Ex. 5.2.8.16 & Lem. 6.5.1.16(6)]).
Therefore, the claim follows by the pasting law (20), which also holds for homotopy pullbacks ([Lu09, Lem. 4.4.2.1][GPP21,
Prop. 8]):
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f ∗X X

π0/B′
(

f ∗X
)

π0/B(X)

B′ B .

0-cnctd (hpb) 0-cnctd

0-cnctd (hpb) 0-trnctd

f

(42)

Therefore, applying Lemma 4.6 to the diagram (41), we obtain a homotopy pullback diagram as shown on the left here:

A-cohomology
of fiber

A0(Xb) ≃ π0
(
PthMap(Xb, A)

) Fiberwise 0-truncation of (path ∞-groipoid of) fiberwise mapping space

π0/Pth(B)

(
PthMap

(
(X, pX), p∗BA

))
Set∗/

{b} Pth(B)
Fundamental groupoid

of base space

Set .

(hpb) (hpb)
Covering space

classifier

∇GM
X ,A

Gauss-Manin connection

(43)

The left square shows that the fiberwise 0-truncation of the fiberwise mapping space is a fibration over the fundamental
groupoid of B, whose (homotopy) fibers are the generalized cohomology sets (26) of the fiber space Xb. The homotopy
pullback shown on the right follows by:

Lemma 4.7 (Univalent universe of sets). Any homotopy fibration of sets, as in the middle of (43), is classified by – i.e., is
the homotopy pullback along – an essentially unique map ∇GM

X ,A to the covering space classifier, as shown in the square on the
right of (43).

Proof. This may be understood as a simple special case of the general fact that ∞-groupoids form an ∞-topos in which there
exists a “small fibration classifier” Grpd∗/∞ −−! Grpd∞ ([Lu09, Prop. 3.3.2.7][Ci19, §5.2][KL21]).

Remark 4.8 (Flat connections as functors on the fundamental groupoid). Noticing that Pth(B) is equivalently the disjoint
union over connected components [b] ∈ π0(B) of delooping groupoids Bπ1(B,b), this map ∇GM

X ,A (43) is over each connected
component equivalently a group homomorphism

Ωb
(
∇

GMX ,A
)

: π1(B,b)−−! Aut
(
A0(Xb)

)
.

This is a traditional incarnation of flat connections on a space B (e.g. [De70, §I.1][Di04, Prop. 2.5.1], see Lit. 2.22).

Moreover, from Prop. 4.5 it follows that this local system of sets trivializes over any cover over which pX trivializes, so
that it corresponds to a covering space, which we denote as follows:

∀
b∈B

A-cohomology
of fiber

A0(Xb) =

Connected components of
ordinary mapping space on fiber

π0Map
(
Xb, A

) Parameterized connected components of
fiberwise mapping space (a covering space over B)

π0/BMap
(
(X, pX), p∗BA

)
.

∗ B
Parameter space

(pb)

b

(44)

Using this, comparison with [Vo03I, Def. 9.13] readily shows that the flat connection ∇GM
X ,A in (43) is indeed the Gauss-Manin

connection. In conclusion, we have shown so far:

Theorem 4.9 (Gauss-Manin connection in generalized cohomology over fiber bundles via fiberwise mapping spaces).
Let B ∈ kHaus be a metrizable Hausdorff space (27) and (X, pX) ∈ kTopSpc/B be a locally trivial fiber bundle whose typical
fiber admits the structure of a CW-complex. Then for any A ∈ kTopSpc the Gauss-Manin-connection on the A-cohomology
sets (26) of the fibers Xb is exhibited (under Lem. 4.7) by the fiberwise 0-truncation of the fiberwise mapping space (30) from
X into A:

∇
GM
X ,A

Gauss-Manin
connection on
A-cohomology

 !
Lem. 4.7

π0/Pth(B)

(
PthMap

(
(X, pX), p∗BA

))
Fiberwise 0-truncation of fiberwise mapping space into A

.
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4.2 For twisted generalized cohomology
We generalize the above discussion to the case of fiberwise twisted cohomology (Thm. 4.13) and bring out the motivating
example of the ŝu2k-Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation (Ex. 4.14).

In the existing literature, this is discussed for the special case when the total space X is equipped with a flat complex
line bundle L classified by a map τ : X! BU(1)♭ into the classifying space of the discrete group underlying the circle
group. In this case one may consider the τb-twisted complex ordinary cohomology of the fibers, namely the cohomology with
coefficients in the local system (Lit. 2.22) of flat local sections of L (e.g. [Vo03II, §5.1.1]):

Hn+τb(Xb;C) = Hn(Xb;L ) .

At least when pX : X! B is a fiber bundle, these twisted cohomology groups again carry a flat Gauss-Manin connection, as
we explain now.

In the example where X = Conf
{1, · · · ,n+N}

(R2) is a configuration space of points in the plane equipped with a certain local

system, and where pX the map that forgets the first n of n + N points, then a hyprgeometric integral construction (Lit.
2.25) identifies this Gauss-Manin-connection on fiberwise twisted complex cohomology with a Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
connection ([EFK98, §7.5], see Ex. 4.14 below).

This is the main example of interest for the present purpose. However, in [SS22-Def][SS22-Ord] we explained that it is
useful to regard this twisted ordinary cohomology as the home of the twisted Chern characters of twisted K-theory groups. For
this reason and since the theory is best understood in this generality, we consider now Gauss-Manin connections on bundles
of twisted generalized cohomology groups, where the situation of (21) is generalized to the following picture:

Fiberwise
twisted cohomology

A τb2 (Xb2)Category
of sets Set X

Classifying fibration

A ×G EG

A τb1 (Xb1) A τb3 (Xb3) BG

{b2}Fundamental
path groupoid Pth(B) B

{b1} {b3} ∗

∼

pX
fiber

bundle

τglobal twist p
A ×GEG

∼

∼

pBG[γ23 ]

Gauss-Manin
connection

pB

[γ 12]

[γ23 ◦γ12]

Twisted generalized non-abelian cohomology. In generalization of (26), we have:

Definition 4.10 (Twisted generalized non-abelian cohomology [FSS20-Cha, §2.2][SS20-Orb, Rem. 2.94]). For
• G ∈ Grp(kTopSpc) a topological group;
• G ↷A ∈ GAct

(
kTopSpc

)
a topological G-space,

• with
(
A ×G EG, p

A ×GEG
)
∈ kTopSpc/BG its Borel construction;

• τb : Xb −! BG a continuous map;
we say that

A τb(Xb) := Hτb
(
Xb; A

)
:= π0 ΓX

(
(τb)

∗(A ×G EG)
)

≃
(46)

(pBG)∗Map
(
(Xb,τb)︸ ︷︷ ︸

(τb)!(Xb,idXb )

, (A ×G EG, p
A ×GEG)

) (45)

is the τb-twisted A-cohomology of Xb.

To see the identification shown in (45), of the space of sections with a right base change of the fiberwise mapping space
over the classifying space of twists, apply the Yoneda Lemma to the following sequence of natural bijections:
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kTopSpc
(

U, (pBG)∗Map
(
(τb)!(Xb, idXb), (A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

))
≃ kTopSpc/BG

(
(pBG)

∗U, Map
(
(τb)!(Xb, idXb), (A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

))
by (33)

≃ kTopSpc/BG

((
(pBG)

∗U
)
× (τb)!(Xb, idXb), (A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

)
by (31)

≃ kTopSpc/BG

(
(τb)!

(
(pXb)

∗U× (Xb, idXb)
)
, (A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

)
by (37)

≃ kTopSpc/Xb

(
(pXb)

∗U× (Xb, idXb), (τb)
∗(A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

)
by (33)

≃ kTopSpc/Xb

(
(pXb)

∗U, (τb)
∗(A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)

)
by (32)

≃ kTopSpc
(

U, (pXb)∗
(
(τb)

∗(A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)
))

by (33)

≃ kTopSpc
(

U, ΓXb

(
(τb)

∗(A ×G EG, pA ×GEG)
))

by (36) .

(46)

Example 4.11 (Twisted ordinary complex cohomology with coefficients in a local system). For each n ∈N, the canonical
multiplication action of U(1)♭ ⊂ (C×)♭ (of the discrete circle group on the group of units in the field C regarded with its
discrte topology) induces an action on the nth Eilenberg-MacLane space U(1) ↷ K(C,n). For τb : Pth(Xb) −! BU(1)♭ the
classifying map of a flat connection (Rem. 4.8) on a complex line bundle (i.e., on the connected component [b] a group ho-
momorphism π1(B,b)−!U(1)), the corresponding twisted cohomology according to Def. 4.10 is the traditional cohomology
with coefficients in the local system L (τ) of parallel sections of this flat connection (e.g. [Vo03I, §5.1.1]):

K(C,n)τ(Xb) = Hn+τ(Xb; C) ≃ Hn(Xb; L (τ)
)
.

Now given G ↷A, as in Def. 4.10, and a fibration (X, pX) ∈ kTopSpc/B as before in §4.1, consider a choice of global
twist, namely a continuous map

τ : X−−! BG .

Via this twist, we may regard X as fibered over the product space B×BG, whence its fibers with respect to B are themselves
still fibered over BG:(

X, (pX,τ)
)

∈ kTopSpc/B×BG ⇒ ∀
b∈B

(ib × idBG)
∗(X,(pX,τ)

)
= (Xb,τb) = (τb)!Xb ∈ kTopSpc/BG .

Forming the fiberwise mapping space (30) in this sense, we obtain the following twisted generalization of (29):
Fiberwise mapping space over classifying space of twists

Map
(
(Xb,τb), (A×G EG, pA×GEG)

) Fiberwise mapping space (itself a topological space over B×BG)

Map
((

X,(pX,τ)
)
, p∗B(A×G EG, pA×GEG)

)
.

{b}×BG
Classifying space

of twists

B×BG
Space of

parameters and twists

(pb)

ib×idBG

(47)

In order to turn this into a pullback diagram over just B we need the Beck-Chevalley relation (see [Pav91, §1][Ba15, §7.5]
and [Sc14a, Def. 5.5][GL17, §2.4.1]):

Proposition 4.12 (Cartesian Beck-Chevalley property). Given a fiber product diagram in kTopSpc as shown on the left
below, the possible composite base changes (33) through the diagram are naturally isomorphic as shown on the right:

X×B Y

X Y

B

prX prY

(pb)

pX pY

⇒

(pY)
∗ ◦ (pX)! ≃ (prY)! ◦ (prX)

∗ ,

(pX)
∗ ◦ (pY)∗ ≃ (prX)∗ ◦ (prY)

∗ .
(48)

Proof. The first isomorphism in (48) follows immediately from the pasting law (20), which for (E, pE) ∈ kTopSpc/X gives
the following natural identification:

(pY)
∗(pX)!E Y

E B

(pb) pY

pX◦pE

≃
(prX)

∗E X×B Y Y

E X B .

(pb)

p(prY)!(prX)
∗E

prY

prX (pb) pY

pE pX
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This implies the second natural isomorphism by adjointness (33) and the Yoneda Lemma:

kTopSpc/X
(
(U, pU), (pX)

∗(pY)∗(E, pE)
)
≃ kTopSpc/B

(
(pX)!(U, pU), (pY)∗(E, pE)

)
≃ kTopSpc/Y

(
(pY)

∗(pX)!(U, pU), (E, pE)
)
,

and similarly for the other side of the isomorphism.

Now specialize this Beck-Chevalley relation (48) to the following case:

BG

∗ B×BG ,

B

iB×idBGpBG

(pb)

ib idB×pBG

(
ib
)∗ ◦ (idB × pBG

)
∗ ≃

(
pBG
)
∗ ◦
(
ib × idBG

)∗
. (49)

This implies, from (47), the following pullback diagram:

Space of sections over fiber

(pBG)∗Map
(
(Xb,τb), (A×G EG,PA×GEG)

) Fiberwise space of sections (itself a topological space over B)

(idB × pBG)∗Map
(
(X, pX), p∗BA×G EG

)
.

{b} B
Space of

parameters
and twists

(pb)

ib

(50)

Since the classifying space BG – in its construction due to Milgram: BG = |N(G⇒ ∗)| (recalled, e.g., in [SS21-Bun, (2.64)])
– is a CW-complex and hence Serre-cofibrant, the map on the right is still a Serre fibration, so that passing to parameterized
connected components works as before in (43) to yield a covering space, generalizing (44), whose fiber over b ∈ B is the
τb-twisted A-cohomology (Def. 4.10) of the fiber Xb:

τ-twisted
A-cohomology

of fiber

Aτ(Xb) ≃
Connected components of space of sections over fiber

π0

(
(pBG)∗Map

(
(Xb,τb), (A×G EG,PA×GEG)

)) Fiberwise connected components of
fiberwise space of sections (itself a topological space over B)

π0/B

(
(idB × pB)∗Map

((
X,(pX,τ)

)
, p∗BA×G EG

))
.

∗ B
Space of

parameters
and twists

(pb)

ib

(51)

As before in the untwisted case, Prop. 4.5 again implies that this covering space trivializes compatibly with any local trivial-
ization of (X, pX), thus exhibiting its corresponding classifying map ∇GM

X ,G ↷A
(via Lem. 4.7) as the Gauss-Manin connection

(cf. the description in [EFK98, §7.5]).

In conclusion, we have now shown the following generalization of Thm. 4.9 to twisted cohomology:

Theorem 4.13 (Gauss-Manin connection in twisted generalized cohomology over fiber bundles via fiberwise mapping
spaces). Let B ∈ kHaus be a metrizable space and (X, pX) ∈ kTopSpc/B be a locally trivial fiber bundle whose typical fiber
admits the structure of a CW-complex.

Then, for a group G ∈ Grp(kTopSpc) and local coefficients G ↷A ∈ GAct(kTopSpc), the Gauss-Manin-connection on
the twisted A -cohomology sets (45) of the fibers Xb is exhibited by the fiberwise 0-truncation of the right base change along
BG (50) of the fiberwise mapping space (47) from X into the Borel construction A ×G EG:

∇
GM
X , G ↷A , τ

Gauss-Manin
connection on

twisted A -cohomology

 !
Lem. 4.7

π0/Pth(B)

(
Pth(idB × pBG)∗Map

((
X,(pX,τ)

)
, p∗BA ×G EG

))
Fiberwise 0-truncation of right base change along BG

of fiberwise mapping space into Borel construction on A

. (52)

In the next section §5 we explain how the homotopy-theoretic construction on the right of (52) has a slick implementation
in homotopy-typed programming languages such as Agda: This is Def. 5.16 below.

But first to make explicit the special case of these general considerations that is of interest for quantum computation:
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Example 4.14 (The Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection of ŝu2k-conformal blocks via parameterized homotopy the-
ory). Consider the specialization of the above setup to the following choice of domain fibration, local coefficients and twist,
parameterized by (cf. Lit. 2.19)

N ∈ N≥1 Number of “defect” points

n ∈ N Number of “probe” points

κ ∈ N≥2 The “shifted level”

(wI)
N
I=1 ∈

{
0,1, · · · ,κ −2

}N The “weights” carried by the defects

(53)

as follows:

(i) The domain fibration

(
X

pX−! B
)

:≡
(

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +n}

(C)
prN+n

N−−−! Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)
)

≃
(

BPBr(N +n)−! BPBr(N)
)

(54)

is the fibration (6) of configuration spaces of ordered points in the plane (Lit. 2.18) which forgets the last n of N + n
points; to be regarded as the equivalent fibration of delooped pure braid groups (Lit. 2.20) as shown on the right (206).

(ii) The local coefficient space

G ↷A :≡ C× ↷ K(C,n) (55)

is the complex Eilenberg-MacLane space from Ex. 4.11, in degree n and equipped with its canonical action by the
discrete group of units C×;

(iii) The twist

τ(κ,(wI)
N
I=1)

: Conf
{1, · · · ,N +n}

(C) ≃ BPBr(N +n)−−−! BC× , (56)

is the delooping of the following group homomorphism:

PBr(N +n) C×

bI, i 7−! exp
(
2πi wI

κ

)
bi, j 7−! exp

(
2πi 2

κ

)
bI,J 7−! exp

(
2πi wIwJ

2κ

)

Ωτ

for
1 ≤ I ≤ N

N < i ≤ N +n.

(57)

Here “bi j” denote the pure braid generators (13). Notice that any such assignment respects the pure braid relations (15)
because these are all group commutator relations which are all trivially satisfied in an abelian group such as C×.

With these choices, the Gauss-Manin connection (52) specializes to the situation discussed in [EFK98, §7.5] and reviewed in
our context in [SS22-Def][SS22-Ord][SS22-TQC], yielding the Gauss-Manin connection on the bundle of fiberwise twisted
ordinary cohomology groups (Ex. 4.11)(

{zI}N
I=1 ∈ Conf

{1, · · · ,N}
(C)
)
7−! Hn

(
Conf
{1, · · · ,n}

(
C\{zI}N

I=1
)
; L
(
τ(κ,(wI)

N
I=1)
))

By [EFK98, §7.5] this is the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection (Lit. 2.24) on — by [FSV94] — the spaces of ŝu2κ −2

conformal blocks for N + 1-point correlators on the Riemann sphere with weights w1, · · · ,wN as specified and wN+1 =
n+∑

N
I=1 wI . This is the result of the hypergeometric integral construction (Lit. 2.25) of KZ-solutions further reviewed (and

referenced) in [SS22-Def][SS22-Ord].
(Notice that the choice of phase for bIJ in the last line of (57), follows [EFK98, (7.14)][Ko12, (6.1)]. Making a different

choice here only results in tensoring the resulting flat connection by a flat line bundle, changing the resulting monodromy by
these global phases.)

In conclusion, in the case of this Example 4.14, Theorem 4.13 with Example 4.11 says that th KZ-connection on the space
of ŝu2κ −2-conformal blocks is realized as equivalently reflected in the fiberwise 0-truncation of (a right base change of) a
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fiberwise mapping space:

KZ-connection on ŝu2κ −2-conformal blocks on the sphere
with N +1 insertions of weights (wI)

N
I=1 , wN+1 = n+∑I wI

∇KZ
(
κ, (wI)

N
I=1, n

)

 
! Lem. 4.7

π0/Pth Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)

Pth
(
idConf

{1, · · · ,N}
(C) × pBZκ

)
∗ Map


Conf

{1, · · · ,N +n}
(C)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)×BC×

(prN+n
N ,τ(κ,w•)) , p∗Conf

{1, · · · ,N}

K(C,n)×
C×

EC×

BC×




Fiberwise 0-truncation of right base change along BC× of fiberwise mapping space from configuration space into Eilenberg-MacLane fiber bundle

(58)

Next we turn to the task of encoding the construction on the right in a form codeable into homotopically typed program-
ming languages such as Agda: This is achieved in §6 below (Thm. 6.8). In preparation, we now first discuss homotopy type
theory and its encoding of Gauss-Manin connections in generality (§5).
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5 ...via dependent homotopy type theory
Here we recast the topological constructions of §4 into a form codeable into the programming language of homotopy type
theory (HoTT, Lit. 2.27), which we motivate and survey in §5.1: In §5.2, we translate the previous Thm. 4.13 to a construction
of data transport (Lit. 2.30) through dependent type families whose “semantics” is given by the monodromy of Gauss-Manin
connections (Def. 5.16). Specializing to the situation of Ex. 4.14 provides – further below in §6 – the promised type-theoretic
encoding of monodromy of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connections and hence of anyon braid quantum gates (Thm. 6.8).

5.1 From data types to homotopy types
We give an informal but detailed exposition of the general principles of programming
languages with homotopy types to naturally motivate — from just the idea of declaring
for strictly all data a corresponding type specification — the homotopy theoretic language
structures which in §6 serve to naturally specify anyon braid quantum gates.
While there is by now a fair supply of literature on the subject of this Homotopy Type
Theory (HoTT, Lit. 2.27), we feel that an exposition along the following lines has been
missing; in any case it serves to coherently record and reference the Rosetta stone-like
dictionary (the homotopical “computational trilogy”, see pointers in [SS22-TQC, p. 4],
Lit. 2.26) which translates our algebro-topological theorems in §4 to the programming
language constructions in §5.2 and §6.

1
Computation

2
Type Theory

3
Alg. Topology

(59)

It is worth emphasizing that the type theoretic picture presented here is not only useful for formal verification or in
programming. Throughout mathematics, it is crucial to keep in mind what type of mathematical objects we are working with
so that we don’t end up with gibberish — for example, multiplying two vectors in a general vector space and expecting a
vector back. When attended to carefully, this obvious idea of making sure we know what we are talking about gives rise to a
foundational system which we will now outline.

The idea of typed programming languages... It is a time-honored idea that every piece of data handled by a programming
language be assigned a type which specifies its intended nature (e.g. [ML82][Th91][St93][Lu94][Gu95][Co11][Ha16], see
also p. 53 below).

For example, declaring a numerical datum d to be of the type of natural numbers — to be denoted “d : N” (111) —
instead of, say, the type Z of integers or the type Q of rational or the type R of real or the type C of complex numbers (all
discussed in §6), conveys information about how subsequent parts of the program may or may not operate with this datum.
For instance, if a program computes a number which can be certified to be of type N, as opposed to the less constrained type
Z, this guarantees the non-negativity of that number, which may be important for the soundness of subsequent computations.

With this understood, the purpose of typed programming languages is:
To declare programs f which, given data d of input type D, are guaranteed to produce data f (d) of output type A.

Following tradition in formal logic, such algorithms (“assertions” [RW1910, p. xviii], “proofs” [Ch40, §5], “validations”
[Ko61, p. 223]) are denoted [Ho95, §2.1.2]10 by the symbol “⊢” [Fr1879, §2] for judgements, cf. [ML84, p. 2][ML96, §1]:

Programming language (syntax) Mathematical denotation (semantics)

Given...
Γ,

any
data context

...and moreover...
d : D

data d
of type D

⊢
...construct

fc(x) : A
data fc (d)

of type A

Γ×D
space of

input data

A
space of

output data

f

function / map
(60)

...and their mathematical meaning. As shown on the right, making the data typing explicit allows one to recognize evident
“mathematical meaning” or “denotational semantics” of programs (a seminal idea due to [Sc70][ScSt71], for exposition see
[SK95, §9]): A program f that (is guaranteed to eventually halt and then) outputs data of type A when run on input of type D
is evidently a function or map from the “space” of all data of type D to that of all data of type A. This tautologous-sounding
statement evolves into a remarkably powerful relation between programming languages and algebraic topology as we now
progress through the full logical consequences of the principle of typed programming.

10As is usual, in (60) we are including denotation of a generic context of “constants” c of any type Γ – on which the execution of f may well depend,
but which one may not want to regard as external parameters but as implicit arguments passed to the program (e.g. “flags”). As also usual, often we will
notationally suppress this generic background context.
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The idea of the type of types. Taking the data-typing principle seriously, one realizes that types are clearly a kind of data
themselves — and hence ought to be assigned a type: We write “Type” for the (“large”) data type of all types — often called
the type universe and denoted “U ” or similar [ML75, §1.10][ML84, pp. 47][Ho95, §2.3.5][Pa98].
The semantics of type universes is given by Grothendieck universes
in set theory (e.g. [Schu72, §3.2], references in [Kr07, §6.4.4]), or
rather – via the univalence axiom (105) – their generalization to object
classifiers “Obj” [Lu09, §6.1.6], see below around (106).

Type theory Homotopy theory

Γ ⊢ D : Type Γ ObjD (61)

The idea of type formation. Given such types, there are fairly self-evident rules (nicely motivated in [ML84][ML96],
following “constructive logic” (92)) for forming/constructing further types out of them. For example, given a pair of types X1
and X2, one will consider the product type X1 ×X2 of pairs of data (d1,d2) with d1 : X1, d2 : X2. As the notation suggests, the
denotational semantics of the syntactic rules for product types are the characteristic properties of product spaces:

Programming language (syntax) Mathematical denotation (semantics)
for Product types of Product spaces

Pa
ir

ty
pe

fo
rm

at
io

n
ru

le

⊢
Given one type...

X1 : Type ⊢
...and another one...

X2 : Type
⊢ X1 ×X2 : Type

...we infer their
type of pairs.

X1

Given one space...

X2

... and another...

X1 ×X2
...we infer their
product space.

Pa
ir

in
tr

od
uc

tio
n

ru
le

Γ

Given a program which
computes data of type X1...

⊢ x1 : X1 Γ

Given
i : I-indexed Xi-data...

⊢ x2 : X2

Γ ⊢
... we infer a program which

computes data of type X1 ×X2.

(x1,x2) : X1 ×X2

X1

Γ X1 ×X2

X2

Given a map to one space
x1

x2
and a map to another space

(x1,x2)

...we infer a map to the product space

Pa
ir

el
im

in
at

io
n

ru
le

Γ

Given a program which
computes data of pair type...

⊢ f : X1 ×X2

Γ ⊢
... we infer programs which

compute the component data.

pri( f ) : Xi

X1

Γ X1 ×X2

X2

pr1◦ f

pr2◦ f
...we infer its component maps

f

Given a map
to the product space...

pr1

pr2

Pa
ir

co
m

pu
ta

tio
n

ru
le

s Γ ⊢ x1 : X1 Γ ⊢ x2 : X2

Γ ⊢ pri(x1,x2)≡ xi

Such that feeding the pairing program into
the projector program recovers the input data...

: Xi

Γ ⊢ p : X1 ×X2

Γ ⊢ p ≡ (pr1 p, pr2 p)
... and any datum of pair type
is the pair of its projections.

: Xi

X1

Γ X1 ×X2

X2

x1

Such that this diagram commutes...

x2

(x1,x2)

... for exactly this map.

pr1

pr2

(62)

Here and henceforth, we use the following traditional notation for syntactic rules of the programming language:
• A horizontal line denotes a natural deduction rule ([Ge34], see [Ge69]) for passing from the judgement (60) above to

that below the line. By such rules, valid typed programs are incrementally formed (e.g. [DA18]).
• The symbol “≡” relates terms which are regarded as syntactically equal (“definitional equality”, e.g. [Ch07, §10.1][Th91,

§5.2.1][UFP13, p. 19]), to be distinguished from “identification” (71) and “propositional equality” (97).
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The idea of dependently typed programming languages. In general, not only the data itself but also its type may depend on
the given data context (see [Ho97][Ch13, §1.2.2]). For example, depending on a natural number d : N previously computed,
a (quantum state-)vector ψd might be specifically declared to be of the type Cd of elements of the d-dimensional complex
Hilbert space. Here these finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces jointly form a dependent type, namely depending on data of the
type of natural numbers (this being their dimension).

Trivial as this may superficially seem at this syntactic level (it is not, though), a programming language that computes
such ψd , while adhering to the principle of its dependent typing, has a conceptually interesting semantics, namely the function
(60) that it computes is now a section of a fibration:

Programming language (syntax) Mathematical denotation (semantics)

Given...
Γ

anything

, d : N
a nat. number

⊢
...construct

ψd
a vector

:
in
Cd

d-dim
space

V = Γ×∏

d∈N
Cd

Γ×N Γ×N base

fibration
ψ(−)

section

Therefore the denotational semantics of dependent types is that of fibrations (“bundles”, often called “display maps” in this
context, see e.g. [Ja98, §10][Jo17]), such as known from homotopy theory (e.g. [Sh15, §2, §3]).

Dependent types and dependent data Iterated fibrations and their relative sections

Γ,
context type

xc : Xc ⊢
dependent type
Ec(xc) : Type

Γ, xc : Xc ⊢ σc(xc) : Ec(xc)

dependent term

fibration

E

X X

Γ

σ

section

Γ, x : X ⊢ σc(xc) : Ec
(

fc(xc)
)

variable
substitution

E

X Y

Γ

f

σ

rel
ativ

e sec
tio

n

⇔

pullback
fibration

f ∗E E

X X Y

Γ

(pb)
σ

se
cti

on

f

(63)

The idea of aggregating dependent data. Given such a dependent type d : D ⊢ Cd : Type (63), there are two natural ways
to “aggregate” all the types Cd into a single independent type:
(68) by forming the dependent product ∏d : D Cd of all Cd — such that to give data of this aggregated type is to give data of

type Cd for each d : D, hence to give a dependent function of the form (d : D)!Cd (a section of the fibration);
(65) by forming the dependent co-product ∏

d : D Cd of all Cd — such that to give data of this aggregated type is to give data
of type Cd for one d : D, hence to give a pair of the form (d : D)×Cd (a point in the fibration’s total space):

Given types: the type former: gives type of: which:

⊢ D : Type

d : D ⊢ Cd : Type

dependent
product ∏

d :D
Cd = (d : D)!Cd

dependent
functions

map data d of type D
to data of type Cd

dependent
co-product11

∏

d :D
Cd = (d : D) × Cd

dependent
pairs

pair data d of type D
with data of type Cd

(64)
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Concretely, the inference rules for dependent pair types are as follows, in evident dependent generalization of (62):

Γ ⊢
Given one type...

I : Type Γ, i : I
indexing another one...

⊢ Xi : Type

Γ ⊢ (i : I)×Xi : Type
...we infer the type of

Xi data paired with its index i : I.

Dependent pair
formation rule

Γ

Given a program
which computes I-data...

⊢ i : I Γ

... and a program which
computes Xi-data...

⊢ xi : Xi

Γ ⊢
... we infer a program which

computes the pairs (i, xi).

(i,x) : (i : I)×Xi

Dependent pair
introduction rule

Γ

Given a program which
computes pairs...

⊢ p : (i : I)×Xi

Γ ⊢ prI(p) : I

Γ ⊢
... we infer programs which
compute the components...

prX (p) : XprI(p)

Dependent pair
elimination rule

Γ ⊢ i : I
...such that these are indeed the components of the pair...

Γ ⊢ x : Xi

Γ ⊢ prI(i,x)≡ i : I

Γ ⊢ prX (i,x)≡ x : Xi

Γ ⊢ p : (i : I)×Xi

Γ ⊢ p ≡
(
prI(p), prX (p)

)
...and any pair is the pair of its components.

: (i : I)×Xi

Dependent pair
computation rule

Dependent pair
uniqueness rule

(65)

The adjoint inference rules for dependent function
types are shown in (68). Notice (66) how the term
introduction rule (68), when specialized to the case
that the various dependencies are trivial, expresses
but the subtle yet crucial distinction between a func-
tion as such (60) and that function regarded as data
of function type — the denotational semantics of
which is given by mapping space adjunctions (24).

Term introduction
of function type

Internal hom
adjunction

function

Γ, d : D ⊢ cd : C
Γ ⊢ (d 7! cd) : D!C

data of function type

map

Γ×D
f
−−!C

Γ
f̃
−!Map(D,C)

element of mapping space

(66)

The semantics of general dependent function types
(δ : ∆γ)! (−) is that of forming spaces of relative
sections via the slice mapping space adjunction (31),
hence is (e.g. [Sh15, Ex. 2.9]) the right base change
operation (pD)∗ from base ∆ to base Γ (33) .

Type∆ TypeΓ

((γ :Γ) ⊢ (δγ :∆γ )×(−))

((δ :∆) ⊢ (−)p(δ ))

((γ :Γ) ⊢ (δγ :∆γ )!(−))

Aggregation of dependent types Base change via Local Cartesian Closure

(γ : Γ)× (δ : ∆γ), (dγ : Dγ) ⊢ c(δ ,dγ ) : Cδ

(γ : Γ), (dγ : Dγ) ⊢ (δ : ∆γ) ! Cδ

δ 7! c(∆γ ,dγ )

∆×Γ D C

∆
p
∆×pD

pC

D Map
(
∆, pC

)
Γ

pD
(p∆

)∗pC

(γ : Γ)× (δ : ∆γ), (dγ : Dγ) ⊢ (cγ : CΓ)

(γ : Γ), (δ : ∆γ)× (dγ : Dγ) ⊢ (cγ : CΓ)

D ∆×Γ C C

∆ Γ
pD

p Γ̂
×pC

pC

p∆

D C

∆ Γ
pD

(p∆)! pD pC

p∆

(67)

11The traditional notation for the dependent pair type is some variant of “∑d : D Cd”, pronounced the “dependent sum”. While widely used, this is clearly
a misnomer — and it becomes a fatal misnomer once we generalize dependent type theory to dependent linear type theory [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS], where
an actual dependent sum (in the sense of linear algebra) does appear beside the dependent co-product. Luckily, the alternative pair-type notation (d : D)×Cd
(cf. [Wä, p. 1]) not only circumvents this clash but is arguably also more convenient and more suggestive in general — as seen for instance in (67) and on p.
53 below).
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This means (as originally understood by [See84], see also [CGH14] and [Sh15, p. 11]) that dependent type systems with
dependent function type formation (68) have denotational semantics in categories of spaces such as kHausSpc (27) where
each slice category has a mapping space adjunction, called locally cartesian closed categories (LCCC), cf. (107) below.

Γ ⊢
Given one type...

I : Type Γ, i : I
indexing another one...

⊢ Xi : Type

Γ ⊢ (i : I)! Xi : Type
...we infer the type of functions from i : I to Xi-data.

Dependent function
type formation rule

Γ, i : I
Given i : I-indexed Xi-data...

⊢ xi : Xi

Γ ⊢
...we infer a function from i : I to Xi-data.

(i 7! xi) : (i : I)! Xi

Dependent function
term introduction rule

Γ

Given I-data...

⊢ ι : I Γ

and a function from i : I to Xi-data...

⊢ f : (i : I)! Xi

Γ ⊢
... we infer the function’s value data

f (ι) : Xι

Dependent function
term elimination rule

Γ ⊢ i : I

...such that functions of indexed data evaluate to that data

Γ, i : I ⊢ xi : Xi

Γ ⊢ (i 7! xi)(ι)≡ xι : Xι

Γ ⊢ f : (i : I)! Xi

Γ ⊢ f ≡ (i 7! f (i))

... and are determined by these values.

: (i : I)! Xi

Dependent function
computation rule

Dependent function
uniqueness rule

Inference
rulesfor

dependentfunction
types

U
niversalpropertiesofrel.m

apping
spaces

fibration
X

I I

Γ

σ
: i 7!

x i

section

∏

c∈Γ

slice mapping space
= space of sections
Map(Ic,Xc)/Ic

Γ Γ

c 7!
σc

right base change
adjunction

∏

Γ

Ic ×Map(Ic,Xc)/Ic
∏

Γ

Ic

Γ

∏

Γ

ev

adjunction unit

(68)

The type of dependent types. For example, the application of the function data introduction rule (66) to the type universe
(61) shows that D-dependent types (63) are the same as functions taking D-data to types (61):

D-dependent type

d : D ⊢ Cd : Type
⊢ (d 7!Cd) : D! Type
function data into type universe

(69)

Therefore it makes sense to define the (large) type of D-dependent types (also known as type families over D) as

TypeD :≡
(
D! Type

)
. (70)

The idea of homotopy-typed programming languages. Taking seriously the idea that all data should be (dependently) typed
suggests that the same should be true for data identifications: A certificate p which identifies two data structures d1,d2 : D
– witnessing that they are computationally equivalent given the defining nature of their type D – should itself be data of the
type of identifications of D-data. For simple types – such numbers – we may identify two elements just when they are equal;
in this way, identification of general data is a extension of the notion of the notion of equality. Every datum should be trivially
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identified with itself. This acts as reflexivity of equality:

Type of identifications Path space fibration

Given...
Γ,
any data

X : Type,

a type

in this context

(x1,x2) : X ×X
a pair of

data of this type

⊢
...we have

IdX (x1,x2) : Type
the type

of identifications

of these terms

path space
(mapping space
out of interval)

X I :≡ Map(I,X)
interval

I

X ×X {0,1}

(ev0,ev1)

(71)

(I) All data is reflexively identified with itself.

Reflexivity certificates Constant paths sectioning the path fibration

Γ,
Given...
x : X

some data
⊢

...we obtain

idX (x) : IdX (x,x)
a certificate of its trivial

self-identification.

diag∗X I
path fibration

X I

X X X ×X

(pb) ∈FibidX

diag :x 7!(x,x)

diagonal map

⇔

path fibration

X I

X X ×X

∈Fib

diag :x 7!(x,x)

x 7!constx
assign

constant paths (72)

As indicated on the right, the foundational insight of homotopy type theory is that the semantics of such Id-types is that of
path space fibrations in algebraic topology ([AW09]). One may understand this in two equivalent ways:

Inductive notion of identification. Naively, reflexive self-identifications (72) should freely generate the identification types
(71). Expressed operationally this should mean that a (dependent) function out of an identification type is given as soon as
it is specified on these reflexivity certificates. This inductive definition (cf. pp. 47 below) of identifications is the profound
insight of [ML75, §1.7 and p. 94], who labeled this inference rule “J” under which name it became widely known:
(J) ⇔12 (IIa) and (IIb) (Martin-Löf, Coquand)

Induction principle for identification certificates Constant path map lifts against fibrations

Given...
x1 : X , x2 : X ,

...an identification-dependent...
p12 : IdX (x1,x2) ⊢

...type...
E(x1,x2, p12) : Type

x : X
...and...

⊢ σ : E
(
x,x, idX (x)

)
...data for all

reflexive identifications...

x1 : X , x2 : X ,
...obtain...

p12 : IdX (x1,x2)
...for any identification...

⊢ σ̂ : E(x1,x2, p12)
...compatible data.

such that σ̂
(
idX (x)

)
≡ σ

(
idX (x)

)

X E f ∗E ′ E ′

X I X I B

idX

σ

(pb)
σ̂

lift

f

(73)

Remarkably, as indicated on the right of (73), the semantics of the Id-induction rule is ([AW09, §3.4], review in [Sh12, 3,
pp. 26]) the lifting property that characterizes ‘very good path space objects” in abstract homotopy theory ([DS95, §4.12]):

Notice that naive interpretation of the reflexive self-identifications in IdX (x1, x2) would be the diagonal inclusion diag :
X ! X ×X of the pairs of equal elements (x,x); but this map is not in general a fibration; and in homotopy theory demands
that it be resolved (up to weak equivalence) by a path space fibration X I ↠ X , which also makes the resulting inclusion of
reflexive self-identifications idX : X ! X I an “acyclic cofibration”, thus implying the lifting property on the right above.

Identification as transport. Much older than this inductive understanding of identification is the characterization of identi-
fications as those processes which preserve all properties (“salva veritate”, Leibniz ∼ 1700, cf. [Le18, p. 373]). Understood
as: preserve all dependent data this is the following type-theoretic rule – which is in fact implied (cf. [UFP13, §2.3]) by
Id-induction (73) and which has the striking semantic interpretation of path lifting and fiber transport (Lit. 2.30):

12In type theory literature, the Id-induction J-rule (73) is traditionally postulated directly (going back to [ML75, §1.7 and p. 94][NPS90, §8.1] in the
general context of inductive types, cf. pp. 47). Its equivalence to the combination of “transport” (74) with ”reversal” (75) was expressed in [Co11] and
further amplified in [LP15]; a detailed proof is spelled out in [Gö18, §4]. The implication (J) ⇒ (II) has an evident meaning: The J-rule is the application of
the transport rule (IIa) to just those identifications of identifications given by the uniqueness rule (IIb)
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(IIa) Substitution of identifications preserves computations.

Transport of data along identifications of variables Fiber transport in fibrations

Γ ⊢ X : Type Γ, x : X
Given an X-dependent type...

⊢ Ex : Type

Γ, x1,x2 : X
...and an identification of X-data...

, p12 : IdX (x1,x2) ⊢ (p12)∗ : Ex1 ! Ex2

...obtain transformation
of all dependent data.

such that idX (x)∗ : e 7! e

Ex1 Ex2 ⊂ E

x1 x2 ∈ X

(p12)∗

p12

(74)

We furthermore require that idX (x)∗ ≡ idEx ; transporting along the reflexive self-identification gives the identity function.
(IIa’) Substitution of identifications preserves identifications.

Given...
Γ ⊢

a parameter type ...
X : Type Γ, x : X ⊢

and a type depending on it, ...
Ex : Type

Γ, p12 :
for any parameter-

identification...

IdX (x1,x2), e1
and data at the ini-

tial parameter value,

: Ex1 ⊢

obtain

p̂12 : Id(x:X)×Ex

(
(x1,e1),

(
x2,(p12)∗(e1)

))
an identification with the transported data.

lift
ed

sta
rt

point

e1

tra
nsporte

d

initia
l data

(p12)∗(e1) ∈
fibration

E

x1 x2 ∈ X
parameter

space

lifted path
p̂12

∈Fibp12

parameter path

When combined with the following rule (75), the transport/lifting rule (74) is equivalent to Id-induction (cf. prev. footnote):

(IIb) Identifications are preserved by composition with identities.

Essential uniqueness of identification certificates Contraction of based path space

Γ, x,x′ : X ,
Given...

p
anidentification

: IdX (x,x′) ⊢
...we obtain

p∗
a certificate

: Id(x′:X)×IdX (x,x′)
of identification-

of-identifications

(
(x, idx),

with the
reflexive identif.

(x′, p)
) x

x x′
idx

consta
nt

path
p

path

p path

path-of-paths

(75)

We furthermore require that îdX x1 ≡ id(x1,e1). It follows that types of a dependently typed language implementing these
inference rules for identification types are (fibrations of) homotopy types [Aw12], in that they behave like topological spaces
up to (weak) homotopy equivalences:

The idea of homotopy type structure. Informally, path induction (73) says that to define data σ̂ of type E(p12) dependent
on an identification p12 : IdD(d1,d2) (for free variables d1 and d2), it suffices to assume that d2 is d1 and p12 is idD(d1) and to
define (just) the corresponding data σ : E

(
idX (x1)

)
in this special case. Using this one finds, for instance:

• Inversion of identifications by declaring that that reflexive self-identification is its own inverse (cf. [UFP13, Lem. 2.1.1]).
This acts as symmetry of equality:

invD : (d1, d2 : D)!
(

IdD(d1, d2) ! IdD(d2, d1)
)

idd1 7! idd1

d1 d2

p12

inv(p12)

(76)

• Concatenation of identifications by declaring them to be trivial for reflexive identificiations (cf. [UFP13, Lem. 2.1.2]).
This acts as transitivity of equality:

concD : (d1, d2 : D)!
(

IdD(d1, d2) !
(
IdD(d2, d3)! IdD(d1, d3)

))
idd1 7! (p 7! p)

d2
d1 d3

p23p12

conc(p12, p23)

(77)
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It is the magic of homotopy type theory that tautologous-seeming constructions like (76) and (77) provide — all through
the induction principle (73) — just the right information to know everything there is to know about homotopy types — a
subject that is far from trivial (Lit. 2.12). Notably, it follows that:
• Reverse identifications (76) are inverses under concatenation (77) (up to higher identification) simply by checking that this

holds trivially for reflexive self-identifications (cf. [UFP13, Lem. 2.1.4 (ii)]):

ivtD : (d1, d2 : D)!

((
p : IdD(d1, d1)

)
! Id(IdD(d1,d1))

(
conc

(
p, inv(p)

)
, idd1

))
idd1 7! id(idd1 )

d2

d1 d3

inv(p12 )p 12

idd1

(78)

• Concatenation of identifications is associative (up to higher identification), simply by checking that this holds trivially for
reflexive self-identifications:

astD : (d1,d2,d3,d4 : D)!

((
p12 : IdD(d1, d2)
p23 : IdD(d2, d3)
p34 : IdD(d3, d4)

)
! Id(IdD)

(
conc

(
p12, conc(p23, p34)

)
, conc

(
conc(p12, p23), p34

)))
(
idd1 , idd1 , idd1

)
7! id(idd1 )

(79)

As first observed in [HS98], translating to algebraic topology
this kind of structure (namely “arrows” d1 ⇝ d2 between “ob-
jects” d1,d2, equipped with invertible and associative compo-
sition) is known as constituting a groupoid (jargon for: “akin
to a group but possibly with several objects”, see e.g. [Wei96]),
specifically the fundamental path groupoid (e.g. [San11]) of the
corresponding topological space D.
Better yet, since invertibility (78) and associativity (77) ap-
pear themselves as identifications-of-identifications (2-arrows),
which by repeated use of the Id-induction rule (73) are found to
come with appropriate higher-dimensional analogs of composi-
tion, inverses and associativity, the type theory reflects “higher
dimensional” groupoid structure [vdBG11], as known from the
“fundamental 2-groupoids” of topological spaces [HKK02] and
more generally from their “fundamental ∞-groupoids” typically
modeled (e.g. [Lu09, §1.1.2]) by Kan fibrant singular simplicial
sets [KLV12] or more general fibrant models [AW09].

d2 d3

d1 d4

d2 d3

p23

comp(p23 ,p34 )
p34p12

p12
comp(p12 ,p23 )

comp
(

p12,com(p23, p34)
)

comp
(

com(p12, p23), p34

)

p23

p34

(80)

With types thus revealed as secretly being ∞-groupoids, one discovers similarly that functions (programs!) from one type
to another secretly are ∞-functors, in that they respect this ∞-groupoid structure, again all by Id-induction (73) (cf. [UFP13,
Lem. 2.2.1]):

f : D! D′ ⊢ ap f : (d1, d2 : D)!
(
IdD
(
d1, d2

)
! IdD′

(
f (d1), f (d2)

))
idd1 7! id f (d1)

D D′

d1 f (d1)

d2 f (d2)

f

p12 7! ap f (p12)

(81)

cmpstr f :
(

d1,d2,
d3:D

)
!

((
p12 : IdD(d1, d2),
p23 : IdD(d2, d3)

)
! IdIdD

(
ap f
(
conc(p12, p23)

)
,

conc
(
ap f (p12), ap f (p23)

)))
(
idd1 , idd1

)
7! idid f (d1)

f (d2)

f (d1) f (d3)

ap
f (p

23 )

ap f (conc(p12, p23))

ap
f(

p 12
)

(82)
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Transport (74) is also functorial in identifications, which is provable just as easily by appealing to path induction (73).

p12 : IdX (x1,x2), p23 : IdX (x2,x3) ⊢ func : Id((p23)∗ ◦ (p12)∗, conc(p12, p23)∗)

idx1 , p23 7−! id(p23)∗

Ex2

Ex1 Ex3

x2

x1 x3

(p23)∗(p12)∗

conc(p12,p23)∗

p23p12

conc(p12,p23)

(83)

Basic notions of homotopy theory among types. In such a homotopically typed programming language, basic constructions
on types correspond to fundamental construction in homotopy theory (Lit. 2.12). For instance:

Colloquial Homotopy type theory Homotopy theory

Cospan
⊢ f : Y ′! Y
⊢ pX : X ! Y

X

Y ′ Y

pX

f

(84)

Fibrant resolution y : Y, x : X ⊢ IdY
(
y, pX (x)

)
X̂ Y I

Y ×X Y ×Y

Y

p̂X

⌟
(ev0,ev1)

prY

idY×pX

Brown’s factorization lemma
[Br73, p. 421]

(85)

Homotopy pullback
⊢
(
(y′, x) : Y ′×X

)
× IdY

(
f (y′), pX (x)

) Y ′×h
Y X X̂ Y I

Y ′×X Y ×X Y ×Y

⌟ ⌟
(ev0,ev1)

f×idX idY×pX

(86)

Homotopy fiber ⊢
(
x : X

)
× IdY

(
y, pX (x)

) fiby (pX ) Y I

X Y ×Y

⌟
(ev0,ev1)

x 7!(y, pX (x))

(87)

Loop space ⊢ IdY
(
y, y
) ΩyY Y I

∗ Y ×Y

⌟
(ev0,ev1)

(y,y)

(88)

Contraction
⊢ contrx0 :

(
x : X

)
!

IdX
(
x0, x

) Px0X X I

X X X ×X

⌟
(ev0,ev1)

contrx0

x 7!(x0,x)

(89)
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The idea of propositions as types. Unique existence is a crucial logical notion — many theorems in mathematics can be
expressed as the statement that a concept uniquely defines a given object. In the homotopical interpretation of type theory, the
statement that there is a unique element of a type X becomes the statement that X is contractible. To say that a type X has a
unique element, we must give an element of it and a way to identify every other element with that element. Such certificates
are evidently of this type:

Certificates that there exists
unique X-data

∃! X :≡ isContractible(X) :≡

There is
a datum

(x0 : X)×
( onto which all

X-data contracts.
(x : X)! IdX (x0, x)

)
. (90)

In particular, if all the identification types IdP(p, p′) (71) of a given type P are certified to be contractible (90), this means
that all pairs of data p, p′ : P are identified – if there are any. There is at most one element of such types P, which is then
canonically understood to be a certificate of the truth – hence a proof – of the proposition that “P-data exists” at all:

isProposition(P) :≡
(

p, p′ : P
)
! ∃! IdP

(
p, p′

)
. (91)

As as example, for any type X the type ∃!X (90) which asserts that X has a unique element is a proposition; there is at most
one way to give a unique element of a type. To give an element of ∃!X is simply to prove that X has a unique element.

This way, propositions and their (first order) propositional logic emerge inside (dependent) type theory – a profound state-
ment famous as the “Curry-Howard isomorphism” (e.g. [SU06]) or as the slogan “propositions as types” (e.g. [AB04][Wa15],
for review in our homotopical context see [UFP13, §1.11]). Moreover, under this identification, the logical connectives on
propositions are nothing but the various type formation rules, an observation known as the BHK correspondence 13 [Tr77,
§2][TvD88, §3.1][Br99, p. 96]:

• For P,P′ : Prop, the product type P×P′ (62) reflects
the proposition that P and P′ hold.

• For P,P′ : Prop, the coproduct type P⊔P′ (115) re-
flects the proposition that P or P′ hold.

• For P,P′ : Prop, the function type P! P′ reflects
the proposition that P implies P′.

• For D : Set, d : D ⊢ P(d) : Prop
– the dependent function type (d : D)! P(d) (68)

reflects the proposition ∀d:D P(d) that P(d) holds
for all d.

– the (-1)-truncated (128) dependent pair type
∃
(
(d : D)× P(d)

)
(65) reflects the proposition

∃d:D P(d) that there exists d for which P(d) holds.

Type theory Logic

(-1)-type d : D ⊢ P(d) : Prop Proposition

product type P×P′ P and P′

Coproduct type P⊔P′ P or P′

Function type P ! P′ P implies P′

Dependent
function type (d : D)! P(d) ∀d:D P(d)

(-1)-truncated
dependent
pair type

∃
(
(d : D)×P(d)

)
∃d:D P(d)

(92)

It is this intimate relation between proofs in logic on the one hand and data of types on the other which makes programs
written in typed languages automatically come with proofs of their correctness (Lit. 2.26)

Notice that this correspondence is contentful (only) because we consider dependent types (63), so that these propositional
types d : D ⊢ P(d) : Prop are propositions about data of the type D that they depend on. For instance, the traditional way
to build sets of data satisfying a given proposition is given by the (untruncated) dependent pair type (65) of such dependent
propositions:

proposition about D-data

d : D ⊢ P(d) : Prop{
d : D | P(d)

}
:≡
(
d : D

)
×P(d) : Type

D-data verifying this proposition

. (93)

Here to give an element of {d : D | P(d)} is precisely to give data d equipped with a certificate that P(d) holds. For instance,
we may define the proposition that a number n : N is even as the type of numbers which divide it evenly in half:

isEven(n) :≡ (k : N)× IdN
(
2k,n

)
. (94)

We can then define the type of even numbers as {n :N | isEven(n)}. While this type technically has as elements triples (n,k, p)
where p : IdN(2 · k,n) is an identification of 2k with n, we note that k is uniquely determined by n and the property that 2k
equals n, so it is harmless to identify the elements of this type with the even natural numbers.

13The BHK correspondence (92) originates in the school of mathematical intuitionism [Ko32, p. 59][Tr69] and eventually lead to the formulation of
dependent type theory in [ML75] (exposition in [ML96, Lec. 3]), which is the historical reason that one also speaks of “intuitionistic type theory”.
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As another example, since being a proposition is itself a proposition, we may form the type of all propositions among all
types (61) is:

Type of all propositional types

Prop :≡ (P : Type)× isProposition(P) (95)

Examples of propositional types in this sense (95) include: isContractible(−) (90), isProposition(−) (95), and isEquivalence(−)
(101).

The idea of data sets. How should one define data sets in a homotopy typed programming language? Here our usual intuition
for equality helps us: The equality of elements in sets should be a proposition. Conversely, a data set should be a type X whose
identification types IdX (x, y) (71) are all propositional (91) — namely, IdX (x,y) should reflect the proposition: “x equals y”:

isSet(X) :≡ isType≤0(X) :≡ (x,y : X)! isProposition
(
IdX (x,y)

)
,

Set :≡ (S : Type)× isSet(S) .
(96)

It is the data of these propositional identification types which deserves14 to be denoted by the traditional notation for equality
(whence: “propositional equality”):

Given
a data set with a pair of identifiable elements
X : Set, x,y : X , IdX (x, y) ⊢

obtain
equality as the certificate of their identification.

x = y :≡ x⇝ y : IdX (x, y) . (97)

With concatenation “conc” (77) of identifications denoted just by their juxtaposition, this allows to obtain classical-looking
proof certificates of equality in homotopy data sets, such as:

X : Set, x,y,z : X , (x = y) : IdX (xy), (y = z) : IdX (yz) ⊢ x = y = z : IdX (x, z) . (98)

These homotopy data sets (96) encode inside homotopy-type languages the ordinary kind of data which is available in
non-homotopic programming languages (cf. [RS15]), such as the type of bits (110), or of natural numbers (111): Bit, N : Set .

The idea of higher homotopy types. Continuing the pattern by which the notion of propositional types (95) leads to that of
data sets (96) yields the notion of higher homotopy types:

The next stage in the hierarchy corresponds (as first observed by [HS98]) to what in homotopy theory are called groupoids
or homotopy 1-types (exposition and introduction in [Wei96][San11][Ri20, §1.2]), where for a pair of data of such type there
may be not just one (or none), but a whole set of different ways of identifying them:

isGroupoid(X) :≡ isType≤1(X) :≡ (x,y : X)! isSet
(
IdX (x,y)

)
,

Grpd :≡ Type≤1 :≡ (G : Type)× isGroupoid(G ) .
(99)

Historically, the passage from understanding such homotopy 1-types to understanding their generalization to higher ho-
motopy n-types was a long and convoluted one (cf. [Hi88]); but in homotopy-typed language this is now immediate (the key
insight of [Vo10]):

isType≤n+1(X) :≡ (x,y : X)! isType≤n
(
IdX (x,y)

)
,

Type≤n+1 :≡ (X : Type)× isType≤n(X) .
(100)

The mathematical semantics of these homotopical data n-types is by what in homotopy theory has long been known (long
before any relation to type theory was even thought of) as homotopy n-types and generally as homotopy types (e.g. [Sp66, p.
25 & §8][Bau95]).

The basic examples of higher homotopy n-types are the higher spheres (119); see also the comments on higher structures
on pp. 55. Often one is interested in truncating the homotopy level of a type, see p. 5.1 below.

14It is famously popular in the homotopy type theory literature to use the notation “x =X y” for what we denote IdX (x, y), even when X is a higher
homotopy type. We humbly suggest that mathematical intuition is served and much debate is avoided by using the equality sign only for the actual notion of
(propositional) equality – which is that of identifications of elements of sets.
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The idea of equivalence/isomorphy of types. Two types D,C : Type may appear nominally different, but if one can transform
data f : D! C such that this transformation may be inverted up to identification, then D-data is equivalent (“isomorphic”
[DiC95][HS98, §5.4][KL21, Def. 3.1.1]) to C-data: Whatever program operates on D-data may then be transformed into a
program operating on C-data, and vice versa (e.g. [BP01][RPYLG21]).

Alternatively, one may ask [Vo10, p. 8, 10] that f : D!C be a bijection (or weak equivalence, cf. below (102)), in that
for c : C we have a unique (90) inverse image d : fibc( f ) (87):

type equivalence Homotopy equivalence

f : D!C ⊢
a function is

an equivalence
or isomorphism

iff

isEquivalence( f ) :≡

we have a reverse function which is left inverse
(

f l : C! D
)
× Id

(D!D)

(
f l ◦ f , (d 7! d)

)
×
(

f r : C! D
)
× Id

(C!C)

(
f ◦ f r, (c 7! c)

)
and a reverse function which is right inverse

C D C Df r

idB

f

idA

f l

f : D!C ⊢
a function is
a bijection iff its pre-images are ess. unique

isBijection( f ) :≡ (c : C)! ∃!fibc( f )
“ ∀

c∈C
” fibc( f ) ≃ ∗

type bijection Contractible fibers

(101)

These two notions happen to coincide [UFP13, §4.4]:

isBijection( f ) isEquivalence( f )(
(c : C) 7!

((
d, f (d)⇝c

)
: fibc( f )

)
7!
(
d0(c)

ctrd⇝ d, · · ·
))

7−!

(
f l : c 7! d0(c) , d 7!

(
d0(c)

ctrd⇝ d
)

f r : c 7! d0(c), c 7! idc

)
.

(102)

If one reads the “for all” quantifier on the right of (101) naively as in (92) (even if C is not 0-truncated), then in the classical
homotopy theory (107) of topological spaces this state of affairs is the content of the classical Whitehead theorem (e.g.
[Br93, Cor. 11.14][AGP02, Thm. 6.3.31]) which says that maps between cofibrant spaces (CW-complexes) are homotopy
equivalences as soon as they are weak homotopy equivalences in that the homotopy groups of all their homotopy fibers vanish.
For this reason the type-theoretic “bijections” above were originally called weak equivalence in [Vo10].

However, the beauty of simply recasting (92) the naive quantifier “∀c:C” as the dependent function constructor (c : C)!
(−) dramatically increases the generality of the statement: While various versions of the Whitehead theorem actually fail in
general model toposes ([Lu09, §6.5][UFP13, §8.8]), the equivalence (102) holds generally.

We denote the type of equivalence like the function type but equipped with a “∼”-symbol:

D,C : Type ⊢
(
D ∼
−!C

)
:≡ ( f : D!C)× isEquivalence( f ) (103)

The tautological example of an equivalence is of course the identity function a 7! a, which is canonically its own left and
right inverse, as certified by its reflexive identification id(a7!a):

A : Type ⊢
(
(a 7! a),

((
(a 7! a)

l
:≡ (a 7! a), id(a 7!a)

)
,
(
(a 7! a)

r
:≡ (a 7! a), id(a7!a)

)))
: Equiv(A, A) . (104)

The idea of univalent universes of types. However, there is a priori another sensible way to understand identification of
types. Namely, since we regard data types A,B themselves as being data of type “type”, denoted A,B : Type (61), there is
the notion of their identification certificates (71) c : IdType(A, B), just as for data of any other type. Now, the Id-induction
principle (73) gives a transformation from such identifications of data to operational equivalences (103) between data, induced
from taking the identity equivalence a 7! a (104) to be the operationalization of the reflexive self-identification idA (72):

operationalize : ∏
A,B : Type

(identification certificates
between types

IdType(A, B)

operational equivalences
between types

Equiv(A, B)
)
,

idA 7−! (a 7! a)

univalence : isEquivalence
(
operationalize

)
. (105)
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One says15 that a homotopically typed language satisfies type universe extensionality [HS98, §5.4] or that it has a univalent
type universe [Vo10, p. 11] if this comparison function is itself an equivalence (101) (cf. [Es19, §3.11][1lab, §Univalence]).

Another incarnation of the Univalence Axiom (105) says [UFP13, Theorem 4.8.3] that the operation of recording homo-
topy fibers (87) for all base points constitutes an equivalence (101) between functions into a given type X and X-dependent
types (70). Semantically this means (originally conjectured by [Aw12], proven in special cases in [KLV12][Sh15] and gener-
ally in [Sh19], review in [Ri22]) that the type universes of univalent homotopy-typed languages are “object classifiers” [Lu09,
§6.1.6] reflecting the ambient category of types as an “∞-topos” [Si99][TV][Lu09][Re10]:

Univalent type Universe Object classifier

Functions into X

(Y : Type)× (Y ! X)

X-Dependent types(
X ! Type

)fibers
(Y, f ) 7! (x 7!fibx( f ))

≃

((x :X)×Ex, prX ) [ (x 7!Ex)

total space

Y Ôbj

X Obj

(pb)
(106)

In more detail, the homotopy type-theoretic syntax directly interprets into 1-categories (cf. Lit. 2.26) and here those
understood to “present” these ∞-toposes (this is the key point of [Lu09]), known as model toposes [Re10] or more specifically
as type-theoretic model toposes [Sh19, §1.3] (building on [Sh15], review in [Ri22, §6.1]), in which the object classifier exists
as a universal fibration of small objects.

The archetypical example of such model toposes is the “classical model topos” of classical homotopy theory, traditionally
known as the Kan-Quillen model category of simplicial sets. This is suitably equivalent (namely Quillen equivalent, presenting
the same ∞-topos — for review and references see [FSS20-Cha, §A]) to the Serre-Quillen model category of k-topological
spaces which tacitly underlies the considerations in §4 but which fails to be strictly “type-theoretic” in that it is not quite
locally Cartesian closed (only over base spaces which are Hausdorff, cf. (27)):

syntactic category of
homotopy types

HoTTSyntax
§5

type-theoretic
model topos

of simplicial sets
∆SetQu

model topos
of topological spaces

kTopSpcQu

§4
semantics Quillen equivalence

(107)

(The categorical semantics of dependent type theory on the left is due to [See84][Ho97][Ja98], the homotopy/model-category
theoretic aspect due to [AW09], and finally the construction of the univalent object classifier due [KLV12] and then in gener-
ality due to [Sh19]. The Quillen equivalence on the right is classical, going back to [Qu67], cf. [GJ99, §I.11])

Incidentally, under restriction to propositional types (93) the equivalence (106) is a homotopy-theoretic generalization
of the classical fact that a proposition about data of type X is equivalently encoded in the sub-type of data satisfying this
proposition: Semantically this is the existence of sub-object classifiers known from topos theory [La70] (see e.g. [Bo94III,
§5.1])

Propositional Type Universe Sub-Object classifier

Injections into X

(Y : Type)× (Y ↪! X)

Propositions about X(
X ! Prop

)fibers
(Y, f ) 7! (x 7!fibx( f ))

≃

((x :X)×Px, prX ) [ (x 7!Px)

total space

Y Ôbj−1

X Obj−1

(pb)

(108)

For example, given a data set D : Set, then a relation on such data is given by the sub-type R ↪! D×D of those pairs of
data which are in relation to each other, which is equivalently the proposition D×D! Prop asserting about any pair that its
data are in relation to each other:(

R : Type
)
×
(
r : R! D×D

)
×
(
(d1,d2 : D)! isProp

(
fib(d1,d2)(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
proposition that

d1,d2 are in relation

)) (
D×D! Prop

)∼ (109)

15On this point see again footnote 6.
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The idea of inductive types. While we have seen how to construct new types from given ones — by forming dependent
function types, dependent pair types (64) and identification types (71) — it remains to discuss how to introduce definite types
in the first place.

The archetypical example is the type Bit : Type of Boolean truth values (often denoted Bool, instead). It is clear that its
term introduction rule should say that there are two pieces of data of this type, namely 0, 1 : Bit. But it remains to introduce
a language construct ensuring that there is no other data of this type. An elegant idea for achieving this is to declare that we
obtain a function Bit! P to any other type D as soon as we have correspondingly two pieces of data 0D, 1D : D. But a subtle
point has to be taken care of for this and analogous term elimination rules to work as expected: Since we are working in the
generality of dependent types (63), we need to declare this in the generality of dependent functions. But it turns out that it
suffices to consider the case when D depends on Bit itself (e.g. [ML84, p. 35-37][AGS12, §3.1]):

Bits.

Homotopy type-theory Homotopy theory

Fo
rm

at
io

n

⊢ Bit : Type

In
tr

od
uc

tio
n

⊢ 0 : Bit ⊢ 1 : Bit

∗

∗ Bit

0

1

E
lim

in
at

io
n b : Bit ⊢ P(b) : Type ;

⊢ 0P : P(0); ⊢ 1P : P(1)

b : Bit ⊢ ind(P,0P,1P)(b) : P(b)

C
om

pu
ta

tio
n

ind(P,0P,1P)(0) ≡ 0P

ind(P,0P,1P)(1) ≡ 1P

∗

Bit P

∗
Bit

0

0P

ind(P, ···)

1

1P

(110)

In homotopy theory this defines the space which is the disjoint union of two points – the 0-sphere – , universally character-
ized as the coproduct of two copies of the 1-point space ∗. Here the universal map out of the coproduct (the “term eliminator”)
is denoted “ind(···)” because this turns out to be an example of the same general notion of induction which also controls the
classical notion of induction over the natural numbers (111). Therefore, one refers to this and analogous types as inductive
types ([CP90][Dy94], early review in [PM93][Lu94, §9.2.2], exposition in [UFP13, §5.6]).

Concretely, there are two ways to introduce data of natural number type: On the one hand, there is certainly the datum
0 : N; on the other hand, if data n : N is already given, then there is the datum succ(n) = n+1 : N. As before with the type
of bits, the idea now is to enforce that these two introduction rules produce all N-data by declaring that we obtain a function
N−! D to any other type as soon as that type D is equipped with images 0D and succD of these two constructors. Saying this
in the generality that D is a type depending (63) on N yields the following inference rules (111) for natural numbers [ML84,
pp. 38][CP90, p. 52-53][Dy94, §3]:
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Natural numbers.

Homotopy type-theory Homotopy theory
Fo

rm
at

io
n

⊢ N : Type

In
tr

od
uc

tio
n

⊢ 0 : N

⊢ n : N

⊢ succ(n) : N

∗ ⊔ N N
(0,succ)

E
lim

in
at

io
n n : N ⊢ D(n) : Type

⊢ 0D : D(0)

n : N , d : D(n) ⊢ succD(n, d) : D
(
succ(n)

)
n : N ⊢ ind(D,0D,succD)(n) : D(n)

C
om

pu
ta

tio
n

ind(D,0D,succD)(0) ≡ 0 ;

ind(D,0D,succD)

(
succ(n)

)
≡ succD

(
n, ind(D,0D,succD)(n)

)

∗ ⊔ N ∗ ⊔ D

∗ ⊔ N

N D

N

(0,
succ)

id∗⊔ ind

id∗⊔πD

(0,
succ)

ind

πD

(0 D
,su

cc D
)

(111)

In the denotational semantics on the right we see that N has the structure of a (homotopy-)initial algebra over the endo-
functor ∗ ⊔ Id on spaces (i.e. the endofunctor which reflects the domains of a nullary constructor 0 and of a unary constructor
succ). In general, the denotational semantics of “well-founded” inductive types (“W -types” [ML84, pp. 43]) in homotopy
theory is given by (homotopy-)initial algebras of polynomial endofunctors [Dy97][AGS12][AGS15].

The inductive rules for the natural number type capture the classical notions both of proof of propositions by induction
and of construction of functions by recursion:

• N-Induction. When the dependent type in (111) is propositional (95), so that n : N ⊢ D(n) : Prop is a proposition about
natural numbers (93), then:
– the assumption of the elimination rule (111) is that we have a certificate 0P : P(0) – hence a proof of the proposition

about 0 – and moreover with each certificate/proof d : P(n) of the proposition about any n also a a proof succP : P(n+1)
of the proposition about n+1;

– in which case the conclusion of the elimination rule is a proof of the proposition for all natural numbers: n : N ⊢
ind(n) : P(n) – thereby recovering the classical induction principle.

• N-Recursion. When D happens to be independent of n :N then the induction principle (111) is that of recursive functions.
For example, addition and multiplication of natural numbers may be recursively defined as follows:

D :≡ N! N
0D :≡ (k 7! k)

succD
(
n, f
)

:≡
(
k 7! succ

(
f (k)

))
+ :≡ ind(D,0D,succD) : N!

(
N! N

)
D :≡ N! N
0D :≡ (k 7! 0)

succD
(
n, f
)

:≡
(
k 7! f (k)+ k

)
· :≡ ind(D,0D,succD) : N!

(
N! N

) (112)

Unique and non-existent data. Finally, the most simple but important examples of inductive types:
The singleton type (often: “unit type”, e.g. [UFP13, p. 30]), whose induction rule witnesses it as a (necessarily contractible)
type (90) with an unique datum:

⊢ ∗ : Type ⊢ • : ∗
x : ∗ ⊢ D(x) : Type ; •D : D(•)

x : ∗ ⊢ ind(D,•D)(x) : D(x)
ind(D,•D)(•) = •D (113)
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The empty type is inductively generated by no data (e.g. [UFP13, §1.7,
§A.8][Es19, §2.6]): ⊢ ∅ : Type

x : ∅ ⊢ D(x) : Type

x : ∅ ⊢ indD : D(x) (114)

This degenerate case of the general rules for inductive types gives the ancient
logical rule of ex falso quodlibet — from absurdity we may derive anything —
when we regard propositions as types (91). There can be no data of type ∅ since
it would take no conditions to produce data ind(x) : P of any type P (which is
an absurdity) assuming x : ∅ as given (which hence must not exist). In practice,
the induction principle of ∅ is used when doing a case analysis to escape from
cases that cannot happen; a case that cannot happen will imply ∅, and so we
may still prove our goal using the induction principle of ∅ in that case.

P : Type

constP :≡
(
(x : ∅) 7! D

)
:
(
∅! Type

)
indconstP : (x : ∅)! D

The idea of higher inductive types. But in a homotopically typed language, these induction principles for constructing
concrete types are to be generalized to account for the introduction not just of plain data, but also of (re-)identitications
(71) of such data (“higher inductive types” [UFP13, §6][vD18, §2.2.6][VMA19, §4]). For example, in practice, one often
considers data that is either of some type Y or of some type Y ′, except that a datum y : Y is meant to be identified with data
y′ : Y ′ whenever the pair (y,y′) (62) arises as the output of a given program

( f , f ′) : X 7−! Y ×Y ′.

The type of such combined data is called the homotopy-pushout (or cofiber coproduct) of f and (along) f ′, denoted Y f⊔
X

f ′ Y ′

or usually just Y ⊔
X

Y ′, for brevity. The inference rules for such homotopy-cofiber/pushout types (e.g. [HFLL1616, p. 4]) are

an evident expression of their homotopy-theoretic interpretation as homotopy cofiber/pushout spaces (e.g. [Str11, §7.1][Ar11,
§6]), as shown in (115):

Homotopy pushout (cofiber coproducts)

Homotopy type-theory Homotopy theory
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(
f ′(x)

))

X Y

Y ′ Y ⊔
X

Y ′

f

f ′ cpr

hm
t

cpr′

Te
rm

el
im

in
at

io
n ŷ : Y ⊔

X
Y ′ ⊢ P(ŷ) : Type ;

⊢ cprP : ∏
y : Y

P
(
cpr(y)

)
⊢ cpr′P : ∏

y′ : Y ′
P
(
cpr′(y′)

)
;

⊢ hmtP : ∏
x : X

Id
(

hmt(x)∗
(
cprP( f (x))

)
, cpr′P

(
f ′(x)

))
ŷ : Y ⊔

X
Y ′ ⊢ ind(

P,cprP,cpr′P,hmtP
)(y) : P(ŷ)

C
om

pu
ta

tio
n

ind(P,cprP,cpr′P,hmtP) ◦ cpr ≡ cprP ;

ind(P,cprP,cpr′P,hmtP) ◦ cpr′ ≡ cpr′P ;

x : X ⊢ comp : Id
(

apdind(hmt(x)), hmtP(x)
)

Y

X Y ⊔
X

Y ′ P

Y ′

Y ⊔
X

Y ′

cpr

hmt

cprP

f

f ′

ind(P, ···)

cp
r′

cpr′P

hmtP

(115)
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The computation rule for the pushout is a little different than for the other inductive types. For the generatoring hmt, we
do not have a definitional equality but rather an identity comp which identifies the application of the induction function ind
applies to hmt with thmtP, the homotopy in the codomain. The function apd is the dependent version of ap (81), and is defined
by path induction in the same way:

f : (c : C)! D(c) ⊢ apd f : (c1, c2 : C)−!
(
(p : IdD

(
c1, c2

)
) ! IdD(c2)

(
p∗ f (c1), f (c2)

))
idc1 7! id f (c1)

(116)

For more on the computation rules of higher inductive types, see [UFP13, §6]. In other variants of homotopy type theory
such as cubical type theory ([CCHM15] [CHM18]), the computation rules for the pushout and other higher inductive types
can be given by definitional equalities like those for other inductive types.

The idea of higher homotopy bits. As an example of a pushout, the (un-reduced) suspension of a type X , is the homo-
topy pushout (115) of X x 7!•

−−−! ∗ (113) along itself, hence the type where each datum x : X is promoted to a certificate of
identification of a data pair (nth,sth):

Suspensions.

Homotopy type-theory Homotopy theory

S(X) :≡ ∗⊔
X
∗ : Type

X ∗

∗ SX

nthSXmer SX

sthSX

(un-reduced)
suspension of X

SX =



X x•

m
er(x)

m
er(x)

nth

sth



(117)

Indicated on the right16 is the corresponding semantics as the topological suspension space (e.g. [Ja84, p. 41][Ha02, p. 8]).
For example, the suspension (117) of the empty type (114) is inductively generated by two terms with no homotopy between
them — this is equivalently the type of bits: S∅ ≃ Bit (110).

Next, the suspension of the type of bits is freely generated
by (1.) a pair of data points with (2.) a pair of identifications
between them. This is the homotopy type of the circle, cf.
the illustration in (119).
Inductively, if X = Sn is an n-sphere homotopy type, then its
suspension is the n+ 1-sphere homotopy type, realized as
the union of (1.) a pair of poles nth, sth and (2.) the merid-
ians mer(s) through all points s in the equator n-sphere.

n-Spheres.

Homotopy type-theory Homotopy theory

S−1 :≡ ∅

S0 :≡ Bit

Sn+1 :≡ SSn

Sn ∗

∗ Sn+1

nthSn+1mer Sn
+1

sthSn+1

(118)

In other words, in homotopy-typed programming languages, the archetypical type Bit of bits (110) is accompanied by a tower
of higher homotopy types, obtained as its iterated suspensions (117) via N-induction (111):

By (130) below, these higher sphere types serve to detect all the higher homotopy nature of types. In this sense, homotopy-
typed programming is all about generalizing bits to “higher homotopy bits”:

While this perspective on homotopy
type-theory is mathematically as com-
pelling as it is intriguing, the practi-
cal content of “computation on higher
homotopy bits” in actual computer sci-
ence (as opposed to its interpretation
in mathematical homotopy theory) has
arguably remained somewhat elusive.
Our claim in §6 is that (certification of)
topological quantum computation fills
this gap.

Higher homotopy bits

Classical bits Circle type Sphere type

S0 = Bit S1 = SBit S2 = S2 Bit

nth

sth

0 1

0′

1′

0 1

0′

1′

0 1
1′′

0′′

(119)

16The graphics on the right of (117) is adapted from [Mu10, p. 14].
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Homotopy cofibers, CW-complexes, and sequential colimits. Another important special case of homotopy pushouts (115)
are homotopy cofibers (the notion “dual” to homotopy fibers (87)), cell attachments (e.g. [AGP02, §3.1]) and the resulting
cell complexes (specifically “CW-complexes”, e.g. [Ha02, pp. 5][AGP02, §5.1]):

The homotopy cofiber of a function
f : Y ! X is the special case of the
cofiber coproduct type (115) where one
summand is the singleton type (113):

cof( f ) :≡ ∗⊔
X

Y
X Y

∗ cof( f )

f

(120)

A single n-cell attachment to a type X
is a cofiber (120) of a function f : Sn!
X out of the n-sphere type (118).

cof(Sn f
−! X)

Sn X

∗ X ∪ f Dn

f

(121)

More generally:
An indexed n-cell attachment to a type
X is such a pushout (115) relative to a
parameter type R.

po

R×Sn X

R

f

prR


R×Sn X

R X ∪ f Dn

f

prR (122)

A finite CW-complex is obtained from
the empty type (114) by a finite se-
quence of cell attachments (121) of in-
creasing dimension nk+1 ≥ nk

X−1 :≡ ∅

Xk+1 :≡ cof
(
Snk+1

f (k)
−−! Xk

)
X :≡ Xkmax

∅ ↪! · · · ↪!
Xk ↪−! Xk ∪ f (k) Dnk+1 =: Xk+1

↪! · · · ↪! X

(123)

A finite set is a finite CW-complex
(123) of dimension 0.

X−1 :≡ ∅
Xk+1 :≡ cof

(
∅ −! Xk

)
X :≡ Xkmax

{
x1, x2, · · · , xn

}
(124)

A sequential colimit over functions
n : N ⊢ Xn : Type ,
n : N ⊢ fn : Xn! Xn+1

indexed by the natural numbers (111)
is also obtained by a homotopy pushout
(115) (e.g. [Ri18, §15]).

(
(n : N)×Xn

)
×S0 (n : N)×Xn

(n : N)×Xn X∞

{
((n,x),0) 7!(n+1, fn(x))
((n,x),1) 7!(n,x)(

(n,x),i
)

7!

(n,x) colimiting co-cone
n 7! cprn:Xn!X∞

(125)

The idea of homotopy n-truncation of types. When X : Type is not necessarily n-truncated (100), we may construct (e.g. as
in [UFP13, §7.3, p. 223]) its n-truncation [X ]n : Type≤n: which is the “best approximation” to X by a type that is n-truncated,
in that it comes with a function of the form ηn : X ! [X ]n which is initial among functions from X to n-truncated types,
namely uniquely factoring any such function up to equivalence (101). As before with other inductive types, it is natural to
state such a universal mapping property (ump) in the generality of dependent types and dependent functions, where it looks
as follows:

Homotopy type theory Homotopy theory

Y : [X ]n! Type≤n ⊢ ump : isEquiv
((

(−)◦ηn
)

: ∏
c:[X ]n

Y (c)! ∏
x:X

Y
(
ηn(x)

)) Y

X [X ]n
ηX

n-truncated
∃!

∀ (126)

For example, since any n-truncated type is also (n+ 1)-truncated, these factorizations yield for each X : Type a tower of
truncations

X · · · [X ]n+1 [X ]n · · · [X ]0 [X ]−1 ≡: ∃X

ηn

(127)
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which in the homotopy theoretic semantics is known as the Postnikov tower ([GJ99, Cor. 3.7][Lu09, §5.5.6 & §6.5]). Classical
homotopy theory has been interested mostly in the higher stages of the Postnikov tower, but homotopy type theory brings out
that its low stages are of profound logical relevance:

• (-1)-truncation of a type X – also called propositional truncation [AB04][UFP13, §3.7][Kr15] – may be understood as
producing the proposition (91) that there exists data of type X (that X is “inhabited”), cf. (92):

Type theory Logic

Γ ⊢ ∃X :≡
[
X
]
−1 : Prop ∃x∈X

(128)

The universal property (126) of propositional truncation is the usual rule for using an existential quantifier in a proof:
to prove a proposition P assuming ∃X , we may assume we have an x : X . Explicitly, if P is any proposition then to
prove ∃X ! P it suffices by the universal property to give a function X ! P which (like any function) may be defined
by assuming an element x : X and then proving P.

• 0-truncation of a type X – also called set truncation – may be understood as producing the set (96) of equivalence
classes of X-data; semantically this is the passage to the set π0 of connected components of a space, and for dependent
types all this applies fiber-wise (106), cf. Lem 4.6:

Homotopy type theory Homotopy theory

Γ ⊢
[
X
]

0 : Set π0/Γ(X)
(129)

Cell-complex construction of n-truncation. While in homotopy type theory it is popular, following [UFP13, §7.3, p. 223],
to construct n-truncation (126) in one step as a clever higher inductive type construction; we now highlight an alternative
construction of n-truncation, which is implicit in [Ri19] and whose semantics is closer to the classical construction of n-
truncations in homotopy theory.

First notice that from unwinding the definition of n-truncation (100), looping (88) and higher spheres (118) one finds
([UFP13, Thm. 7.2.9][CR21, Thm. 3.10]), in close analogy to classical homotopy theoretic arguments, that a type is n-
truncated precisely if its (n+1)-fold loopings are contractible (90), and that an n+1-fold looping is equivalently the function
type out of the n+1-sphere preserving the given base datum ([UFP13, Lem. 6.5.4]):

n : N,
X : Type ⊢ isType≤n(X) ≃

(
(x : X)!

(
∃! Ω

n+1
x X

))
≃
(
(x : X)! ( f : SN+1! X)× Id

(
f (nth), x

))
. (130)

Therefore one may expect that the n-truncation [X ]n is obtained by adjoining trivializations of all f : Sn+1 ! X , via the
following indexed cell-attachment (122):

(Sn+1! X)×Sn+1 (Sn+1! X)

X X1

ev

pr1

(131)

While this is the right idea, the result X1 may still fail to be n-truncated., but it is getting closer: We must pass to the colimit
of iterating this construction (following [Ri19, §7.2]):

Definition 5.1 (Truncation). For X : Type and n : N we define ηn : X ! [X ]n to be the colimiting co-cone of the sequential
colimit (125)

[X ]n :≡ X∞ = colim
(
X :≡ X0

i0−! X1
i1−! X2

i2−! · · ·
)
, ηn :≡ cpr0 : X ! [X ]n (132)

over n+2-cell attachments ik that are indexed (122) by the functions Sn+1! Xk into the previous stage of the sequence17

(Sn+1! Xk)×Sn+1 (Sn+1! Xk)

Xk Xk+1 .

ev

pr1

ik

(133)

17In classical homotopy theory the construction (133) is expressed by explicitly attaching sets of cells of ever higher dimension n+2+k, thereby iteratively
filling up the higher homotopy groups. Here in the type-theoretic formulation this increase in dimension is implicit in the fact that the cell attachments are
indexed not just by a set, but by the higher homotopy type Sn+1! Xk (i.e. by “internalizing” the classical construction). For example, applying the
construction for n =−1 to X0 = ∗ yields in the first stage X1 = S1, whence the index type for the second stage is the 2-type S0 ! S1 ≃ S1 ×S1.
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Proposition 5.2 (Universal property for n-truncation). The construction of ηn : X ! [X ]n from Def. 5.1 has the universal
property (126) of the n-truncation.

Proof. This is a special case of the construction of the localization at a class of maps between compact types given in [Ri19,
Thm. 7.2.10]. Specifically, the pushout (133) is a special case of the initial quasi-F-local extension ([Ri19, Defn. 7.2.6])
where the family F is taken to be the terminal map Sn+1! ∗ to the singleton type (113). Then [Ri19, Thm. 7.2.10] applies
since the spheres are sequentially compact by [Ri19, Cor. 7.1.12].

The universal property given in [Ri19, Thm. 7.2.10] is not the dependent one we gave in (126). However, a variety
of similar universal properties which characterize modalities ([UFP13, §7.7]) are proven equivalent in [RSS20, §1]; these
include the universal property (126) as [RSS20, Defn. 1.2] and the universal property appearing in [Ri19, Thm. 7.2.10] as
[RSS20, Defn. 1.3] (noting that n-truncated types are closed under pair types, [UFP13, Thm. 7.1.8]).

Quotient sets. The presence of higher inductive type formation (pp. 49) works wonders even when all types involved are sets
(96) as opposed to higher homotopy types (100); namely it implies the existence of types encoding ordinary quotient sets of
data. This solves a decade-old problem in type theory (review in [Li14, §1.1][Mu22, §4.3.2]) which goes back to the roots of
the notion of sets in constructive mathematics [Bish67, p. 13][BB85, p. 15] as sets equipped with equivalence relations, also
called “setoids” [Ho95, §1.3, §5.1][BCP03] or “Bishop sets” [CS07, §3.1].

Concretely, given a data set (96) equipped with a relation (109) which is an equivalence relation in that the following
conditions are satisfied:

X : Set

P : X ×X ! Prop,

R :≡ (x0,x1 : X)×P(x0,x1),

isReflexive(P) :≡ (x : X)! P(x,x) ,

isSymmetric(P) :≡ (x0, x1 : P)×P(x0, x1)! P(x1, x0) ,

isTransitive(P) :≡ (x0,x1,x2 : X)×P(x0, x1)×P(x1, x2)! P(x0, x3) ;

(134)

then we obtain the quotient type X/R of X by R, defined (cf. [UFP13, §6.10][RS15, §1.5, §2.4]) as the set truncation of the
pushout (115) of the function which picks the pairs of data of type X that are in relation, along the function which projects
out their distinction in S0 = Bit (119):

· · · ⊢ X/R :≡

po


(
(x0, x1), i

)
7! xi

R×S0 X

R

prR




0

: Set (135)

We could also define the quotient X/R as the set of equivalence classes of the equivalence relation R. An equivalence class is
a property E : X ! Prop so that there exists an x : X with E(y) if and only if P(x,y) for all y:

isEquivalenceClass(E) :≡ ∃
(
(x : X)×

(
(y : X)! (E(y) ∼

! R(x,y)
))

. (136)

Then we may define
· · · ⊢ X/R :≡ {E : X ! Prop | isEquivalenceClass(E)}. (137)

A multitude of examples arises in the construction of the hierarchy of types of number systems which we come to in §6.

The idea of certified data structures. We had motivated, around (60), the notion of data typing by the promise of software
verification; this now becomes nicely manifest:
Via iteration of dependent data pairings (65) (called data telescopes
[Zu75][dB91], data records [CT08, p. 2] or type classes [GGMR09, §2])
of data base types B : Set (96) with B-dependent functions (64) constituting
read/write/compute-operations on B data (“methods”) and further with identi-
fication certificates (71) constituting data consistency statements, one obtains
fully verifiable data structures, whose denotational semantics is just that of
“mathematical structures” (see e.g. pointers in [Sak20]) in the orignal sense
[Co04] of algebra (often referred to as: “the hierarchy of structures” or similar).

Data
structure

Mathematical
structure

Data base Underlying set

Data access
methods

Algebraic
structure

Consistency
specification

Laws/
properties
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For example, data bases B equipped with methods to consistently read/write given D-data (known as well-behaved D-
“lens”-structure [BPV06, §3]) are of the following form:

D-lens structure
on data base DLens :≡



(B : Set)
}

data
base

×
(
readD : B! D

)
×
(
writeD : D×B! B

)
 access

structure

×
(

rw : ( b :B
d :D)! IdD

(
readD

(
writeD(d,b)

)
, d
))

×
(

wr : (b : B)! IdB

(
writeD

(
readD(b), b

)
, b
))

 consistency
specification

(138)

Notice that to give a D-lensed data structure (138) means, by the pair type introduction rule (65),(
B︸︷︷︸

data base

, readD, writeD︸ ︷︷ ︸
methods

, rm, rw︸ ︷︷ ︸
certificates

)
: DLens (139)

to instantiate the data base B equipped with its read/write methods and with certificates that these work as expected.
It is in this way that fully data-typed programs (60) are automatically certified and verified: To produce data of a given

structured type necessarily involves supplying a certificate that correct data behaviour has been verified.

Group structure. A data structure of fundamental mathematical relevance is group data structure (e.g. [Ka09][Es19,
§33.10][1lab, §“Group theory”]) in the sense of abstract group theory (e.g. [Mi72, §1.1][Ro95]):

group
data

structure
Grp :≡



(
G : Set

) } data
base

×
(
e : G

)
×
(
· : G×G! G

)
×
(
(−)−1 : G! G

)


group
structure

×
(

unt : (g : G)! IdG
(
g · e, g

)
× IdG

(
e ·g, g

))
×
(

asc : ( g1,g2,
g3 :G )! IdG

(
(g1 ·g2) ·g3, g1 · (g2 ·g3)

))
×
(

inv : (g : G)! IdG
(
g ·g−1, e

)
× IdG

(
g−1 ·g, e

))


group
laws

. (140)

Historically, the mathematical term “group” is short for symmetry group (e.g. [Mi72]) or transformation group (e.g. [tD87])
in the sense of: group of transformational symmetries of some object (cf. [tD87, (2.3)]). Curiously this meaning is natively
brought out by the magic of homotopy type theory (cf. [BBCDG21]): From the discussion on p 41 it is clear that the self-
identifications d0⇝ d0 (symmetries) of any datum d0 : D in a groupoid D : Type≤1 (99) – hence the data in its loop type (88)
at d0 – form a group (140) under concatenation (77):

Given data 1-type with base datum

D : Type≤1, d0 : D
obtain

⊢
(self-identifications

Ωd0D, e :≡ idd0

equipped with self-
identification

, · :≡ conc
concatenation

, (−)−1 :≡ inv
reversal

, · · ·
associativity etc.

) forming

:
group data.

Grp (141)

Further in this vein: subgroup data structure H ⊂ G (cf. e.g. [Mi72, §1.2]) of a given group structure G (140) may be
formulated as the propositions (93) of the form PH : G! Prop (which we may think of as) asserting: PH : g 7! “g is in H ⊂ G”,
equipped with certificates that these propositions do define subgroups (cf. [Es19, §33.12]):

(
G, e, ·, (−)−1) : Grp ⊢

subgroup
structure

SubGrp(G) :≡



(
P : G! Prop

)}
structure

×
(
ptd : P(e)

)
×
(

mld :
(
(g1,g2 : G)×P(g1)×P(g2)

)
! P(g1 ×g2)

)
×
(

ivd :
(
(g : G)×P(g)

)
! P

(
g−1
))

 properties
(142)
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From such P : G! Prop the actual subgroup data is recovered (108) as the dependent pairings H :≡ (g : G)×PH(G)
(elements of G paired with a certificate that they are in fact in the subgroup), which inherits group structure by using the group
operations on G paired with the certificates that on H they do restrict to land again in H:(
G, e, ·, (−)−1

)
: Grp ⊢ SubGrp(G) Grp

(
P, ptd, mld, ivd

)
7−!


H :≡ (g : G)×P(g),

eH :≡ (e,ptd),

·H :≡
(
(g1, p1),(g2, p2) : H

)
7!
(
g1 ·g2, mld(g1,g2, p1, p2)

)
,

(−)−1
H :≡

(
(g, p) : H

)
7!
(
g−1, ivd(g, p)

)



underlying abstract group structure

(143)

The idea of data structure identification. With data structures (p. 53) defined as telescopes of dependently paired dependent
functions and identification, we can make explicit their operational equivalences (103) or equivalently their identifications
(105) as soon as we have an explicit handle on the identification of any dependent functions and dependent pairs.

Using the univalence axiom (105), these work component-wise as expected, via comparison functions readily defined by
Id-induction (73), a statement known as function extensionality [Vo10, p. 8][UFP13, §4.9, Thm. 2.9.7] and its analogue for
pairings [UFP13, Thm 2.7.2]):

function
extensionality

(
f ,g

:(d:D)!Cd

)
!

(identifications of dependent functions

Id(d:D)!Cd

(
f , g
) ( dependent functions of identifications(

d : D
)
! IdCd

(
f (d), g(d)

)) )
id f 7−!

(
d 7! id f (d)

)∼
equivalent to

(144)

pair
extensionality

(
(d,c),(d′,c′)
:(d:D)×Cd

)
!

( identifications of dependent pairs

Id(d:D)×Cd

(
(d,c), (d′,c′)

) dependent pairs of identifications(
p : IdD(d, d′)

)
× IdCd′

(
p∗c, c′

))
id(d,c) 7−!

(
idd , idc

)∼
equivalent to

(145)

By iteration of these two rules, the equivalences of telescope/record data structures (p. 53) are found to be those equiv-
alences on the underlying base types which are compatible with all the given structure – hence which are homo-morphisms,
thus recovering the original algebraic notion of iso-morphism.

For example, an equivalence of group data structures (140) comes out to be a bijective group homo-morphism (e.g.
[Mi72, §1.3]), hence a group iso-morphism just as in the traditional algebraic sense, but here emergent from the principles of
homotopy type theory:

identifications of
types with group structure

IdGrp

(
(G,e,cmp, inv), (G′,e′,cmp′, inv′)

)
∼
−−−!



(
p : IdSet(G,G′)

) } underlying
bijection

× IdG(p∗e, e′)

× IdG×G!G
(

p∗cmp, cmp′
)

× IdG!G
(

p∗inv, inv′
)


homomorphism
property

(146)

Essentially this state of affairs (144) - (146) in univalent homotopy type theory
was first made explicit in [CD13] and has come to be known as the “structure
identity principle” (following [Ac11]), further discussed in [UFP13, §9.8] [Es19,
§§3.33.1][ANST20] (see also in relation to structuralism in [Ts17, §5.1]).
Notice that, thereby, dependent type theory pleasantly resolves a long historical
quest (cf. [Co04]) for a good meta-theory of “mathematical structures”, along
the way unifying it with the notion of “data structures”.

Type theory Homotopy theory

types Homotopy types

Data structures Math. structures

Data bases Carrier types

The idea of higher structures. The previous examples of data/mathematical structures (pp. 53) and many of those considered
further below are based on (data-)sets (96), this being the classical situation traditionally considered in the literature. But in
a homotopy-typed language we may just as well consider higher homotopy types (100) as base types, to obtain “higher
structures” (in the now popular sense, see e.g. [CGX01][JSSW19][FSS19]).

Fundamental examples of higher structures are group deloopings (147) and higher deloopings (192); these we turn to in
§5.2 below.
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In summary, the remarkable insight of homotopy type theory as a statement in computer science may be expressed as follows:

Any programming language with truly thorough data typing

is natively a verification language for constructions

in algebraic topology and homotopy theory.

We next turn to show how this allows for a slick construction of homotopy types of Gauss-Manin monodromy in general
(§5.2) and then of anyonic topological quantum gates in particular (§6).
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5.2 Monodromy of cohomological data
We now describe the programming language construct (Def. 5.16 below) which, under the dictionary in §5.1, encodes
the monodromy of Gauss-Manin connections on twisted cohomology groups as developed in §4, and hence (below in §6)
specifically the operation of anyon braid gates via monodromy of KZ-connections.

As a type formation in itself, our main construction in Def. 5.16 below is rather immediate: It is nothing but the depen-
dent 0-truncation of a doubly iterated dependent function type between (higher) delooping types — the reader with insider
knowledge in homotopy type theory will not need any further introduction to parse Def. 5.16 and may want to jump ahead.

Recall that this type-theoretic simplicity is our main point: Under the dictionary of §5.1 the transport operation (74) in
this readily constructed type of Def. 5.16 clearly interprets as what in §4 we showed is the parallel transport by Gauss-Manin
connections — whose traditional construction however is rather less immediate (Lit. 2.23, Lit. 2.24).

However, to be self-contained to a broader audience and since the type-theoretic literature on the following issues remains
thin, we first proceed now with laying out some type-theoretic foundations regarding what one might call the theory of
transformation groups or abstract Galois theory. If nothing else, what follows may serve as an illustrative example for how to
work concretely (albeit “informally” in the style of [UFP13]) with the homotopy type language of §5.1 (cf. Rem. 5.7 below).

Groups of self-identifications. In (141) we saw that a natural source of group structures (140) are the “loopings” (88) of
pointed types, Ωd0D : Grp. Since this only depends on the single datum d0 : D on which the self-identifications of these loops
are based, then given any G : Grp it makes sense to ask for a 1-type (99) – to be denoted BG and called a delooping of G –
for which there is an essentially unique datum in the first place and whose self-identifications recover G in this way (141)

G ≃ Ω∗BG

Proposition 5.9 below asserts (in particular) that all groups arise this way, up to equivalence, This leads to an alternative slick
definition of group types which is only available in homotopy-typed languages: the pointed connected 1-types:

groups as pointed
connected 1-types Type

∗/
0<•≤1 :≡


BG : Type≤1

}
higher data

× pt : BG
}

structure

× (t : BG)! ∃ IdBG(pt, t)
}

property (connectivity)

(147)

Semantically, this alternative homotopy-theoretic conception of groups, and its equivalence (Prop. 5.9) to the algebraic
definition is the content of the ‘’May recognition theorem” for loop spaces [May72] generalized to groups internal to ∞-
toposes [Lu09, Lem. 7.2.2.11] and as such much amplified in [NSS12a, p. 7][SS20-Orb, Prop.][SS21-Bun, Prop. 0.2.1], cf.
(174) below. The perspective has been picked up by the type-theoretic literature in [BvDR18, p. 6][BBCDG21, §4] (see also
[Wä]).

In order to prove this equivalence in type theoretic detail (Prop. 5.9 below), we step back and lay out all the ingredients:

G-Actions and torsors. For a given group structure G there is a classical notion of its actions on sets (e.g. [tD87, (1.1)]):

Definition 5.3 (G-Sets). For G a group (140), a left G-action structure on a set — or just left G-set for short — is data of the
following type:

(
G, e, ·, (−)−1) : Grp ⊢

left
G-action
/ G-set

GActL :≡



(S : Set)
}

data

×
(

↷ : G×S! S
) }

structure

×
(

unt : (s : S)! Id
(
e ↷ s, s

))
×
(

act : (g1, g2 : G)! Id
(
(g2 ·g1) ↷ s, g2 ↷

(
g1 ↷ s

)))
 properties

(148)

Correspondingly there are right G-sets, a mild distinction which does and will matter in some applications:

(
G, e, ·, (−)−1) : Grp ⊢

right
G-action
/ G-set

GActR :≡



(S : Set)
}

data

×
( ↷

: S×G! S
) }

structure

×
(

unt : (s : S)! Id
(
s

↷

e, s
))

×
(

act : (g1, g2 : G)! Id
(

s

↷

(g1 ·g2),
(
s

↷

g1
) ↷

g2

))
 properties

(149)
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We will follow the usual convention of referring to a G-set by the name of its underlying set, often leaving the structure
and properties implicit.

A function between G-sets (148) is equivariant if and only if it commutes with the action of G, and we denote the data
set of equivariant maps by HomG(X ,Y ):

G : Grp,

(S, ↷),(T, ↷) : GActL

 φ : S! T ⊢ isEquivariant(ϕ) :≡ (g : G)× (x : S)! IdY
(
ϕ(g ↷ s), g ↷ϕ(s)

)
⊢ HomG(X ,Y ) :≡

{
ϕ : S! T | isEquivariant(ϕ)

}
.

(150)

Via homotopy theory, the type of G-actions (5.3) has a slick reformulation (Prop. 5.10 below) in line with the delooping
equivalence of Prop. 5.9.

The following is the evident type-theoretic formulation of the classical notion of G-torsors (e.g. [Miln80, §3.4], cf.
[BBCDG21, Def. 4.8.1]):

Definition 5.4 (G-Torsors). For G a group (140), a left G-torsor structure T is an inhabited (128) left G-set G ↷T (148) whose
action is regular (i.e., free and transitive) in that for any two elements x,y : T there is a unique g : G for which g ↷ x = y.

(
G, e, ·, (−)−1) : Grp ⊢ G-torsor GTorsL :≡


(T, ↷,unt,act) : GAct G-action which

× (x,y : T )! ∃!
{

g : G
∣∣ IdT (g ↷ x,y)

}
is regular

× ∃T and inhabited.

(151)

For example, the left/right multiplication action of any group on itself (i.e.: on its own underlying data set) makes a
left/right G-torsor: (

G e, (−)−1) : Grp,
(
T ≡ G, ↷ :≡ ·, act :≡ asc

)
: GTorL (152)

In fact, up to equivalence (101) this is the only example of a G-torsor: Every G-torsor is isomorphic to the canonical one
(152), and the choice of isomorphism amounts to choosing which of its elements is identified with the neutral element of G.
This standard fact is re-proven type-theoretically as Lem. 5.6 below; it is the main reason we care about G-torsors at this
point, because it implies that the type of G-torsors (151) is (up to equivalence) the delooping (147) of G (Prop. 5.9).

To this end, first we need to see that every equivariant function between G torsors is an equivalence. The following proof
of this statement is a standard argument, but to showcase how the type-theoretic rules surveyed in §5.1 are at work, we spell
out this proof in more detail. The upshot however is that the formal rules allow reasoning just as one informally expects,
which justifies leaving them more implicit as we proceed (cf. Rem. 5.7 below).

Lemma 5.5 (Equivariant maps between torsors are isomorphisms). Let G be a group (140) and S and T be left G-torsors
(definition 5.4). Then any equivariant map ϕ : HomG(S,T ) (150) is an isomorphism, in that we have an equivalence (101)

HomG(S,T ) ≃ IdGTorsL(S,T )

of equivariant maps (150) with identifications (71) of G-torsors (151), under which composition of homomorphisms corre-
sponds to concatenation (77) of identifications.

Proof. We need to construct a dependent term of the following form

G : Grp, S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ) ⊢ proof(φ) : isBijection(φ) .

With that in hand the statement will follow fairly readily by the structure-identity-principle and using univalence.

Unwinding the definition of isBijection(−) (101), our goal is a term of this form:

S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ) ⊢ proof(φ) : (t : T )! ∃!
(
(s : S)× Id

(
φ(s), t

))
,

where we are now notationally suppressing the assumption of the group G on the left, just for brevity.
But by the rules for dependent function types (68), such may be inferred from a term of this form:

S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ), t : T ⊢ proof(φ) : ∃!
(
(s : S)× Id

(
φ(s), t

))
.

So far this is closely analogous to classical reasoning. But in a subsequent step we will need to get our hands on an element
of S, which type-theoretically is a little more subtle than classically: Namely what we nominally have in the assumptions on
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the left – as part of the assumption that S is a torsor (151) – is only a term p : ∃S. Making this notationally explicit, we are
really looking for

S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ), t : T, p : ∃S ⊢ proof(φ) : ∃!
(
(s : S)× Id

(
φ(s), t

))
.

By itself, the hypothesis p : ∃S just says that “there is” such an element, but does not in generally allow us to actually put such
an element into the context. What saves the day here is that the right hand side of the above dependent term is a proposition
(91). Therefore the universal property (126) of propositional truncation applies to show that a term of the above form actually
is equivalent to a term of this form:

S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ), t : T, s : S ⊢ proof(φ) : ∃!
(
(s : S)× Id

(
φ(s), t

))
.

Now unwinding the definition of ∃!(−) on the right, our goal is finally in the following form (where on the right we are
notationally suppressing, for readability, an iterated identification type, as that is contractible anyway in the present case since
S is a set (96)):

S, T : GTorL, φ : HomG(S,T ), t : T, s : S

⊢ proof(φ) :
((

st : S
)
× Id

(
φ(st), t

)
×
(
(s′t : S)× Id

(
φ(s′t), t

)
! Id(st , s′t)

))
.

(153)

Notice how this expression, when read out aloud, is pretty much the statement that a classical proof of the lemma would start
with: It says that given a t : T we need to show that there is an st in its pre-image under φ — where we are allowed to assume
that we have some s : S —, and that any other element s′t in the preimage of t is identifiable with st . Accordingly, from here the
classical proof idea applies essentially verbatim, using the torsor property of S and T (notationally hidden in the assumptions
on the left):

First, by the regularity of the G-action on T there is gt : G such that gt ↷ϕ(s) = t; and by equivariance of ϕ this implies
ϕ(gt ↷ s) = t. Hence we may take st in (153) to be

t : T, s : S ⊢ st :≡ gt ↷s : S .

Finally, if s′t : S with ϕ(s′t) = t is any other pre-image of t, then by the same reasoning we have g′t : G with g′t ↷ s = s′t , and
hence g′t ↷ϕ(s) = t. But since an equation of this form also defined gt , regularity of the G-action implies that g′t = gt ; and
therefore that s′t = gt ↷ s = st .

Delooping of groups and classification of principal bundles. One of the crown jewels of classical homotopy theory is the
proof (good review is in [RS17, Thm. 3.5.1]), under mild conditions, that for a topological group G there exists a topological
space BG such that homotopy classes of maps X ! BG are in bijection to isomorphism classes of “principal G-bundles” over
X , meaning: fiber bundles of G-torsors (Def. 5.4) — whence one speaks of the classifying space BG.
A modern way to re-prove this classical theorem is (see [SS21-Bun, p. 7]) to observe:
(i) (a) that before passage to their isomorphism classes, the groupoid (99) of G-principal bundles is equivalent to that of

maps of “topological stacks” X ! BG, where BG is the “delooping stack” of G,
(b) which is thereby identified with the “moduli stack” of principal G-bundles, hence of G-torsors: BG ≃ GTors;

(ii) that the classifying space BG is the underlying cohesive shape (cf. p. 1) of BG.18

This modernized re-proof of classifying space theory makes it essentially a formality if only one has a good abstract
grasp on (cohesive) homotopy theory — as is provided by (cohesive) homotopy type theory. (In particular, the local triviality
condition on fiber bundles does not need to be declared as an explicit condition, but is implied by the topos-theoretic semantics
of univalent HoTT; this is discussed in [SS21-Bun, §4.2]).

Type theory Geometric homotopy theory

x : X ⊢ Px : GTorsL

principal G-bundle
aka: G-torsor over X

bundle of
pointed G-torsors

universal
principal G-bundle

P GTorsG/ EG ∗

X GTors BG
moduli stack
of G-torsors

delooping of
group stack

G

(pb)

≃ ≃

≃

(154)

18It is for this reason that we use the boldface B(−) for “delooping” (147), following [Sc13, p. 74] (cf. [SS21-Bun, p. 7]), to indicate that it is a
topological/cohesive enrichment of what classically is denoted BG – which notation, in turn, is a historical memory of its first construction, known as the
“bar construction”.
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In this spirit we now indicate the formal type-theoretic proof of the first item above (the cohesive aspect in the second
item is beyond the scope of the present text, but see the outlook on p. 4). This is the content of Prop. 5.9 below, for which we
first establish Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8. While these should not be surprising to the experts, the result is of profound importance
and currently not citable in this form from the literature (though see [BBCDG21, §4.13] for a less structural proof of Prop.
5.9).

Lemma 5.6 (The type of torsors deloops a group). For G a group type (140), the type GTorsL of G-torsors (Def. 5.4) is a
pointed connected 1-type (141), pointed by G : GTors (152)

G : Grp ⊢
(
GTorsL, pt :≡ G

)
: Type

∗/
0<•≤1 , (155)

whose loop type (88) is G:
G : Grp ⊢ p : IdGrp

(
ΩG
(
GTors

)
, G
)
. (156)

Proof. First to see that the type of torsors is 0-connected, namely to provide a certificate of the form required in the last line
in (147):

T : GTorsL ⊢ ∃ IdGTorsL(G, T ) .

Applying the type equivalence of Lem. 5.5, it suffices to show that there exists an equivariant map ϕT : HomG(G,T ):

T : GTorsL ⊢ ∃HomG(G, T ) .

Making here explicit the inhabitation certificate (151) provided by a G-torsor structure on the left, this is

T : GTorsL, p : ∃T ⊢ ∃HomG
(
G, T

)
.

But since on the right we need a proof of the proposition ∃(−) which is given by (-1)-truncation (128), its universal property
(126) implies that such dependent terms are equivalent to those where we assume a specific element t : T on the left:

T : GTorsL, t : T ⊢ ∃HomG
(
G, T

)
.

Moreover, applying the rules of function types (68) to the (-1)-truncation unit η : HomG
(
G, T

)
! ∃HomG

(
G, T

)
(127) means

that we will infer such an existence proof from constructing one example:

T : GTorsL, t : T ⊢ φt : HomG
(
G, T

)
.

But such a term we obtained by setting
ϕt(g) :≡ g ↷ t (157)

and providing the following certificate that this function is equivariant (150), where we use concatenation of equalities (98):

g′,g : G ⊢ φt(g′ ·g) =
(157)

(g′ ·g) ↷t
actT=
(148)

g′ ↷(g ↷t) =
(157)

g′ ↷φt(g) : IdT

(
φt(g′ ·g), g′ ↷φt(g)

)
.

In summary, this provides the connectivity certificate required in (147). The 1-truncation certificate also required there will
immediately follow from the proof of the second claim (156), to which we now turn (since G is 0-truncated and by the
recursive definition of n-truncation (99)).

The proof of (156), after unwinding the definition of looping (88), is to be a dependent term of the form

G : Grp ⊢ proofG : IdGrp
(
IdGTors(G, G), G

)
.

By applying the type equivalence of Lem. 5.5 our goal is equivalently a term of the following type:

G : Grp ⊢ proofG : IdGrp
(
HomG(G, G), G

)
.

Moreover, by the type equivalence of univalence (105), we equivalently need to produce an inverted function between group
types

G : Grp ⊢ proofG :≡
(

fG, f−1
G , · · ·

)
: HomG(G, G)

∼
−! G .

Now take this function fG to be given by evaluation at the neutral element:

φ : HomG(G, G) ⊢ fG(φ) :≡ φ(e) : G (158)
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and take its reverse f−1
G to be

h : G ⊢ f−1
G (h) :≡

(
h 7! h ·g

)
: G−! HomG(G, G) . (159)

The certificates that this does constitute a pair of inverse functions follow, via the composition rule for equality certificates
(98), just the way one would prove this classically:

f ◦ f−1(g) =
(159)

f
(
h 7! h ·g

)
=

(158)
e ·g unt

=
(148)

g : Id
(

f ◦ f−1(g), g
)

f−1 ◦ f (φ) =
(158)

f−1(
φ(e)

)
=

(159)

(
h 7! h ↷ φ(e)

)
=

(150)

(
h 7! φ(h ↷ e)

) unt
=

(148)

(
h 7! φ(h)

)
=

(68)
φ : Id

(
f−1 ◦ f (φ), φ

)
.

This completes the proof of (156) and with it that of (155).

Remark 5.7 (Perspective on proof). The above proofs of Lem. 5.5 and Lem. 5.6 should serve to illustrate how type-
theoretic constructions proceed (of course, many more illustrative examples may be found in the literature listed at Lit. 2.27).
Therefore, in the following proofs we shall omit the fine-grained manipulation of dependent terms and just indicate enough
of the proof strategy that obtaining a fully formal type-theoretic proof is straightforward, if maybe tedious.

Of course, this is exactly the style in which all rigorous math has been communicated during the last century, it being
understood that in principle all rigorous human-readable proofs could be transformed (straightforwardly, if tediously) into
fully formal proofs in a classical logical foundation like ZFC set theory, if desired. The big difference however is that there is
little reason to desire a formal proof in ZFC set theory, while here in the new foundations of homotopy type theory, proofs are
computer programs whose construction may be highly desirable, such as the construction of a program evaluating topological
quantum gate execution that we are headed towards.

Lemma 5.8 (Any delooping is equivalent to the type of torsors). For G a group (140) and
(
BG,pt

)
any delooping (147), then

the function which sends data t of type BG to its identification type with pt extends to a type equivalence (101) between BG
and the type of G-torsors (Def. 5.4):

G : Grp, BG : Type
∗/
0<•≤1,

ℓ :
(
ΩptBG, idpt, conc

) ∼
!
(
G, e, ·

) ⊢ BG GTorsL

t 7−!
(
IdBG(pt, t), conc

)
,

∼
(160)

where the G-action on Id(pt, t) is given by concatenation of identifications, under the given looping equivalence ℓ:

G× IdBG(pt, t) IdBG
(
pt, pt

)
× IdBG(pt, t) IdBG(pt, t)(

g, pt
p
⇝ t
)

7−!
(
pt

ℓg
⇝ pt, pt

p
⇝ t
)

7−! pt
conc(ℓg, p)
⇝ t

∼ ↷

Proof. First to see that the construction (160) really produces torsors:
The inhabitation condition, ∃ Id(pt, t), is part of the connectivity certificate that comes with a pointed connected type

(147). Moreover, given a pair of torsor elements, then using their inversion (76) and concatenation (77) produces a group
element taking one to the other, under the above action:

p,q : Id(pt, t) ⊢ g :7−! pt pt

t
p

ℓg :≡ conc(p, inv(q))

q

: Id(pt, pt)

p,q : Id(pt, t) ⊢ g ↷q = p : Id
(
g ↷q, p

)
.

(161)

Finally, this group element is unique, because for another g′ : G with g′ ↷q = p, we have

conc(ℓg, q) = p = conc(ℓg′ ,q) : Id
(
pt, t

)
(162)

and hence
ℓg =

(78)
conc

(
conc(ℓg, q), inv(q)

)
=

(162)
conc

(
conc(ℓg′ , q), inv(q)

)
=

(78)
ℓg′ : Id

(
pt, pt

)
.

Second, that this function (160) is an equivalence follows from the fundamental lemma of pointed connected types [My22,
Thm. 2.1.1]: If a function between pointed connected types induces an equivalence on loop types, then it is itself an equiva-
lence.
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We now have the tools in hand to state the inverse equivalence to the looping operation (141):

Proposition 5.9 (The looping-delooping equivalence). There is an equivalence (101) between the type Grp of algebraically
defined groups (140) and the type Type>0

1• (147) of pointed connected 1-types:

Type
∗/
0<•≤1 Grp

(D,pt) 7−! ΩptD

∼
Ωpt(−)

B(−) :≡ (−)TorsL

(163)

In one direction this equivalence is given by the looping construction Ωpt (141); in the other direction by sending G to its type
GTorsL of left G-torsors (5.4).

Another type-theoretic proof of this statement was earlier given in [LF14], using higher inductive types (groupoid quo-
tients [VW21]). We may now offer a more structural proof, using delooping by the type of torsors:

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the two functions are inverses of each other, up to re-identification (101), which is now
immediate from the previous lemmas: In one direction we have, by lemma 5.6:(

ΩG ◦ (−)TorsL
)
(G) ≡ ΩG

(
GTorsL

)
≃

(156)
G .

In the other direction we have, using lemma 5.6 and lemma 5.8(
(−)TorsL ◦Ωpt

)
(BG) ≡

(
ΩptBG

)
TorsL ≃

(156)
GTorsL ≃

(160)
BG .

We can now reframe the type of G-actions (Def. 5.3) simply as types dependent on a delooping of G – this is where the
right G-actions show up.

Proposition 5.10 (Functions of BG are G-Actions). Given G : Grp (140), the type of right G-sets (Def. 5.3) is equivalent
(101) to the type of functions from a delooping BG (Prop. 5.9) to Set (96):

(BG! Set) GSetR

f 7−!
(
S :≡ f (pt), s

↷

g :≡ g∗(s)
)∼

(164)

Proof. By the type equivalence BG ≃ GTorsL from lemma 5.8, and recalling that this identifies pt : BG with G : GTorsL, we
may equivalently show that the following function is an equivalence

F : (GTorsL! Set) GSetR

f 7−!
(
S :≡ f (G), s

↷

g :≡ (h 7! h ·g)∗(s)
)
.

(165)

We will now do so by constructing an explicit inverse to this function and then showing that it is an inverse:

F−1 : GSetR
(
GTorsL! Set

)
(
X ,

↷ )
7!

(
(T, ↷) 7! X ⊗G T

)
,

(166)

where the tensor product “⊗G” (classically denoted “×G”, cf. [SS21-Bun, (1.17)] and references given there) denotes the
following quotient set (135):

X : GSetR, T : GSetL ⊢ X ⊗G T :≡ X ×T
(x

↷

g, t)∼ (x, g ↷ t)
. (167)

As usual, we will denote also the images under the quotient map by the tensor product symbol

cpr : X ×Y X ⊗G T

(x, t) 7! x⊗ t
(168)
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Notice that/how this implies the expected equality certificates (97) of this form:

x : X , t : T, g : G ⊢ (x

↷

g)⊗ t =
(168)

cpr
(
(x

↷

g), t
)

=
(167)

cpr
(
x, g ↷ t

)
=

(168)
x⊗ (g ↷ t) : Id

(
· · · , · · ·

)
(169)

Now to prove the claim, we construct homotopies (101) which exibit F−1 (166) as a homotopy-inverse to F (165) from
both sides. From one side, we need dependent equivalences of this form:

(X ,

↷

) : GTorsR ⊢ F ◦F−1(X ,

↷

) ≡ F
(
(T, ↷) 7! X ⊗G T

)
≡
(
X ⊗G G,

↷ )
≃ (X ,

↷
) . (170)

By the structure identity principle, it will suffice to construct a comparison function which is G-equivariant (150) and prove
that it is an isomorphism. Consider this one:

(X ,

↷

) : GTorsR ⊢ X X ⊗G G

x 7! x⊗ e
(171)

To see that this is indeed equivariant, we first need to describe the G-action on the left: Since G is identified with HomG(G,G)
via right multiplication, the induced action on X ⊗G G is also by right multiplication:

(x⊗h)

↷

g = x⊗ (h ·g). (172)

This can be checked by Id-induction (73), considering how the type family X⊗G (−) acts on an identification ϕ : IdGTorsL(G,T )
and seeing that it holds for idG : IdGTorsL(G,G). From this we find the certificate that (171) is indeed equivariant, by composing
equality certificates, as follows (98):

(x

↷

g)⊗ e =
(169)

x⊗ (g ↷e) =
(152)

x⊗ (g · e) =
(140)

x⊗ (e ·g) =
(169)

(x⊗ e)

↷

g .

This establishes that (171) is equivariant and hence invertible (Lem. 5.5). We may also readily define the inverse: it is given
by x⊗g 7! x

↷

g, which is well defined since x

↷

(g ·h) = (x

↷

g)

↷

h.

From the other side, we need to construct dependent equivalences of this form:

f : GTorsL! Set ⊢ F−1 ◦F( f ) ≡ F−1( f (G)
)
≡
(
(T, ↷) 7! f (G)⊗G T

)
≃
(
(T, ↷) 7! f (T, ↷)

)
≡ f .

By (univalence and) function extensionality (144), this is obtained by constructing T -dependent bijections between the argu-
ments of the functions on the right — consider this one:

f (G)⊗G T f (T )

x⊗ t 7! (ϕt)∗(x) ,

where ϕt : HomG(G,T ) is the equivariant isomorphism ϕt(h) :≡ h ↷ t and (ϕt)∗ : f (G)! f (T ) is the transport along this iden-
tification in f . This map is well defined on the tensor product quotient since (ϕ

g ↷ t)∗(x) = (ϕt ◦ (h 7! hg))∗(x) = (ϕt)∗(h 7!

hg)∗(x) =: (ϕt)∗(x

↷

g), recalling that the right action on f (G) is given by x

↷

g :≡ (h 7! hg)∗(x) and making use of the
functoriality of transport (83). It remains, then, to show that this map is a bijection.

Let y : f (T ), seeking to show that it has a unique inverse image in f (G)⊗G T . Since we are trying to prove the proposition
∃!fibx⊗t 7!(ϕt )∗(x) (y), we may assume we have an element t : T (since by assumption we have p : ∃T ). We then have that
y = (ϕt)∗((ϕ

−1
t )∗(y)), so that y has an inverse image given by (ϕ−1

t )∗(y)⊗ t. Now suppose that y = (ϕs)∗(x), seeking to show
that x⊗ s = (ϕ−1

t )∗(y)⊗ t. Since T is a torsor, there is a unique g : G for which g ↷ t = s; therefore, ϕs = ϕt ◦ (h 7! hg), which
rearranges to give us that (h 7! hg) = ϕ

−1
t ◦ϕs. This means that x

↷

g =: (h 7! hg)∗(x) = (ϕ−1
t ◦ϕs)∗(x) = (ϕ−1

t )∗(y), so that
x⊗ s = x⊗ (g ↷ t) = (x

↷

g)⊗ t = (ϕ−1
t )∗(y)⊗ t.

Notation 5.11. It will be useful to have generic, concise, and suggestive notation for the inverse construction to the equiva-
lence (164). We will denote this as follows:

GSet (BG! Set)(
S, ↷

)
7−!

(
(G ↷ S) : t 7! ↷ t S

) (173)
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Remark 5.12 (Choice of delooping). Since (by Prop. 5.3) an action of G is equivalently a function BG! Set, and since (by
Prop. 5.9) all deloopings of G are equivalent, it often pays to tailor the choice of delooping to the sorts of actions relevant for
a given construction. We will see this in action when we construct the delooping BR× of the group of units (188) of a ring R
as the type of R-modules (186) identifiable with R – in (190) below.

G-∞-Actions. The equivalent characterization of group actions from Prop. 5.10 has the striking advantage that it immediately
generalizes to a notion of G-actions on any (higher) homotopy type A : simply as those functions BG! Type (61) which
take pt : BG to A . Under the pertinent identifications (69) this are nothing but the BG-dependent types (cf. [BvDR18, §4.2]):

Delooping-dependent Types Group ∞-Actions

t : BG ⊢ ↷ t A : Type
A

Universal G-associated
A -fiber ∞-bundle

A �G Ôbj

∗ BG Obj

(pb) (pb)

pt G ↷A
G-∞-action

⊢ (t : BG)×
(

↷tA
)

: Type A �G ≃ homomotopy
quotient

⊢ (t : BG)!
(

↷tA
)

: Type A G homomotopy
fixed locus

(174)

What is essentially a syntactic triviality on the left translates semantically, as indicated on the right, to the rather pro-
found notion of “infinitely homotopy coherent actions” or “∞-actions” of (sheaves of) groups on ∞-stacks, see [NSS12a,
§4][SS20-Orb, §2.2][SS21-Bun, §3.23] for details and further references. In particular, this shows that the type of depen-
dent pairs which constitutes the “total space” (106) of a BG-dependent type is semantically the homotopy quotient of the
corresponding ∞-action, while the corresponding dependent function type is semantically the homotopy fixed locus.

Concretely, the canonical model for the G-homotopy quotient (−)�G in topological spaces (4) is given (under mild
conditions, certainly when G is discrete) by the Borel construction (−)×G EG, which manifestly forms the topological
A -fiber bundle that is associated to the universal G-principal bundle:

Homotopy type theory Homotopy theory

⊢ (t : BG)×
(

↷tA
)

: Type A ×G EG Borel construction

(175)

Delooping of group homomorphisms. A similar construction as in the proof of Prop. 5.10 shows that group homomorphisms(
G, eG, ·G, (−)−1

G

)
,
(
H, eH , ·H , (−)−1

H

)
: Grp ⊢

Group
homomorphisms

(
G !

hom
H
)

:≡


(
φ : G! H

)} map of
underlying data

×
(

unt : Id
(
φ(eG), eH

))
×
(

hom : (g1,g2 : G)! Id
(

φ(g1 ·G g2), φ(g1) ·H φ(g2)
))
 respecting

group structure

(176)

are equivalently pointed maps between the deloopings:

(
φ : G
group homomorphisms

−!
hom

H
) (

Bφ :
maps of deloopings

BG −! BH
)
×
preserving the base point

Id
(
(Bφ)(pt), pt

)
g 7−! φ(g) T 7−! H ⊗G T (h⊗g) 7! hφ(g)

∼ (177)

where the tensor product H ⊗G T is defined as the following quotient set (135) with the evident left action by H:

H ⊗G T :≡ H ×T
(hφ(g), t)∼ (h, g ↷ t)

. (178)
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Free groups. The perspective on groups as loop group of pointed connected 1-types (147) is suggestive of a slick construction
of the free group on a set of generators (e.g. [Jo90, §1]) as being simply the loop group (141) of the suspension (117) of the
generating set together with a freely adjoined base element e (cf. [BBCDG21, §6.2]):

Generators : Set ⊢ FreeGrp(Generators) :≡ Ωnth
looping

(
[S

suspension

(
{e}⊔Generators

)
]1

)
: Grp (179)

Here each g : Generators may be identified with the loop obtained by concatenating (77) the corresponding meridian (117)
with the reverse (76) of the merididan indexed by the base generator e:

meridian
corresponding

to g : Generators

nth

sth

meremerg
meridian

corresponding
to base generator e

loop
corresponding

to g : Generators

nth

conc
(

merg, inv(mere)
)

in the suspension
S(Generators) (180)

Hence in a free group (179) we may compose any finite sequence of generators by forming the concatenation (77) of the
corresponding self-equivalences (180):

n factors︷ ︸︸ ︷
Generators×·· ·×Generators FreeGrp(S)(

g1, · · · ,gn
)

7−! conc
(
merg1 , inv(mere), · · · , mergn , inv(mere)

)
.

For example, the free group on a single non-trivial generator, namely the loop type of the suspension of the pointed set
with a single non-base element Generators :≡

{
1
}

, is the loop type of the circle (118), which is equivalently the group of
integers [UFP13, §8.1] (these integers being the “winding numbers” of loops around the circle):

FreeGrp
(
{e}⊔{1}

)
≃ Ω [S

(
Bit
)
]1 ≃ ΩS1 ≃ Z . (181)

Presentations of groups. Further, the perspective on groups as pointed connected 1-types (147) allows for a slick construc-
tion of groups by presentations in terms of generators and relations (e.g. [MKS66][Jo90]): Given Generators : Set and a set
Relations : Set of relations between the elements of the corresponding free group (179)

p0 , p1 : Relations! FreeGrp(Generators)

(where we interpret r : Relations as stating that p0(r) should equal p1(r)), then the loop group (141) of the 1-truncation [−]1
(127) of the CW-complex (123) whose 1-cells are the Generators and whose 2-cell attachment (122) are the pairs of free
group elements which are in Relations, is the group presented by these Generators and Relations:

Gen : Set, Rel : Set, p1, p2 : Rel! FreeGroup(Gen) ⊢ BG(Gen,Rel) : Grp

BG(Gen,Rel) :≡

po


(

Rel×S1 S
(
{e}⊔Gen

)
Rel

(r,meri) 7!merpi(r)




1

(182)

The resulting group G(Gen,Rel) is this ΩnthBG(Gen,Rel), and by the uniqueness of deloopings (Lem. 5.8), BG(Gen,Rel)
is equivalent to the type of left G(Gen,Rel)-torsors.

Remark 5.13 (Comparison to the literature). A version of this construction (182) is briefly indicated in [UFP13, Ex. 8.7.17].
Alternatively, it is popular in homotopy type theory (following [LF14, Def. 3.1]) to write the intent of (182) as a single-step
higher-inductive type whose generators include second-order-identifications (a “2-HIT”) instead of an iterated pushout as
above. But a general theory and semantics of n-HITs for n ≥ 2 does not seem to be available in the literature — except via
reformulation as iterated 1-HITs [vD18, §3.2], which is what we are using here.

Last but not least, it is in the form of (fundamental groups of loops in) CW-complexes (182) that group presentations are
known in classical algebraic topology, see [Ro88, Thm. 7.34][MM10].
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Algebra. Besides this basic group theory, we need some most basic concepts of algebra (e.g. [Kn06], cf. [1lab, §algebra]):

A group structure (140) is abelian (e.g. [Fu15]) if the group operation is commutative (then written additively as “+”), i.e.
invariant under permutation of the arguments (cf. [BBCDG21, §4.12]).

abelian
group

AbGrp :≡


(
(A, 0, + ,−) : Grp

) } underlying
group

× (a1,a2 : A)! IdA(a1 +a2, a2 +a1)
abelian property

} (183)

Given G : Grp we may think — in view of Prop. 5.10 and the structure identity principle (146) — of functions from BG
to this type (183) of abelian groups as linear actions of G (i.e., respecting the zero-element and the additive operation):

GLinAction :≡ (BG! AbGrp) (184)
A (commutative) ring structure (e.g. [AF92, §1][Bl11, Def. 1.1.1]) is an abelian group structure (183) equipped with a

further product operation “distributing” over the abelian addition (cf. [Es19, §33.13] [1lab, §ring-theory], examples in §6):

unital
ring Ring :≡



R : Set
}

data base

ab
el

ia
n

gr
ou

p


.

× (0 : R)
× (− : R! R)
× (+ : R×R! R)

 structure

× (r : R)! IdR
(
0+ r, r

)
× (r : R)! IdR

(
− r+ r, 0

)
× (r1,r2 : R)! IdR

(
r1 + r2, r2 + r1

)
× (r1,r2,r3 : R)! IdR

(
(r1 + r2)+ r3, r1 +(r2 + r3)

)
 properties

ab
el

ia
n

m
on

oi
d



× (1 : R)
× (· : R×R! R)

}
structure

× (r : R)! IdR(1 · r, r)
× (r1,r2 : R)! IdR(r1 · r2, r2 · r1)

× (r1,r2,r3 : R)! IdR
(
r1 · (r2 · r3), (r1 · r2) · r3

)
 properties

× (r,r1,r2 : R)! IdR
(
r · (r1 + r2), r · r1 + r · r2

) } distributivity
property

(185)

Given R : Ring (185), then R-module structure (e.g. [AF92, §2][Bl11, Def. 1.4.1]) is given by the following type:

R : Ring ⊢ R-module ModR :≡



(
N : Set

) }
data

ab
el

ia
n

gr
ou

p



×
(
0 : N

)
×
(
− : N! N

)
×
(
+ : N ×N! N

)
 structure

× (n : N)! IdN(0+n, n)

× (n : N)! IdN(−n+n, 0)

× (n1,n2 : N)! IdN(n1 +n2,n2 +n1)

× (n1,n2,n3 : N)! IdN
(
(n1 +n2)+n3, n1 +(n2 +n3)

)



properties

lin
ea

r
R

-a
ct

io
n



×
(
· : R×N! N

) }
structure

× (n : N)! IdN(0 ·n, 0)

× (n : N)! IdN(1 ·n, n)

× (c1,c2 : R,n : N)! IdN
(
c1 · (c2 ·n), (c1 · c2) ·n

)
× (c : R, n1,n2 : N)! IdN

(
c · (n1 +n2), c ·n1 + c ·n2

)
× (c1,c2 : R, n : N)! IdN

(
(c1 + c2)n, c1 ·n+ c2 ·n

)



properties

(186)
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Here we will be concerned with those R-modules that are R-lines (189):

Linear action of groups of units. Given a ring (185) we obtain:
• the underlying abelian group (183) whose group operation is the addition operation of the ring and which the remaining

monoid structure makes into an R-module (186), which we will denote by the same symbols:

(−)udl : Ring RMod AbGrp

(R, 0,−,+, 1, ·) 7−!
(

R,
(
0,−,+, · · ·

)
,
(
·, · · ·

))
7−! (R, 0,−,+) ,

(187)

• the group of units19, namely of multiplicatively invertible elements in the ring (e.g. [Kn06, p. 143]) whose group operation
is the multiplication operation of the ring:

(−)× : Ring Grp(
R, 0,−,+, 1, ·

)
7−!

(
(r,r−1 : R)
× IdR(r · r−1, 1)

, (1,1), (·, ·), (−)−1
)
.

(188)

• the R-lines over a ring R (e.g. [ABGHR14]), are those R-modules (186) which are isomorphic to Rudl : RMod (187) itself
(also called the “free cyclic R-modules”):

R : Ring ⊢ RLine :≡
({

N : RMod
∣∣ ∃(N ≃ Rudl)

}
, pt :≡ R

)
: Type

∗/
0<•≤1 . (189)

Noticing the close analogy of the lines over a ring to torsors over a group, essentially the same proof as of Lem. 5.6 shows
that the type of R-lines deloops the group of units (188). By Thm. 5.8, we therefore have a pointed equivalence:

R : Ring ⊢ RLine R×TorsL

L 7−! IdRLine(R,L) .

∼
(190)

For this reason, we are justified in defining BR× :≡ RLine to be the type of R-lines.

• the action of the group of units on the underlying abelian group: Via the ring multiplication (185), the group of units
(188) acts (148) on the underlying abelian group (187) and the distributivity property makes this a linear action (184):

R : Ring ⊢ R× ↷Rudl :≡
(
Rudl, act :≡ · , · · ·

)
: R×LinActL .

But under Prop. 5.10 and with (190) we may equivalently express this more elegantly under delooping, simply as:

R : Ring ⊢ R× ↷Rudl : BR× AbGrp(
N, (0,+,−), ·

)
7−!

(
N, (0,+,−)

)
.

(191)

Iterated delooping and Eilenberg-MacLane types. In evident generalization of the notion of delooping of groups (Prop.
5.9) the delooping of a pointed type is (cf. [Wä, §2][BCTFR23]) another pointed and connected type whose loop type (88)
recovers the given pointed type, up to specified equivalence (101):

A : Type, a : A ⊢
delooping of (A ,a)

DeLpg(A ,a) :≡



(
BA : Type

)}
higher data base

× (pt : BA )

×
(
equ : ΩptBA

∼
!A

)
 higher structure

×
(
cnd : ∃!

[
BA

]
0

)
×
(

ptd : Id
(
equ(idpt), a

))
 properties

(192)

19A group of units need not be abelian if the corresponding ring is non-commutative. However, below in §6 we specialize to the ring of complex numbers,
whose group of units is, of course, abelian.
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Since the delooping of a pointed type has itself an underlying pointed type

A : Type, a : A ⊢ DeLpg(A ,a)
(
BA : Type

)
× (pt : BA )(

BA , pt, equ, cnd, ptd
)
7−!

(
BA , pt

)
it makes sense to ask for iterated deloopings:

A : Type, a : A , n : N ⊢

n-fold
delooping of (A ,a)

nDeLpg(A ,a) :≡



(
BnA : Type

)}
higher data base

× (pt : BnA )

×
(
equ : Ωn

ptBnA
∼
!A

)
 higher structure

×
(
cnt : ∃!

[
BnA

]
0

)
×
(

ptd : Id
(
equ(idpt), a

))
 properties

(193)

Here Ωn
pt denotes the n-fold iteration of the looping operation (88) regarded as an endo-function on pointed types.

In the denotational semantics of homotopy theory one refers to iterated loop space structure:20 [May72][Se73][Lu17,
§5.2.6]. If a tower of n-fold deloopings are compatibly given for all values of n : N one speaks of a connective spectrum
of spaces exhibiting infinite loop space structure [May77][Ad78][Lu17, §1.4] (type-theoretic discussion includes [Ca15,
§3.2][vD18, §5.3]). This is the structure that leads over to the notion of linear homotopy types, which we turn to in the
companion articles [SS23-QM][SS23-EoS]. For example:

Proposition 5.14 ([LF14, p. 3 & Thm. 5.4]). The (n+1)-fold iterated delooping (193) of A : AbGrp (183) can be constructed
as the n+1-truncation (Def. 5.1) of the n-fold iterated suspension (117) of the first delooping (163):

A : AbGrp, n : N ⊢
(
Bn+1A :≡

[
Σ

nBA
]

n+1, nth, equ
)

: nDeLpg(A,e) (194)

In the denotational semantics of homotopy theory, these iterated deloopings of abelian groups are known as Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces (Lit. 2.14) which are the classifying types/spaces for ordinary cohomology — see (197) below.

Twisted higher deloopings and associated bundles of EM-Types. A key point for the definition of twisted cohomology
below (199) is that type-theoretic constructions such as the higher delooping in (194) apply in the generality where the data
involved may depend on any given context: Specifically, placing a delooping type BG (163) into the context immediatley
gives a notion of higher delooping types that is coherently acted on (174) by a given group G:

Definition 5.15 (G-Equivariant higher deloopings). Given R : Ring (185) — considered with the action R× ↷Rudl (191) of R×

(188) on its underlying abelian group Rudl (187) —, we obtain twisted higher deloopings of the underlying abelian groups of
rings by applying (194) in the context of BR× (using Ntn. 5.11 on the right):

R : Ring, n : N ⊢ R× ↷ BnRudl : BR× −! Type

t 7−! Bn

(194)
( ↷ t Rudl

(173)
)

(195)

The semantics of this BR×-dependent type (195) is given, as a special case of (174), by bundles of Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces associated to the universal R×-principal bundle:

BR×-dependent higher R-delooping Universal R×-Associated K(Rudl,n)-Bundle

t : BR× ⊢ ↷ t BnRudl : Type

BnR BnRudl�R× Ôbj

∗ BR× Obj

(pb) (pb)

pt R× ↷BnRudl

(196)

With these preliminaries in hand, we come to the main type construction of this section, in Def. 5.16 below.
20Here we present iterated (de/)looping as extra structure on BnA ; alternatively one could rewrite these definitions to regard it as extra structure on A .

The distinction, which traditional literature glosses over anyway, is a matter of convention rather than of practical content.
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Twisted cohomology and Gauss-Manin connections. Given R : Ring (185) and n : N (111), the ordinary cohomology with
coefficients R in degree n is (cf. [Ca15, §3. 2][Wä, §4.1] with implementation in Agda: [BLM22]) the 0-truncation [−]0 (127)
of the type of functions (64) into the n-fold delooping Bn(−) (194) of the underlying abelian group (187) of R:

coefficients

R : Ring,
degree

n : N,
X : Type

domain

 ⊢

ordinary
cohomology

Hn
(
X ; R

)
:≡
[
X ! BnRudl

]
0 : Type (197)

Under the dictionary of §5.1, this type construction clearly interprets as the traditional notion of ordinary cohomology (Lit.
2.15, cf. discussion and references in [FSS20-Cha, Ex. 1.0.2]).

Given furthermore a twist τ : X ! BR× (188), we say (for the second version (199) cf. [vD18, Def. 5.4.2]) that the
τ-twisted ordinary cohomology of X with coefficients in R is:

coefficients

R : Ring,
degree

n : N,
X : Type

domain
, τ : X ! BR×

twist

 ⊢
twisted cohomology

Hn+τ(X ; R) :≡
[
(t : BR×)!

( (87)

fibt(τ)!
(195)

Bn( ↷ t Rudl)
)]

0
: Type (198)

≃
[
(t : BR×)×

(
xt : fibt(τ))

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(x :X) (106)

! Bn( ↷ t Rudl
)︸ ︷︷ ︸(

τ∗B(R× ↷Rudl)
)
(x)

]
0

: Type (199)

Under the dictionary of §5.1, this type construction interprets as the traditional notion of twisted ordinary cohomology
(Lit. 2.15), see the discussion and references in [NSS12a, Rem. 4.22] and [SS20-Orb, Rem. 2.94][FSS20-Cha, Ex. 2.0.5]:

Twisted ordinary cohomology Hn+τ
(
X ; R

)
Homotopy type theory Homotopy theory

[
(t : BR×)!

(
fibt(τ)! Bn

(

↷t Rudl
))]

0
(198)


BnRudl�R×

X BR×τ

/
∼hmt

[
(x : X)!

(
τ∗B(R× ↷Rudl)

)
(x)
]

0
(199)


τ∗
(
BnRudl�R×) BnRudl�R×

X X BR×τ

/
∼hmt

(200)

For the construction of Gauss-Manin connections from §4.2, we are to furthermore consider B-indexed families of such
twisted cohomology types (200). Remarkably, in the syntax of homotopy types this is a triviality that amounts to introducing
a type B into the context and having the terms X and τ depend on it:

Definition 5.16 (Gauss-Manin transport on fibrations of twisted cohomology groups). We say that the type of fibrations of
twisted ordinary cohomology sets is:

coefficients

R : Ring,
degree

n : N,
parameter base

B : Type,

X(−) : B! Type
fibration of domains

, τ(−) : (b : B)!
(
Xb! BR×)

family of twists

 ⊢

twisted cohomology

Hn+τ(−)
(
X(−); R

)
:≡[

(t : BR×)!
(

fibt
(
τ(−)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fib(−, t)(prX ,τ) (205)

! Bn( ↷ t Rudl)
)]

0
:

fibered
over base
B! Type

(201)

Given such, its Gauss-Manin monodromy is the corresponding transport (74) over the base type B:

GMTransport : ∏
b1,b2:B

(
IdB(b1, b2)

(
Hn+τb1

(
Xb1 ; R

) ∼
! Hn+τb2

(
Xb2 ; R

)))
.(

b1
p12⇝ b2

)
7−! (p12)∗

(202)
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Under the dictionary in §5.1 and using Thm. 4.13, this is the type-theoretic construction whose denotational semantics is
the parallel transport/monodromy of Gauss-Manin connections on fibrations of twisted ordinary cohomology sets.

Next, in §6, we turn to the specialization of this general construction to the case corresponding to Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
connections and hence to the operation of topological quantum gates (Thm. 6.8 below).

In closing this subsection, we comment on the equivalence under the brace in (201):

Remark 5.17 (Between fiberwise and global twists). Given a family of domain types equipped with a fiberwise system of
twists as assumed in (201),

X(−) : B−! Type, τ(−) : B−!
(
Xb! BR×)

consider the corresponding total space (106)

X :≡ (b : B)×Xb , prX : X (b : X)×Xb B

x 7−! (b, xb) 7−! b
(203)

equipped with the corresponding “global twist”:

τ : X (b : B)×Xb BR×

x 7−! (b, xb) 7−! τb
(
xb
) (204)

Then the fiber type (87) of the pairing (
prX , τ

)
: X −! B×BR×

at any (b, t) : B×BR× is equivalently the fiber type of τb at t:

fib(b, t)
(
prX , τ

)
= (x : X)× Id

((
prX (x), τ(x)

)
,
(
b, t
))

by (87)

≃ (x : X)× Id
(
prX (x), b

)
× Id(τ(x), t) by (144)

≃ (xb : Xb)× Id
(
τb(xb), t

)
by (87) & (204)

= fibt
(
τb
)

by (87).

(205)
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6 The homotopy type of anyon braid gates
Finally, we discuss the specialization of the type construction of Gauss-Manin monodromy in Def. 5.16 to that of KZ-
monodromy on ŝu2κ −2-conformal blocks, along the lines of Ex. 4.14, concluding with Def. 6.7 and Thm. 6.8 below.

This requires encoding the three specializations (54) - (56) invoked in Ex. 4.14:

(i) The domain fibration is to be specialized to that of delooped braid groups BPBr(n+N)! BPBr(N);

(ii) the local coefficients are specialized to the EM-type C× ↷K(C,n) of the complex numbers;

(iii) the twist is specialized to what on pure Artin generators is a list of complex exponentials exp(2πi−) : Q! C×.

All three of these are, of course, classical mathematical constructions, and their encodings in typed programming lan-
guages are in principle well-understood. Nonetheless, at the time of this writing, implementations specifically for a univa-
lently computing and inductively homotopy-typed programming languages as needed here (such as cubical Agda, Lit. 2.28)
is not readily available for import from standard libraries. Therefore we shall dwell a little on how to get one’s hands on these
data structures.

The fibration of delooped pure braid groups. The construction of the delooping type BPBr(N +1) of the pure braid group
is a straightforward consequence of our previous discussion: Given that the pure braid group has a finite presentation (15) by
pure braid generators (13), we may use the construction formula (182) (or, in Agda, the 2-HIT equivalent to it): First form the
suspension type of the set of pure braid generators (13) and then pushout-out (122) each loop formed by a pair of free group
elements in relation:

BPBr(N +1) :≡


po


(16) (17)

(Artin-Lee relations)×S1 S

{e}⊔

bi j =

 · · · · · · · · ·

i j




1≤i< j≤N+1


(Artin-Lee relations)




1

By the classical homotopy equivalence (5) we may regard this as our type-theoretic model of the homotopy type of ordered
configuration spaces: In cohesive homotopy type theory (which we do not discuss here, but see the Outlook on p. 4) we would
(or will) have a type equivalence of the form S Conf

{1, · · · ,N +1}
(R2) ≃ BPBr(N +1) .

Now observe, by the nature of the pure braid generators bi j (15), that the canonical fibrations of ordered configuration
spaces (6) which forget the last point(s) in a configuration clearly induce on pure braid groups the homomorphisms which
trivialize those generators that carry the label of a discarded strand as an index:

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +2}

(R2) BPBr(N +2) bI,J bI,N+1 bI,N+2

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +1}

(R2) BPBr(N +1) bI,J bI,N+1 e

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(R2) BPBr(N) bI,J e e

≃
whe

≃
whe

≃
whe

for 1 ≤ I < J ≤ N (206)

The delooping (177) of this group homomorphism yields the desired fibration:

pr : BPBr(N +n) BPBr(N)

pt 7! pt

pt 7! pt

pt 7! pt

bI J bIJ

bI i e

bi j e

for
1 ≤ I < J ≤ N

N < i < j ≤ N +n
(207)
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Constructing the continuum. For encoding physical reality in general (and in particular for encoding topological quantum
gates, via Def. 6.7 below) we need the data structure of real numbers (“the continuum” R, e.g. [Ru64]). Elementary as this
appears to any practicing mathematician today, when reconsidered from the bare logical foundations of typed programming
languages one is reminded that there is a fair bit of work and some subtleties involved in constructing the real numbers and
verifying their expected properties starting from just the type of natural numbers. This invokes non-trivial insights fully
developed only in the 19th century (cf. [Co15]), fully understood in its “constructive” refinement only late in the 20th century
([Bish67][BB85][Br99]), which only now in the 21st century is being appreciated as the theory of real numbers pertinent to
certified computing (e.g. [O’C07][GNSW07], cf. Lit. 2.29).

This may serve to explain that an actual library for real number arithmetic in the programming language Agda (Lit. 2.26)
has been started only recently [Mu22] (see also [Lu15]) and is still under development. However, its basic principles of
constructions and proofs are those originally developed already, in full detail, for the constructive analysis of [Bish67][BB85]
and are well-understood. Better yet, implemented in homotopy type theory this seminal historical program of constructive
analysis arguably finds its conceptual conclusion, in that here the required quotient sets (135) actually exist, thus solving
the remaining problems (cf. [Li14, §1.1][Mu22, §4.3.2]) with previous “setoid” models. (A yet better but currently more
hypothetical approach may be that of [UFP13, §11], see Rem. 6.3 below).

We now briefly list the incremental ring data structure constructions that produce the type of complex numbers, in this
fashion, starting from the type of natural numbers (111) and proceeding through the types of integer numbers (208), rational
numbers (212) and – which requires the most care: — the type of real numbers (215).

Remark 6.1 (Conventions for displaying ring data structures). In doing so in the following, beware that:
(i) Throughout we omit displaying the construction of the properties-certificates (such as for associativity etc.): These are

all either straightforward or, in the case of the convergence-certificates for the operations on real numbers (215), the
required ideas are all given in [Bish67][BB85] and have been coded into Agda in [Lu15][Mu22].

(ii) Consequently, we display functions on quotient types X/R (135) as functions on the quotiented types X , leaving implicit
the proof certificates that these functions respect the pertinent equivalence relations and hence descend to the quotient,
much as spelled out in the proof of Prop. 5.10.

(iii) We systematically “overload” notation for operations on number systems, as usual: For instance in the definition of the
addition operation on integer numbers (208)

(n1, m1)+(n2, m2) :≡ (n1 +n2, m1 +m2)

it is understood that the operation on the left goes + :Z×Z!Z (as per the previous item) and is defined by the operation
on the right which instead goes + : N×N! N and was constructed previously (112).

(iv) On our use of quotient types of real and complex numbers in the following, see Rem. 6.3 below.

The integer numbers. The archetypical (namely: initial) example of ring data structure (185) is the type of integers: Its
underlying set may be given (cf. [UFP13, Rem. 6.10.7][1lab, §Data.Int]) as the quotient type (135) of that of pairs (62) of
natural numbers (111) by the equivalence relation (134) which identifies those pairs of pairs (n, m) whose cross-sums (112)
are equal, hence which serve as stand-ins for their difference n−m:

⊢
(
Z, 0,+, −, 1, ·,

)
: Ring

where

Z :≡ N×N
/ (

(n1, m1), (n2, m2) : N×N
)
× IdN

(
n1 +m2, n2 +m1

)
0 :≡ (0,0)

+ :
(
(n1, m1), (n2, m2)

)
7!
(
n1 +n2, m1 +m2

)
− : (n, m) 7! (m, n)

1 :≡
(
succ(0), 0

)
· :

(
(n1, m1), (n1, m2)

)
7!
(
n1 ·n2 +m1 ·m2, m1 ·n2 +n1 ·m2

)

(208)

Using the canonical inclusion of the underlying types21 of natural numbers (111)

ι : N Z
n 7−! (n, 0)

(209)

21The inclusion (209) is of course a homomorphism of monoid (semi-group) data structures, but here we do not dwell on monoid structure, for brevity.
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we obtain the ordering relation on the integer numbers

≤ : Z×Z Prop

(n1,n2) 7−! (k : N)× Id
(
n2, n1 + ι(k)

) (210)

and hence the sub-type of positive integers (equivalent to that of poisitive natural numbers)

Z+ :≡ (n : Z)× (1 ≤ n) . (211)

The rational numbers. The ring data structure (185) of rational numbers may be given by the quotient set (134) of pairs
consisting of a numerator p :Z (208) and a denominator q :Z+ (211) subject to the usual identification of fractional arithmetic
which makes the pair (p, q) be a stand-in for the fraction p/q:

⊢
(
Q, 0,+,−, 1, ·

)
: Ring

where

Q :≡ Z×Z+

/ (
(p1, q1), (p1, q2) : Z×Z+

)
× IdZ

(
p1 ·q2, q1 · p2

)
0 :≡ (0,1)

+ :
(
(p1, q1), (p2, q2)

)
7!

(
p1 ·q2 + p2 ·q1, q1 ·q2

)
− : (p, q) 7! (−p, q)

1 :≡ (1, 1)

· :
(
(p1, q1), (p, q2)

)
7!
(

p1 · p2, q1 ·q2
)

(212)

The ordering relation (210) on the integer numbers induces the ordering on the rational numbers (remembering that we are
forcing the denominators q to be positive):

≤ : Q×Q Prop(
(q1, p1), (q2, p2)

)
7−! q1 · p2 ≤ q2 · p1 .

(213)

For the following construction of the type of real numbers below in (215) we introduce common notational abbreviations for
the multiplicative inverse of a positive number and for the square of any rational number

1
(−) : Z+ Q

n 7−! (1, n)
(−)2 : Q Q

r 7−! r · r
(214)

Notice that bounds (213) on a square r2 (214) equivalently serve as bounds on the absolute value |r| (which we do not
introduce separately).

The real numbers. The following is the construction of the ring data structure (185) of real numbers as regular sequences
x(−) : Z+!Q of rational numbers (212) indexed by positive integers (211), serving as stand-ins for the real number to which
these converge. This definition and the verification of its intended properties is due to [Bish67, pp. 15][BB85, pp. 18] and
has been implemented in Agda by [Lu15][Mu22, Def. 3.3.1] (also in Coq [KS13] following a monadic re-formulation due to
[O’C07]) — there as data sets equipped with equivalence relations (134), while we now display the corresponding quotient
type (135), bewaring of Rem. 6.3 below:

⊢
(
R, 0,+,−, 1, ·

)
: Ring

where

R :≡

sequences of
rational numbers (212)(
x(−) : Z+!Q

)
×
( which converge regularly

(n, m : Z+)!
(
(xn − xm)

2 ≤
( 1

n +
1
m

)2
))modulo/ those(

x(−), y(−)

)
×
( that converge to zero

(n : Z+)!
(
(xn − yb)

2 ≤
( 2

n

)2
))

0 : n 7! 0

+ :
(
x(−), y(−)

)
7!
(
n 7! xn + yn

)
− : x(−) 7!

(
n 7! −xn

)
1 : n 7! 1

· :
(
x(−), y(−)

)
7!
(
n 7! xn · yn

)
(215)
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Remark 6.2 (Computational content of real numbers). In the type (215) any real number is represented by a sequence of
rational numbers; in practice these representing sequences

⊢ x(−) : Z+!Q
n : Z+ ⊢ xn : Q

(216)

are little programs (60) which for any prescribed but finite precision ∼ 1
n compute the intended number to within that precision.

That this is really what it means to know a real number was the conviction of the founding fathers of constructive analysis
[Bish67][BB85]; in any case this is what it means for a finite computing machine to store an exact real number (as opposed
to some finite floating-point approximation) in its memory (see [Vui88, §3]).

For example, the circle number π may be encoded by the BBP-formula [BBP97], for which the required proof certificates
of convergence are evident:

π :≡
(

n 7!
n

∑
k=0

1
16k

( 4
6k+1

− 2
8k+4

− 1
8k+5

− 1
8k+6

))
: R (217)

Remark 6.3 (Cauchy completeness and/or its constructive failure for Bishop reals). A desirable or even constituting
property of the real numbers is their Cauchy completeness (e.g. [Ru64, Def. 3.12]), meaning that any Cauchy sequence of
real numbers converges to a real number: Intuitively this is the requirement that real numbers really form a continuum in that
no “gaps” remain on the real line. But there is a difference in whether one asks for convergence of constructible sequences of
real numbers, or more generally:

On the one hand, given a Cauchy sequence of operational encodings of real numbers (216), namely of, in turn, Cauchy
sequences of rational numbers, hence given a Cauchy sequence of Cauchy sequences

x(−)
(−)

: Z+ −!
(
Z+!Q

)
, (218)

then its convergence is indeed provable ([Bish67, p. 27, Thm. 2][BB85, p. 29, Thm. 3.3], cf. [Mu22, Thm. 3.4.4]): this is
the fully constructive notion of Cauchy completeness of the real numbers.

On the other hand, such Cauchy sequences of Cauchy sequences of rational numbers (218) represent single sequences of
real numbers

x(−) : Z+ −! R (219)

when we regard the latter inside the quotient type (215). But given just such quotiented Cauchy sequence data of type (219),
there is no proof that it converges to an element of R [Lu07]. By the constructive proof of [Bish67, p. 27][BB85, p. 29] it
would be possible if one could lift the sequence (219) back to one of the “constructive” form (218) — but this is in turn not
possible in general. (The relevant “axiom of countable choice” does not hold syntactically in the type theory. While it does
hold semantically in the classical model topos (107), it does not hold in the more general model toposes that we are eventually
interested in, as per p. 4.)

Luckily, it looks like for our intended application (in Def. 6.7 below) we never (need to) care about sequences of real
number data (219) for which we do not have constructive lifts (218), whence the operational Cauchy completeness proven by
[Bish67, p. 27][BB85, p. 29][Mu22, Thm. 3.4.4] ensures that real number data of type (215) is satisfactory in applications.

Remark 6.4 (Other descriptions of the reals). There are other possible constructions of the real numbers which do not share
the Cauchy completeness deficiency of the Bishop real numbers.
(i) The most straightforward is the type of Dedekind real numbers, or two-sided Dedekind cuts ([UFP13, Defn. 11.2.1]):

RD :≡



(L,U : Q! Prop)
}

structure

×
(
∃{q : Q | L(q)}×∃{r : Q |U(r)}

)
×
(
(q : Q)! L(q)≃ ∃{r : Q | (q < r)×L(r)}

))
×
(
(r : Q)! R(r)≃ ∃{q : Q | (q < r)×U(q)}

))
×
(
(q : Q)! (L(q)×U(q))!∅

)
×
(
(q,r : Q)! ∃(L(q)+R(r))

)



properties
(220)
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The Dedekind real numbers have the benefit of being provably Cauchy complete without any non-constructive principles.
Since they evidently contain the rationals by sending x : Q to the cut (q 7! (q < x), r 7! (x < r)), this implies that the Bishop
reals admit a map to the Dedekind reals which respects the quotient relation on the regular sequences.
(ii) Finally, another construction principle for the type of Cauchy real numbers as a more intricate “higher inductive-inductive
type” (further generalizing the notion of higher inductive types, pp. 49) has been laid out in [UFP13, §11.3] and proven to
be genuinely Cauchy complete ([UFP13, Thm. 11.3.49]). This novel construction principle has attracted some type-theoretic
attention and may well be the way to go forward in the future; but at the time of this writing, it is not available in practice.

The complex numbers. With a type (215) of real numbers in hand, it is straightforward to construct the corresponding ring
data structure (185) of complex numbers (applying the classical formulas; see e.g. [Ru64, Def. 1.24]):

⊢
(
C,+,−, 0, ·, 1

)
: Ring

where(
z : C

)
:≡
(
Re(z), Im(z)

)
: R×R

0 :≡ (0, 0)

+ :
((

Re(z1), Im(z1)
)
,
(
Re(z2), Im(z2)

))
7!
(
Re(z1)+Re(z2), Re(z1)+Re(z2)

)
− :

(
Re(z), Im(z)

)
7!
(
−Re(z),−Im(z)

)
· :

((
Re(z1), Im(z1)

)
,
(
Re(z2), Im(z2)

))
7!
(

Re(z1) ·Re(z2)− Im(z1) · Im(z2), Re(z1) · Im(z2)+ Im(z1) ·Re(z2)
)

1 :≡ (1, 0)
(221)

So the imaginary unit is
i :≡ (0, 1) : C (222)

We now obtain the complex exponential function on rational arguments by composing its classical series expansion
n 7! ∑

n
k=0

1
k! (−)k (e.g. [Ru64, p. 178]) with the series representation of π (217); and by classical computations, the result is

readily certified to be a group homomorphism (176) from the underlying abelian group (187) of the ring of rational numbers
(212) to the group of units (188) of the ring of complex numbers (221):

exp
(
2πi · (−)

)
: Qudl C× .

hom
(223)

Similarly, we readily equip C× with a certificate that it is abelian, C× : AbGrp (183).

Lemma 6.5 (Assigning phases to pure Artin generators). Any list of rational numbers, one for each pure braid generator,
defines a group homomorphism:

N : N+, n : N ⊢

r(−−) :
(k1,k2 : Z+)
×(k1 +1 ≤ k2)
×(k2 ≤ N +n)

!Q

 (
BPBr(N +n) BC×

)
r(−−) 7−!

(
pt 7! pt

)
bk1 k2

pure braid
generators

exp
(

2πir(k1 k2)

)

(224)

Proof. Since the relations (17) on the pure Artin generators (13) are all group commutator relations, and since in the abelian
target group every group commutator is canonically witnessed as an identity.

Remark 6.6 (Special cases for applications). There is much room to replace this general construction with optimized special-
purpose constructions in special cases. For example, if in applications we are to focus on rational numbers with a numerator
equal to q = 4 (which is the case of Majorana anyons!, Lit. 2.19), then the corresponding exponential is an integer complex
number and may be defined directly:

exp
(
2πi p/4

)
= ip .
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The homotopy data structure of topological quantum gates. With all these data structures in hand, we may conclude.

Definition 6.7 (Homotopy data structure of conformal blocks). In specialization of Def. 5.16, we obtain this type:
punctures

N : N+,

degree

n : N,
shifted level

κ : N≥2

w(−)

weights

: N! {0, · · · ,κ −2}

 ⊢

(⃗
z 7!

[
(t : BC×)!

(
fib(t ,⃗z)

(
prN+n

N , τ(κ,w•)
)
! Bn( ↷ t Cudl)

)]
0

)
: BPBr(N)! Type

where

(207) prN+n
N : BPBr(N +n) BPBr(N)

pt 7! pt

pt 7! pt

bI i e

bI J bIJ

τ(κ,w•) : BPBr(N +n) BC×

(53) (224) pt 7! pt

pt 7! pt

pt 7! pt

bI i exp(2πi wI
κ
)

bi j exp(2πi 2
κ
)

bI J exp(2πi wI wJ
2κ

)

(225)

Theorem 6.8 (Topological quantum gates as homotopy data structure). The semantics in the classical model topos (107)
of the transport operation (202) in this type (225) is given by the monodromy of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection, on
ŝu2κ −2-conformal blocks (on the Riemann sphere with N +1 punctures weighted by (wI)

N
I=1 and wN+1 = n+∑I wI).

Proof. By Example 4.14 of Theorem 4.13, we are reduced to showing that the semantics of the type formation (225) equals
the topological construction expressed by the formula (58). This follows by applying the syntax/semantics dictionary §5.1
iteratively to the sub-terms of (225), as shown in the following steps:

Syntax §5.1
 −! Semantics

z⃗ : BPBr(N), t : BC× ⊢

fib(t ,⃗z)(prN+n
N , τ(κ,w•)) : Type

(106)
(5)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N +n}

(C)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)×BC×

(prN+n
N ,τ(κ,w•))

z⃗ : BPBr(N), t : BC× ⊢

Bn
(

↷tCudl
)

: Type

(67)
(175) p∗Conf

{1, · · · ,N}

K(C, n)×C× EC×

BC×

z⃗ : BPBr(N), t : BC× ⊢

fib(t ,⃗z)(prN+n
N , τ(κ,w•))! Bn

(

↷tCudl
)

: Type
(66) Map


Conf

{1, · · · ,N +n}
(C)

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)×BC×

(prN+n
N ,τ(κ,w•))

, p∗Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

K(C, n)×C× EC×

BC×


z⃗ : BPBr(N) ⊢

(t : BC×)! T⃗z, t : Type

(67)
(33)

(
id Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

×PBC×
)
∗

T

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)×BC×

z⃗ : BPBr(N), t : BC× ⊢[
(t : BC×)! T⃗z, t : Type

]
0

(129) π0/ Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)

(id Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

×PBC×
)
∗

T

Conf
{1, · · · ,N}

(C)×BC×


Homotopy type structure
of Def. 6.7 specializing Def. 5.16 ↔

Fibration of conformal blocks (58)
via Thm. 4.13 & Ex. 4.14
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